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The oil price crash and defaults
Almost five years have passed since the Brent crude oil
price reached its 2014 high of USD116/bbl, on 19 June
2014. Over the next 1.5 years, it would plummet to an
intraday low of USD27/bbl, on 20 January 2016.
Thereafter oil and oil service companies saw their
earnings decline. Boosted by optimism amid strong
markets, issuers had previously made large, debtfuelled investments. Stretched capital structures and
thin order books led to the second large restructuring
wave in the Norwegian high-yield market. Falling asset
values and limited security led to losses for investors in
the market. This report examines the defaults that
occurred.
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Backdrop. High oil prices in 2010–2014 led to optimism among companies in the oil
and oil service sectors. Meanwhile, supportive monetary policies in the wake of the
financial crisis led to compressed yields and low borrowing costs. Optimistic
companies used the opportunity to obtain low-cost financing for many oil service
assets, such as support vessels and drilling rigs. However, low-cost debt also
contributed to the growth of US shale oil production, eventually contributing to lower oil
prices.
Defaults rose substantially. The Norwegian energy high-yield default rate peaked at
39.1%, for the 12 months ending in January 2017. In total, c60% of outstanding bond
volumes issued by oil-related issuers in the Norwegian market, as of end-2014,
subsequently went into default. About 70% of the issuers present in the market at the
same time had to restructure their bond debt.
Most of these defaults in the Norwegian market ended as distressed exchanges,
including amend-and-extend and debt-to-equity conversions. This was especially true
for unsecured issues, where bondholders had less control. Unsurprisingly, we find a
larger proportion of bankruptcies for companies with secured bond issues, where
bondholders have been able to enforce the bond security.
Defaults are complicated matters, with no two cases alike. We have simplified the
case studies, while maintaining sufficient detail to provide a meaningful understanding
of each case. Moreover, defaults and restructurings often incite strong feelings for the
parties involved. This report aims to provide a neutral description of the cases, backed
by a large number of sources (endnotes), rather than making normative judgements
on whether or not the solutions chosen have been fair.
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Preface
Several factors provided the foundations for the crisis
Several factors coincided to provide the basis for the crisis that would have severe
consequences for the Norwegian high-yield market in 2015–2017. While the oil price had
fallen from USD146.1/bbl to USD36.6/bbl in H2 2008, it quickly recovered from the financial
crisis. Driven by recovering growth in the US, high growth in emerging markets, as well as the
turmoil of the Arab Spring, the oil price rose to hover at USD100–120/bbl during 2011–2014.
Meanwhile, global central banks conducted highly supportive monetary policy programmes,
with zero interest rate policies and quantitative easing. While the tightening credit spreads
remained higher than in the pre-financial crisis years, effective yields for energy high-yield
issuers fell to record lows in 2012–2013. Hence, companies within oil and oil service sectors
faced a world in which oil prices were high and financing was cheap.
Figure 1: Oil price (Brent, USD/bbl)

Several factors coincided to create the
oil price crisis. Driven by recovering
growth in the US, high growth in
emerging markets, as well as the turmoil
of the Arab Spring, the oil price rose to
hover at USD100–120/bbl during 2011–
2014. Meanwhile, issuers had access to
cheap debt

Figure 2: US high-yield energy, credit spread and yield
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On the back of these abovementioned factors, the US shale oil industry grew rapidly. In
2009–2014, the energy sector represented about a fifth of total volume growth in the US highyield market, increasing its proportion of the outstanding market from about 9% pre-financial
crisis, to roughly 16% at the end of 2014.
Figure 3: US oil production ('000 barrels/day)

Yield

Source: Bloomberg (underlying data), DNB Markets (further calculations)

The US shale oil industry grew rapidly in
the years leading up to the oil price
crisis, partially due to abundant low-cost
financing

Figure 4: Energy proportion of outstanding US corporate
bond volumes (%)
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Cheap financing also led to strong growth in Norwegian high-yield
Cheap financing to the oil sector was also a hallmark of the Norwegian high-yield market at
the time. It had historically provided financing to oil-related issuers, leading to a default wave
as liquidity dried up with the onset of the financial crisis. While this first cycle had been
dominated by project financing, often to speculative cases, including experimental vessel
designs, the second wave was somewhat different. Issuers in the Norwegian post-financial
crisis high-yield market were to a large extent well-known market players rather than smaller
start-ups, financing assets with known and tested specifications. However, the number of rigs
and vessels on order was high, exacerbating the supply/demand imbalance. Moreover, from a
capital perspective, a substantial part of the debt issued in 2011–2014 was unsecured,
ranking behind e.g. bank facilities.
Leveraged capital structures themselves do not necessarily represent a problem, if the
industries in which the issuers operate provide non-cyclical stable income. This is not the
case for the oil service industries. As the oil price fell, reflecting the unreliable nature of oil
service incomes, companies found themselves left with inappropriate capital structures.
Figure 5: Nordic high-yield, annual issuance (NOKbn
equivalents)
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The Norwegian high-yield market also
offered issuers low-cost financing for
both secured and unsecured structures

The result was stretched capital
structures in a sector whose cyclability
appeared to be underestimated

Figure 6: Nordic high-yield, payment rank of oil related
issuance (NOKbn equivalents)
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Default rate reaching new highs
As revenue disappeared, companies sought to obtain covenant waivers, maturity extensions,
general amendments, equity raises and debt conversions. Consequently, the Norwegian
energy default rate rose to new highs, peaking at 39.1% for the 12 months ending in January
2017. Out of the NOK119bn equivalents in outstanding oil and oil service bonds in the
Norwegian market at the end of 2014, NOK70bn of bonds went into default. Approximately
70% of the issuers active in the market at the time went through a default in the subsequent
crisis. Unsurprisingly, as evident in figures 10-12, we find that the bankruptcies have mainly
taken place in secured bonds, where bondholders can enforce and take over assets. In
unsecured bonds, we mainly find that bondholders have agreed to distressed exchanges,
such as debt-to-equity conversions.

Default rate peaked at 39.1% within the
Norwegian energy high-yield bond
market

A descriptive view on the various cases
In the following report, we describe the various default cases in the Norwegian oil and oil
service high-yield market from 2014 onwards. These processes are complicated, and we
have tried to simplify to arrive at an easy overview of the processes, as well as go into
enough detail to provide a thorough understanding of the cases. These processes are not
only complicated, but in many cases emotional. Various creditors, shareholders and
management often have different views on these situations. In our case studies, we have tried
to maintain a neutral position, describing the situation without taking sides.
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Figure 7: Selected high-yield default rates, 12 months
trailing

Figure 8: Norwegian energy high-yield, outstanding
volumes, by default status (NOKbn equivalents)
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Figure 9: Nordic high-yield, outstanding volumes, by sector and default status (NOKbn equivalents)
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Figure 10: Norwegian energy highyield, annual default volumes, by final
default outcome (NOKbn equivalents)

Figure 11: Norwegian energy highyield, annual default volumes, by final
default outcome (NOKbn
equivalents), Secured bonds

Figure 12: Norwegian energy highyield, annual default volumes, by final
default outcome (NOKbn
equivalents), unsecured bonds
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Atlantic Offshore AS
Figure 13: Summary, Atlantic Offshore AS
Action

Proposal 1 – Rejected (March 2016)

Outcome (April 2016)

Equity owners

New equity

Bondholders

Affected bond loans
Maturity extension

NOK50.1m in new equity from main owner.
Conversion of intercompany debt to equity
ATOFF03: NOK500m
NOK250m senior unsecured + NOK150m
subordinated, both to mature on 31 December
2020
NOK250m with cash interest of 2% + PIK at 3%
NOK150m with zero coupon
NOK150m to have conversion rights to 44.9% of
equity
NOK100m
No
Yes
Yes, all maturities changed to 1 May 2020
Amortisations reduced from 1 February 2016 to 31
December 2018
No
No
No
Yes, amendments to value-adjusted equity ratio,
debt service coverage and free cash covenants
Reduced day rates on two chartered vessels

Acquired selected assets for NOK16.9m.
Issuer thereafter entered bankruptcy
ATOFF03: NOK500m
Bankruptcy

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity

Banks

Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Suppliers
Other

Other support

Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy
Yes, all maturities changed to 1 May 2020
Amortisations reduced from 1 February 2016 to 31
December 2018 *
No *
No *
No *
Yes, amendments to value-adjusted equity ratio,
debt service coverage and free cash covenants *
Reduced day rates on two chartered vessels *
Issuer liquidated.
Ongoing lawsuit as bondholders claim assets were
purchased at an unfair price

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)
Note: * Bank debt transferred to new company

Atlantic Offshore AS (“Atlantic”) underwent one of the most controversial restructurings in the
Norwegian high-yield market during the 2015–2016 restructuring wave. The company issued
two bonds in 2012:
 ATOFF01 PRO in June (NOK200m, 3-year tenor, paying 3-month NIBOR+1,000bp).
 ATOFF02 PRO in December (NOK150m, 2.25-year tenor, paying 3-month NIBOR+975bp).
In December 2013, the company issued ATOFF03, NOK400m senior unsecured FRNs,
paying a coupon of 3-month NIBOR+750bp, and in 2014 an additional NOK100m tap issue
was conducted. These amounts were used to refinance the two other bond issues.
Consequently, the company had NOK500m in unsecured bond debt entering 2016.
Obtaining covenant waivers
1
On 22 September 2015, the company summoned the bondholders of ATOFF03 to a meeting ,
with the purpose of obtaining a covenant waiver for the market-adjusted equity ratio. Atlantic
had breached the covenant as of Q2 2015. The company also informed that it had initiated a
“strategic review of the company”. Øgreid Eiendom AS, the controlling shareholder, had also
committed to converting a NOK53m shareholder loan to equity and to invest up to NOK25m in
2
new equity. The proposal was accepted by 99.78% of the votes .
New restructuring proposal
In the Q3 2015 report, Atlantic informed that it was in dialogue with secured lenders,
3
concerning deferral of instalments, for Q4 2015 and Q1 2016. On 16 December 2015 , it
announced that the dialogue led to an agreement with secured lenders on amendments of
4
amortisation profiles. Nevertheless, on 19 February 2016, a press release stated that Atlantic
did not have liquidity to service its full obligations to creditors and bareboat counterparties.
The bondholders were summoned to a meeting for the presentation of a restructuring
proposal, including:

Covenant waiver following Q2 2015
breach

Lack of liquidity to service its full
obligations led to restructuring proposal
in February 2016…
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 New equity. Subject to acceptance from all creditors, the company’s main shareholder, the
Øgreid family, committed to inject an additional NOK50.1m in new equity, resulting in 99%
ownership of the company.
 Conversion of intercompany debt to equity.
 Reduced rates for two chartered vessels.
 Haircut and amendments to ATOFF03 bond. NOK100m write-off, NOK150m to be
converted to subordinated unsecured bond with conversion rights to 44.9% of equity in
Atlantic. Remaining NOK250m to get postponed maturity date to YE 2020, cash coupon of
2% and PIK coupon of 3%.
 Secured debt amortisation would be reduced by 50% in 2016 and 2017 and by 25% in
2018. All maturities would be changed to 1 May 2020.
Atlantic also informed that without a solution, the alternative was liquidation. KPMG had
performed a liquidation analysis showing recovery rates of 31–90% for secured creditors, but
likely zero recovery for unsecured creditors. On 26 February, the company announced that it
had reached an agreement with secured creditors. However, at the bondholders’ meeting on
4 March, the proposed restructuring was rejected, obtaining only 8.7% of the votes. The
5
absence of a deal led to the company halting all payments to creditors .
Sale of operations, bankruptcy and lawsuit
About a month later, on 12 April 2016, Atlantic issued a press release stating it had completed
an agreement “securing continued operation and fulfilment of contractual obligations towards
customers and employees”. Under the agreement, most of the operations and subsidiaries
were sold to Aegopodium AS, a newly established company owned 100% by H. Øgreid &
Sønner AS, part of Atlantic’s main shareholder family’s sphere. The deal included seven
vessels and the transaction cost was NOK14.9m. The unsecured debt remained in Atlantic,
6
which three days later filed for bankruptcy . The process was criticised by bondholders in the
7
press , but the company replied by pointing to a reversal clause in the agreement with its
main secured creditors and Aegopodium, stating that the deal could be reversed if any party
in the bankruptcy estate were to match the offer from Aegopodium. However, this did not
happen, with bondholders claiming that the time frame for matching the bid was unrealistically
short.
8

The move from Atlantic spurred anger among bondholders , and the bankruptcy estate filed a
9
lawsuit against Øgreid AS and Aegopodium AS . The plaintiffs claim that the deal price was
unfairly low, as the buyers used a liquidation scenario valuation for the assets. According to
the plaintiffs the assets should have been valued cNOK200m higher, using a ‘going concern’
scenario. The case will be heard in court in November 2019.

…but the proposal was rejected at the
bondholders’ meeting in March 2016

Subsequent agreement, which led to the
sale of most operations to Aegopodium
AS, and Atlantic filing for bankruptcy…

…received criticism in the media…

…and was followed by a lawsuit by the
bankruptcy estate that will be heard in
court in November 2019

Figure 14: Atlantic Offshore AS: quoted bond price and actual bond trades
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Axis Offshore Pte Ltd
Figure 15: Summary, Axis Offshore Pte Ltd
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Restructuring (July 2016)

Sale to Prosafe (December 2016)

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity

USD7.5m from shareholders
AXIS01 Pro: USD48m
No
PIK option introduced
No

Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension

No
No
Aligned with KfW facility (market value covenant)
Deferral of instalments until maturity in November
2021
No
No
No
N/a
No
No

Up to USD30m
AXIS01 Pro: USD48m
No
No
Put and call options at 90% of par. Bonds called
following acceptance of proposal
No
No
No
USD45m in amortisation relief over a 3-year period

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
No
No
N/a
No
Sale of Axis Nova Singapore and Axis Vega
Singapore

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
Axis Offshore Pte Ltd raised USD60m in 2013 through the issuance of a senior secured bond
with a tenor of 5 years and a coupon of 3mL+725bp. The outstanding amount was reduced to
USD48m in December 2015 when the company decided to discharge USD12m of its own
10
bonds. On 15 July 2016, Axis Offshore summoned to a bondholders’ meeting “to ensure
that the company has financial flexibility going forward during the market downturn”. The
restructuring proposal included:
 USD7.5m in new equity contributed by shareholders, scheduled to be raised through
semi-annual contributions from November 2016 to May 2018.
 Amendment of the interest payment. PIK interest option introduced.
 Amendment of the financial covenants. Minimum market value for the vessel equalling
at least 120% of the outstanding senior debt.
 Deferral of the amortisation profile on bank facilities. Instalments reduced from
November 2016 to May 2018, which in total would accumulate up to USD12.5m in deferred
instalments with maturity in November 2021.
11

The proposal faced resistance from certain bondholders. A letter to all bondholders from the
12
“Opposing Bondholders” (led by Alfred Berg) criticised the process and described the
proposal as a “short-term solution” lacking “hard commitments from secured creditors and
shareholders”. It also criticised the company’s sale of own bonds to the main shareholders
HitecVision and J. Lauritzen, without which the opposing bondholders would have negative
13
14
control . In its reply , the company rejected “the assertions and speculation” in the letter.
The proposed resolution was voted through by a small margin during a bondholders’ meeting
15
16
on 29 July 2016, obtaining 68.82% of the votes . The Oslo Stock Exchange later criticised
Axis Offshore for breaching ABM rules by not treating holders of bonds on an equal basis.
Axis Offshore entered a LOI with Prosafe
17
On 10 November 2016, Axis entered a letter of intent with Prosafe to sell all outstanding
shares in the SPVs Axis Nova Singapore and Axis Vega Singapore, as well as 25% of the
ordinary shares in the vessel-owning company for the accommodation vessel Dan Swift. The
consideration for the shares was set to USD70m. Following this announcement, the company
summoned to a bondholders’ meeting to obtain approval for the transaction that would also

Restructuring process in July 2016 met
criticism both from some bondholders
and the OSE

LOI with Prosafe…
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encompass a recapitalisation involving senior creditors. If the transaction was to be accepted,
the bondholders would have the option to put their bonds at 90% of par value. The issuer
18
would also have a call option at the same price. In the summons , the issuer stated that it
was important that a proposal to reduce unsecured debt did not give an “unreasonable
advantage to the shareholders at the expense of the bondholders”. To ensure this it had
retained a third party appraiser to provide an opinion related to the fairness, which was
considered to treat stakeholders equally. The issuer also stated that a break-up through
liquidation was the only perceived option besides the proposed sale and restructuring.
The proposed resolution obtained 100% of the votes. As a result, the sale of its vessels
followed on 13 December 2016 and on 22 December the issuer exercised the call option, with
the bonds being repaid at 90% of par value. Bonds owned directly or indirectly by
shareholders were not included, and are still outstanding.

…and approval of transaction…
…followed by sale of vessels and issuer
exercising call option in December 2016

Figure 16: Axis Offshore Pte Ltd: quoted bond price
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Source: Oslo Stock Exchange (actual trades), DNB Markets (quoted prices)
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BassDrill Alpha Ltd
Figure 17: Summary, BassDrill Alpha Ltd
Action

Commercial agreement
First restructuring (June 2016) (October 2016)

Rig sale (May–July 2018)

Equity owners

New equity

No

No

Bondholders

Affected bond loans

BDA01 PRO: USD68.3m

Maturity extension

Haircut

Waiver of quarterly payments of
principal until new contract is
secured
Set to zero, until new contract is
secured
Transfer of 85% equity ownership
to bondholders, but bond issue
continued
No

Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
Waiver of financial covenants
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity

Banks

Suppliers
Other

No

Issuance of 78m shares to
Atlantica Management
BDA01 PRO: USD66.3m
No

BDA01 PRO: USD71m
Super senior bonds: USD5m
No

No

No

No

No

No

BDA01 PRO: Bonds redeemed in
full for zero repayment
No
No
No
No
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
Reduction in management fee to No
Atlantica Management
Allow issuance of maximum
Sale of rig
USD10m super senior bond.
Actual bond sale amounted to
USD5m

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis).

Restructuring details
BassDrill Alpha Ltd, a single purpose vehicle owning a tender barge rig, issued a USD90m
senior secured callable bond (BDA01 PRO) in 2013. The bond had an original tenor of five
years, was issued at 97.5% of face value, payed a fixed coupon of 7.5% and was secured
against the assets in the company.
As the oil price environment turned sour, the rig contract with Total Congo was terminated
early, in May 2015, and the BassDrill Alpha was warm-stacked. With no earnings, the
company warned that it was heading towards default. It summoned to a bondholders’
19
meeting on 29 March 2016, to request a temporary waiver of the interest payments and
instalments on the outstanding bond issue, until 20 May 2016. Additionally, it proposed a
20
waiver of the asset cover ratio covenant. The proposed offer was accepted a few days later .
21

However, the company failed to pay its bond obligations by 20 May 2016 and a month later,
22
a restructuring proposal was distributed to bondholders, proposing the following measures:

Warm-stacking of BassDrill Alpha in
2015 – temporary waiver of interest
payments and instalments on
outstanding bond issue in 2016…

…followed by restructuring proposal

 Transfer of 85% of the equity ownership in the issuer from the original shareholders to
the bondholders, and a newly established company by the bond trustee, “Newco”,
becoming the main owner of the BassDrill Alpha, owned 85% by bondholders and 15% by
the original shareholders.
 The nominal principal amount outstanding and the maturity date of the bonds
remaining unchanged, with amortisation and interest payments waived and the fixed rate
under the bond agreement set to zero until the rig could secure a new charter contract.
 Financial covenant changes. Asset cover ratio permanently waived, and minimum
liquidity covenant reduced.
11
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The proposed resolution obtained 100% of the votes.
Commercial agreement with Atlantica Management
Atlantica Management Inc had been providing management services to BassDrill Alpha, and
on 19 October 2016, it was announced that a commercial agreement with Atlantica
23
Management had been reached. The proposed transaction included the following elements :

Management services extended to
commercial agreement with Atlantica
Management

 Issuance of shares to Atlantica Management. Issuance of 78m new shares in BassDrill
Alpha Parent Ltd to Atlantica Management Inc, making it the owner of 49.9% of the shares.
 Reduction of the fixed management fee, paid to Atlantica Management, from
USD4,500/day to USD1/day either until 1 September 2018 or until the rig had secured a
binding charter contract.
 Preference share option granted to Atlantica Management, to subscribe for a certain
number of non-voting preference shares in the issuer at USD0.75 each.
 Potential issuance of new unsecured super senior bonds by BassDrill Alpha to fund
costs related to the warm-stacking of the rig. Maximum aggregate principal amount was set
equal to USD10m.
The proposed resolution obtained 79.46% of the votes. Consequently the USD5m unsecured
super senior bonds were issued on 23 June 2017 with a 7% semi-annual coupon payment,
24
and a 2-year tenor .
Rig sale with zero recovery
In 2018 the company had yet to deploy its warm-stacked rig, whose warm-stacking costs
amounted to USD300,000–400,000/month. The company expected to run out of cash during
the summer of 2018, and on 8 May 2018 it asked bondholders for acceptance to sell the rig.
25
The buyer was Sirius Offshore PLC . Nordic Trustee stated that there would be likely zero
recovery for bondholders in the secured BDA01 PRO bond issue, while super senior
bondholders could expect partial recovery.

Rig still warm-stacked in 2018 –
proposal to sell rig accepted and bonds
redeemed in summer 2018

The proposal was accepted and the sale of the rig was completed 18 June 2018. About a
month later bondholders of BDA01 PRO were informed that the bonds had been redeemed in
26
full for a nil consideration .
Figure 18: Bassdrill Alpha Ltd: quoted bond price and actual bond trades
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Source: Oslo Stock Exchange (actual trades), DNB Markets (quoted prices)
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Boa Offshore AS, Boa OCV AS, Boa SBL AS
Figure 19: Summary, Boa Offshore AS, Boa OCV AS, Boa SBL AS
Equity owners
Bondholders

Action

Restructuring (June 2017)

New equity
Affected bond loans

No
Boa Offshore senior unsecured bond: NOK500m
Boa Offshore subordinated bond: NOK150m
Boa OCV: NOK1,200m
Boa SBL: NOK330m
Senior unsecured/subordinated: technical extension, to be discharged after 30 years
Boa OCV: October 2019 to December 2020
Boa SBL: April 2018 to December 2020
Changed to PIK
No, OCV/SBL bondholders can take control of shares in vessel-owning companies at any time
No
No
Yes
Postpone instalments
No
No
NOK1,169m of guarantees from banks/GIEK against Boa Offshore discharged
No
No
Taubåtkompaniet AS to liquidate assets and distribute proceeds

Maturity extension

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Lasting longer than many
i
Boa Offshore AS , including subsidiaries Boa OCV AS and Boa SBL, had several bonds
outstanding when the oil price crisis struck. However, in contrast with other issuers, its
restructuring came late with the first summons to a bondholders’ meeting distributed in mid2017. In autumn 2014, two bonds in Boa OCV were refinanced with a new NOK1.2bn senior
secured bond (“OCV bond”). Parent company Boa Offshore redeemed a NOK59m senior
unsecured bond in March 2015, and bought back a NOK50m senior unsecured bond in
October 2016. It still had a NOK500m senior unsecured bond outstanding (“BOA bond”), as
well as a NOK150m subordinated bond, issued in 2015, while subsidiary Boa SBL had a
NOK400m bond outstanding. In summary, at the end of 2016, Boa Offshore and subsidiaries
had the following outstanding bonds:
 Boa Offshore AS (BOAO02 Pro, 13/18): NOK500m, senior unsecured, 3mN+675bp.
 Boa Offshore AS (BOAO03 Pro, 15/18): NOK150m, subordinated, 3mN+1,000bp.
 Boa OCV AS (BOA02 Pro, 14/19): NOK1.2bn, senior secured (with security in vessels
BOA Sub C and BOA Deep C), 3mN+550bp.
 Boa SBL AS (BOAS01 Pro, 13/18): NOK330m (initially NOK400m), senior secured (with
security in seismic vessels BOA Thalassa and BOA Galatea), 3mN+475bp.
Weak markets catch up
27
In November 2016 , Boa Offshore announced that the group’s financial situation had
deteriorated more than anticipated. The OCV market remained weak, as did the performance
of the company’s tug fleet. Moreover, a planned sale of the group’s two ATHSs was not
progressing as planned, and liquidity covenants were expected to be breached in the near
future. Thus, discussions with banks and major bondholders regarding a financial
restructuring had started, and during the process there were to be no interest and
amortisation payments to bondholders and intercompany creditors. In addition to NOK1.89bn
in bond debt, the group had NOK1.36bn in debt to other secured creditors.

i

Boa Offshore announced discussions
regarding financial restructuring had
started in November 2016…

Owned by Taubatkompaniet, controlled by Ole T. Bjørnevik and his family
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On 22 June 2017 the company summoned to a bondholders’ meeting to propose several
28
elements in a restructuring for all the bonds in the group . The proposal included:

…with a bondholders’ meeting in June
2017…

 A creditor-based division of entities. The company would settle intragroup loans and
create two new entities below Boa Offshore: 1) Boa Bank, receiving cash flow from Boa
Barges and management fees (management and software would be moved to this entity);
and 2) Boa Bonds, receiving an initial cash distribution, realisation of values from asset
sales (see below), as well as certain legal claims.
 The parent company of Boa Offshore, Taubåtkompaniet AS (TBK), would initiate a
liquidation of all its material assets, besides Boa Offshore. Net proceeds from the asset
realisation would be used to repay Boa Offshore bondholders.
 Bond interest settled by additional PIK bonds.
 Financial covenants removed for all bond issues.
 OCV/SBL/Unsecured bonds to receive initial cash amount from Boa Offshore and
additional recovery from legal claims. Holders of unsecured and subordinated bonds to
receive distribution from TBK asset sales. All bondholders to hold a rest claim against Boa
Offshore, discharged after 30 years.
 OCV/SBL bondholders to have the right, at any time, to realise the security, taking
possession of the shares in respective (vessel-owning) companies.
 Maturity extension for the secured (OCV/SBL) bonds, until December 2020. There
would be no instalments and the bonds were to be redeemed in a bullet repayment at par
value plus accrued interest. No haircuts were to be made on the secured bonds.
 Unsecured and subordinated bonds to be formally discharged after 30 years,
regardless of remaining amount outstanding.
29

The proposal was approved and adopted accordingly . The unsecured and subordinated
bondholders have received cash when made available from the asset realisation of the parent
company. At the time of publishing this report (23 May 2019), there is NOK434m left
outstanding on the unsecured bond and NOK43m outstanding on the subordinated bond.

…approving the restructuring proposal

In April 2019, bondholders in the SBL bond (NOK409m outstanding) voted in favour of a sale
30
of the underlying assets (vessels BOA Thalassa and BOA Galatea) to Seabird Exploration.
The aggregate sale price for the two vessels was set to NOK185m.

SBL bondholders voted in favour of sale
of underlying assets in April 2019

Figure 20: Boa Offshore AS, BOA OCV AS, BOA SBL AS: quoted bond prices and
actual bond trades
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Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd
(For a full overview of the company structure, see figure 113 in the appendix. The case is also
related to Metro Exploration Holding Corp and Golden Close Maritime Corp)
Figure 21: Summary, Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Liquidation (March 2016)

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
USD150m. Company liquidated, bonds remain unpaid
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No explicit haircut since no restructuring has occurred, but claim not repaid in full in liquidation
No
No
No

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Creditors seize asset
Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd (“Chloe”) issued a 5-year USD150m senior secured bond in
2011, paying a coupon of 12%. The bonds were secured in the drillship Deepsea Metro II, but
only ranking second after a senior credit facility between the company and a group of banks.
The senior credit facility amounted initially to USD400m, and DVB Bank America was the
facility agent. In May 2015, Deepsea Metro II was put in lay-up in Curaçao and in August
31
2015, Chloe informed the market of initiating a sale of the drillship . However, a notice from
DVB Bank America informed Nordic Trustee and the bondholders that the senior creditors
32
had decided to accelerate the loan . An arrest of the vessel Deepsea Metro II was made by
the banks on 17 November 2015.
Sale of vessel to TPAO
The sale of the vessel was completed in March 2016, at a price of USD210m. The buyer was
Chalfont Shipping Limited, a Marshall Island-registered company. The vessel was sold free of
encumbrances and mortgages. With the first priority bank debt still not covered by the
proceeds from the sale, the recovery prospects for second lien bond debt was poor.

Deepsea Metro II put in lay-up in May
2015…

…and an arrest of the vessel was made
by the banks on 17 November 2015

Vessel sale completed in March 2016

The directors of the company informed that it was not possible to service the remaining debt
of the company, and it was planning to liquidate its assets in the near future. No payments to
bondholders have been made to date, with the outstanding claim remaining at USD150m
before accrued interest.
33

After a while in period in lay-up at Høylandsbygd in Kvinnherad, Norway , the Deepsea
Metro II was sold to Turkey’s national oil company, TPAO. The vessel was renamed “Fatih”
34
and started drilling in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea in November 2018 .

After some time in lay-up, the Deepsea
Metro II was sold to TPAO
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Figure 22: Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd: quoted bond price
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Deep Drilling 1 Pte Ltd
Figure 23: Summary, Deep Drilling 1 Pte Ltd
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Round 1 (December 2015)

Round 2 (December 2016)

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension

No
DEED01 RET: USD87.5m
December 2015 to December 2017
Annual instalments of USD12.5m changed to
quarterly instalments of USD8.125m
12% to 15%
No
No
No
Minimum cash requirement removed
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

No
DEED01 RET: USD23.5m
December 2017 to December 2020
Removal of quarterly instalments, but maintenance
of cash sweep mechanism
No
No
No
No
Financial covenants removed
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
Deep Drilling 1 Pte Ltd raised USD125m through a senior secured bond in 2011. The bond
paid a coupon of 12% and had a scheduled maturity on 21 December 2015. It was secured
through the rig Deep Driller 1, owned by Aban Offshore. Until 2015, the bond had been partly
redeemed according to the repayment schedule, but the company eventually faced problems
paying the remaining principal of USD87.5m. Its liquidity problems were caused by delayed
payments from Pemex, early termination of the drilling contract for the rig Deep Driller 7, as
well as a lack of new driller contracts for other rigs. In autumn 2015, the company announced
its intention to carry out a restructuring of the bonds by extending the maturity for parts of the
35
outstanding principal amount. On 1 December the company summoned to a bondholders’
meeting with the following proposal:

Liquidity problems prompt restructuring
proposal in December 2015…

 Maturity extension of two years, until 21 December 2017.
 Partial repayment, of USD22.5m repaid on the original maturity date, leaving USD65m
outstanding.
 Quarterly principal payments of USD8.125m as a substitute for the annual USD12.5m
repayment schedule, as well as introduction of a cash sweep mechanism.
 Interest rate increase, from 12% to 15%.
36

The proposed offer obtained 90.6% of the votes and the restructuring was thus accepted .
With continued challenging markets, the issuer informed in December 2016 that it was not
able to fulfill the amended terms. At the time, the Deep Drilling 1 was no longer employed.
37
The company summoned to a bondholders’ meeting on 2 December 2016 with a new
restructuring proposal:

…but challenging market conditions lead
to another restructuring proposal in
December 2016

 Maturity extension from 21 December 2017 until 21 December 2020.
 Repayment of the entire outstanding bonds on the new final maturity without any
amortisation, except for semi-annual interest payments and a cash sweep mechanism.
 Removal of financial covenants.
38

The proposal was accepted by 98.6% of the votes . Due to the cash sweep mechanism the
bonds now have USD9.3m outstanding out of the initial USD125m.

USD9.3m now outstanding of initial
USD125m
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Figure 24: Deep Drilling 1 Pte Ltd: quoted bond price and actual bond trades
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Source: Oslo Stock Exchange (actual trades), DNB Markets (quoted prices)
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DOF ASA
Figure 25: Summary, DOF ASA
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Restructuring (July 2016)

New equity
Affected bond loans

NOK1,059.87m raised, slightly below limit of NOK1.2bn
DOF09: NOK700m
DOF10: NOK700m (Net amount: NOK699m)
DOF11: NOK700m (Net amount: NOK676m)
All issues converted to new NOK1,032.5m subordinated, mandatory convertible, zero coupon bond
loan
Original maturities in 2017, 2018 and 2019. New bond matures in July 2021
New bond pays zero interest
Voluntary conversion during bond life, mandatory conversion at maturity (NOK1/share)i
50%
NOK208.9m (following 50% haircut)
Financial covenants removed
75% reduction in amortisation for a 3-year period
Net secured facility reported to have a margin of “about 2.6%”
No
No
Yes
No
No

Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
DOF ASA excluding DOF Subsea had three senior unsecured bonds outstanding at the
beginning of 2016. These amounted to NOK2.1bn. Furthermore, the company had
NOK10.7bn of secured bank facilities and upcoming annual amortisation of cNOK1bn. On 21
39
June 2016 the company summoned to a bondholders’ meeting to propose a restructuring
plan with the following key elements:
 New equity: The company would raise NOK750m–1.2bn through a rights issue with an
issue price of NOK1.0/share. Proceeds exceeding NOK850m would be used to offer a
repurchase of bonds converted to the new subordinated convertible bond (see below) after
a 50% haircut. The main shareholder, Møgster Offshore, had pre-subscribed for NOK750m
of the new equity.
 Conversion of the senior unsecured bonds to a new subordinated (mandatory) zero
coupon convertible bond. The outstanding principal of the original bonds would be
settled in exchange for the delivery of the new subordinated convertible bond at a price of
50% of par value. The new bond would thus have an outstanding amount of up to
NOK1,032.5m. Bondholders could at any time convert their bonds into shares at
i
NOK1.0/share , but the bonds would be converted at maturity if bondholders had not
already chosen to do so.
 75% reduction of amortisation on all bank debt for a 3-year period, giving a total liquidity
effect of NOK1.3bn.
The company also informed about cost-cutting measures including reduction of staff, salaries
and benefits. In total, the restructuring was expected to improve liquidity by cNOK4.5bn over
40
five years. On 5 July 2016 the proposed offer was approved by the bondholders .

Restructuring was to improve liquidity by
cNOK4.5bn over five years

A total of NOK1.06bn was raised in the rights issue through the sale of an equal number of
41
shares. Thus, the company used NOK208.9m to buy back subordinated bonds .

i

NOK10/share following a share consolidation at the ratio 10:1.
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Figure 26: DOF ASA: quoted bond prices, actual bond trades and equity price (rhs)
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Dolphin Group ASA
Figure 27: Summary, Dolphin Group ASA
Equity owners
Bondholders

Action

Maturity extensions (May 2015)

Bankruptcy (December 2015)

New equity
Affected bond loans

NOK143.5m raised in private placement
DOLP01: NOK400m
DOLP02: NOK500m
DOLP01: November 2016 to February 2018 (15 months)
DOLP02: December 2017 to March 2019 (15 months)
No
No
No
No
No
Yes, USD20m loan not amortised, but rolled into bullet loan
maturing in Q2 2019
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
DOLP01: NOK400m
DOLP02: NOK500m
No

Maturity extension

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Company files for bankruptcy

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Seismic company Dolphin Group ASA (“Dolphin Group”) issued two bonds in 2012 and 2013:
 DOLP01 (November 2012): NOK400m, senior unsecured, 4-year tenor, paying 3-month
NIBOR+775bp.
 DOLP02 (December 2013): NOK500m, senior unsecured, 4-year tenor, paying 3-month
NIBOR+750bp.
Restructuring in spring 2015
42
On the back of challenging market conditions, the company announced on 21 April 2015
that it would take pro-active measures to strengthen its financial position and extend debt
maturities. The measures included:

Despite measures to strengthen its
financial position in spring 2015…

 New equity through the issuance of 70m new ordinary shares in a private placement.
It was “substantially oversubscribed” at NOK2.05/share, raising NOK143.5m.
 Extension of maturities for bond issues DOLP01 and DOLP02, by 15 months, to 14
February 2018 (DOLP01) and 5 March 2019 (DOLP02).
 Amendment of amortisation profile on bank debt, including changing USD20m of the
amortisation into a bullet loan maturing in Q2 2019.
43

The bondholders’ meeting was held on 13 May 2015, at which bondholders in both bonds
accepted the proposed changes, with 76.32% (DOLP01) and 71.62% (DOLP02) of the
44
votes , respectively. Bondholders received a flat fee of 2.0%.
Deteriorating liquidity leads to bankruptcy
Nevertheless, the adverse market conditions continued, and on 5 October, Dolphin Group
i
announced the following actions to improve competitiveness:

…Dolphin Group announced further
restructuring in October 2015…

 Improved terms on two term loans on the back of a 9-month repayment holiday.
 Agreement regarding early re-delivery of the Polar Duke and reduced time charter
rates.
 Secured USD15m short-term bank facility.
A month later, the company announced that it was considering offers to sell the entire multiclient library or parts thereof, but no sale was ever announced. The company’s fleet was
i

http://www.newsweb.no/newsweb/search.do?messageId=386540
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shrinking at the time, following the termination of charter parties for the vessels Sanco Swift
and Sanco Sword due to missing payments since July 2015. In December 2015, the company
45
summoned to a bondholders’ meeting . On the agenda was a proposal to defer interest
payments on DOLP02, and to temporarily suspend its liquidity covenant. However, before the
bondholders’ meeting could take place, the company stated that it had not succeeded to
reach an agreement with its main stakeholders, and on 14 December 2015, it announced that
46
it would file for bankruptcy . The board of directors had unanimously concluded that there
was no further basis for continued operations.

…and finally that it would file for
bankruptcy in December 2015

Small asset base contributed to a low recovery rate
Dolphin Group was an asset light company, having leased its entire fleet. The majority of its
owned assets, including shares in certain subsidiaries, bank accounts, seismic equipment,
47
accounts receivables and multi-client library were pledged to bank debt . As of Q3 2015, the
company reported book value of assets exceeding USD600m. However, the estate
administrator wrote that the number was likely to have been grossly overstated. The
company’s multi-client library had a book value of USD164m, but when putting it up for sale,
bids came in at USD30m–50m, according to the administrator’s report.
Other notes
In the report from the bankruptcy estate, the administrator does not find reason to claim that
the company should have declared itself bankrupt at an earlier stage. However, it is the
administrator’s view that the company was in breach with minimum liquidity and gearing ratio
covenants as of Q3 2015 without reporting this to be the case.
The administrator’s report also describes “stay on” bonuses given to Atle Jacobsen and Erik
Hokholt, the group’s CEO and CFO. In total, the two were paid NOK5.2m by the company on
19 August 2015. The amount was listed as loans in the company’s accounts. Jacobsen had
previously borrowed NOK4m from the company, and hence, outstanding loans to the two
were about NOK9.7m at the time of the bankruptcy. The administrator writes that the purpose
of the loans was for the CEO and CFO to purchase Dolphin Group shares, and that the
outstanding loans were to be forgiven if the company was unable to pay the “stay on”
bonuses or if either lost their jobs. Nevertheless, Follo district court ruled in favour of the
bankruptcy estate, and Jacobsen and Hokholt had to repay NOK7.2m and NOK2m,
respectively. Both of them appealed the verdict and the next court case is scheduled for
48
October 2019 .

Ongoing court case related to CEO and
CFO “stay on” bonuses

Figure 28: Dolphin Group ASA: quoted bond price, actual bond trades and equity price
(rhs)
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E Forland AS (Rem Saltire AS)
Figure 29: Summary, E Forland AS
Action

Proposal 1: Rejected (November 2017)

Proposal 2: Accepted (June 2018)

Equity owners

New equity

Bondholders

Affected bond loans
Maturity extension

NOK100m in new equity from new owner, In Nord
Vest ASi
EFOR01 PRO: NOK359m
September 2018 to June 2021 (33 months)
Fixed amortisation replaced by cash sweep
No
No
No
Upfront instalment of NOK35m
Removal of all covenants, replaced by asset cover
ratio (minimum 100%) and minimum cash
(NOK10m) covenants
No (to remain November 2025)
Semi-annual instalments reduced by 80%, to
NOK4.3m. Up front debt reduction of NOK10m
No
No
No
Same as for bond
No
No

NOK40m in new equity. Bondholders given
opportunity to participate with 49% of equity issue
EFOR01 PRO: NOK341m
September 2018 to June 2021 (33 months)
Amortisation reduction of 75% + cash sweep
No
No
No
Upfront instalment of NOK30m
Removal of all covenants, replaced by asset cover
ratio (minimum 100%) and minimum cash
(NOK5m) covenants
Already restructured at terms shown in proposal 1

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Maturity extension

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Already restructured at terms shown in proposal 1
Already restructured at terms shown in proposal 1
Already restructured at terms shown in proposal 1
Already restructured at terms shown in proposal 1
No
No

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Background
From the beginning of 2017, E Forland’s fleet consisted of two wholly-owned subsea vessels,
ii
iii
the Lewek Inspector , financed through a bank loan, and the Fugro Saltire , financed through
the senior secured bond EFOR01 PRO. The bond had an initial amount outstanding of
iv
NOK525m and paid quarterly instalments . NOK75m had also been redeemed early,
49
following the sale of the vessel MV Seisranger , in April 2014. The remaining bond loan was
scheduled to mature in September 2018.
A rejected restructuring
v
E Forland had a disappointing 2017, with the charterer of the Lewek Inspector filing for
bankruptcy in February, and early termination of the time charter party for the Fugro Saltire in
vi
October . The events led to a liquidity shortage for the company, and on 20 October 2017, it
sent out summons to a bondholders’ meeting. At the time there was NOK359m outstanding
on the loan. The restructuring proposal had the following key terms:

Both the restructuring proposal in
October 2017 and a backup proposal
were rejected…

 NOK100m in new equity, from In Nord Vest AS. The company would take over 100% of
the shares in the parent company, Frode Bjørn AS.
 Changes in bond agreement, including postponing maturity from 2018 to 2021, replacing
fixed amortisation with a cash sweep mechanism, an upfront repayment of NOK35m and
replacing financial covenants.
 Changes in bank debt, including reducing semi-annual instalments by 80%, to NOK4.3m,
an upfront debt reduction of NOK10m and replacing financial covenants.
The proposed resolution obtained 54.41% of the votes, which was not sufficient to approve
the restructuring. An additional backup proposal was also rejected, obtaining 50.29% of the
votes.

i

NOK60m to Forland Subsea AS, NOK30m to E Forland AS and NOK10m to parent, Frode Bjørn AS
Later renamed Forland Inspector
Later renamed REM Saltire
iv
Schedule: NOK16m in 2014, NOK24m in 2015, NOK24m in 2016 and NOK36m in 2017 and NOK18m in H1 2018
v
EMAS AMC
vi
The company announced on 7 December 2017 that it had come to an agreement with Fugro under which the latter would pay a cash
compensation to Forland Subsea II.
ii

iii
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However, Forland Subsea AS (owner of the vessel Lewek Inspector, later renamed Forland
Inspector) had already reached an agreement with its secured lenders and a standalone
50
restructuring of (the bank debt in) Forland Subsea AS was completed . The restructuring
included NOK60m in new equity, from In Nord Vest AS.
A second proposal
On 24 May 2018 E Forland summoned its bondholders to a new meeting to propose a
51
restructuring plan . The company noted that while the vessel REM Saltire (formerly known as
Fugro Saltire) had been awarded a new contract, the dayrate was too low to continue
servicing scheduled debt instalments. The restructuring proposal included:

…but standalone restructuring relating to
Forland Subsea AS was completed

A second proposal in May 2018 was
accepted with 100% of the votes

 Equity issue. Bondholders given the opportunity to participate with up to NOK19.6m in
equity in exchange for a 46.67% ownership of the issuer. In Nord Vest AS would further
contribute with NOK40m less the new equity subscribed for by the bondholders.
 Amortisation reduction by 75% as well as an upfront payment of NOK30m at par.
 Maturity extension to June 2021 and replacing of financial covenants.
The proposed restructuring was accepted by 100% of the votes in the bondholders’ meeting.
Figure 30: E Forland AS: quoted bond price and actual bond trades
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Eidesvik Offshore ASA
Figure 31: Summary, Eidesvik Offshore ASA
Action

Round 1: Bond buyback (March 2017)

Round 2: Bank amendments (January 2018)

Equity owners

New equity

Bondholders

Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension

NOK30m in new shareholder loan
NOK100m in new equity
EIOF01: NOK300m
No
No
No
Implicit through buyback below par
NOK300m at 60% of par
No
No

NOK30m shareholder loan converted to equity
NOK120m in new equity
None
Nm
Nm
Nm
Nm
Nm
Nm
72.5% reduction in instalments until Jun 2021. Upfront repayment from sale of tradeable CGG bond
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
No
No
No
No
No

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Straightforward bond restructuring
At the start of 2017, Eidesvik Offshore (“Eidesvik”) had one senior unsecured bond loan
outstanding with a face value of NOK300m. The bond was issued in 2013, paying a coupon of
3mN+450bp and had a tenor of five years. Due to the market turndown, the issuer decided it
needed to undergo a financial restructuring. On 1 March 2017, bondholders were
52
summoned to a meeting to deliberate the following proposal:
 Buyback of the bonds at 60% of par value, amounting to NOK180m. The payment was
to be partially financed by selling the Viking Poseidon.
 Eidesvik Invest AS granted a shareholders loan of NOK30m.
 Eidesvik Invest AS to also contribute NOK100m in new equity.
53

The sale of the Viking Poseidon was completed on 15 March 2017 , and the proposed
54
resolution was accepted at a bondholders’ meeting the day after.
A new partnership
On 24 March 2017 Eidesvik announced that it would establish a new company together with
its longstanding partner CGG. The companies agreed to create a new ownership set-up for
their operating fleet, totaling seven vessels. The ownership of the new company is now
divided 50/50 between CGG and Eidesvik.

Viking Poseidon sold and proposed
resolution accepted in March 2017

New company established with CGG

Amendments to bank facilities
Fast forward to 2018, Eidesvik still saw after-effects of the oil price crisis. On 5 January 2018,
55
the company announced an agreement with its lenders to reduce instalments on secured
bank loans in order to facilitate more headroom through 2022. The restructuring included:
 NOK120m in new equity, through a private placement
 Debt-to-equity conversion of a NOK30m shareholder loan.
 A 72.5% reduction of amortisation, compared to the original schedule, until 30 June
2021. Additionally, 75% of the proceeds from the sale of a CGG bond were to be used to
reduce secured debt, with the remaining amount put aside for instalments in 2018–2020.
56

On 8 January 2018, Eidesvik announced it had raised NOK120m through a new equity
issue and announced, after an extraordinary general meeting, that the refinancing was
completed.

Further refinancing completed in
January 2018
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Figure 32: Eidesvik Offshore ASA: quoted bond price, actual bond trades and equity
price (rhs)
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Farstad Shipping ASA
(For an overview of the ownership changes in the restructurings and mergers of REM
Offshore, Solstad Offshore, Farstad Shipping and Deep Sea Supply, see appendix)
Figure 33: Summary, Farstad Shipping ASA
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Restructuring, and merger with Solstad Offshore and Deep Sea Supply (Spring 2017)

New equity
Affected bond loans

NOK650m
FAR03: NOK400m
FAR04: NOK1000m
FAR03: Technical extension due to restructuring process
Nm
All outstanding bonds converted to equity
Nm
Nm
Nm
Extension to December 2023
No
Yes, some debt converted below par
Yes, due to conversion to equity below par
No
Conversion of supplier debt to equity
Ocean Yield agreed to standstill on bareboat hire for AHTS Far Senator and AHTS Far Statesman
Merger with Solstad Offshore ASA and Deep Sea Supply plc

Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Two bond issues affected
Farstad Shipping ASA (“Farstad”) had been active in the Nordic high-yield market since its
first issuance in January 2005, and had two outstanding bond issues entering the oil price
crisis: FAR03, issued in 2012, amounting to NOK400m, and FAR04, issued in 2013,
amounting to NOK1bn. Leading up to the restructuring, the company took several cost-cutting
measures by selling and laying up vessels and reducing staff. In the Q4 2015 and Q1 2016
reports, the company stated that it was “pursuing various options to strengthen its financial
position and capital structure including evaluating potential strategic alternatives”. On 4 July
57
2016, it announced that it had come to a standstill agreement with its secured lenders,
postponing all bank amortisations and waiving financial covenants until 1 October 2016. The
company repeated its intent to “find a solid financial platform for the long-term operations of
the group”. With the process taking longer than expected, the standstill was extended on four
occasions, finally ending in February 2017.
A potential solution with Siem fails
58
On 4 November 2016, Farstad announced that it had entered into a non-binding agreement
with Siem Industries (“Siem”) for a financial restructuring with Siem as key equity investor.
59
The deal was further detailed 20 days later , when it was announced that a restructuring
would include a minimum NOK1bn in new equity from Siem Oilservice Invest Holdings
Limited, giving it an ownership of 50.1% post-restructuring. Additionally, the proposal included
partial conversion of secured debt and full conversion of unsecured debt to equity. A
substantial majority of secured creditors were said to be supportive of the restructuring, but
the various parties did not manage to come to an agreement and the deal was terminated at
60
the beginning of January 2017 . Shortly after, the company announced that it would not
61
repay FAR03 as planned , in February 2017.

Standstill agreement with secured
lenders in July 2016

Shortly after failed potential solution with
Siem in January 2017…
…the company stated it would not repay
FAR03 as planned in February 2017

Consolidation to create a new major player
A month after the deal failure, Farstad announced that it had entered into an agreement for a
financial restructuring, and would subsequently seek to merge with Solstad Offshore and
Deep Sea Supply, with Solstad Offshore as the undertaking party. The proposed restructuring
included:
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 New equity issue, amounting to NOK650m. Holders of Farstad’s unsecured bonds would
have the option to subscribe for up to NOK150m. Tyrholm & Farstad Invest would be
offered NOK50m, and Aker Capital and Hemen Holding would be allocated NOK400m
(NOK200m each) in the private placement. The remaining NOK50m would be sold in a
rights issue to Farstad’s existing shareholders.
 Conversion of all bonds to equity. All bonds totalling NOK1,400m plus owed interest
converted to equity at a price of NOK1.25/share.
 Selected secured debt and supplier credit converted to equity. Secured debt of
NOK940m as well as NOK70m to F-Shiplease AS owed by Farstad subsidiaries converted
to equity at NOK1.25/share. Furthermore, NOK332m of future interest payments on
secured debt by subsidiaries converted into a new claim of NOK271m, and then converted
to equity at NOK0.35/share, and further credit to F-Shiplease of NOK109m converted to
NOK91m in equity.
 Other changes to secured debt. Maturity extension to December 2023, several changes
to repayment profiles and introduction of cash sweep mechanism. Lease payments to FShiplease postponed.
The proposed restructuring was accepted at the bondholders’ meeting on 3 March 2017, and
the number of shares in the company increased from 39m to 4.86bn. The merger of the three
companies concluded on 21 June 2017.

Restructuring to create a new major
player concluded in June 2017

Figure 34: Farstad Shipping ASA: quoted bond price, actual bond trades and equity
price (rhs)
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Fred Olsen Energy ASA/Dolphin Drilling ASA
Figure 35: Summary, Dolphin Drilling ASA
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Covenant waivers and buyback (January 2017) Ongoing restructuring (2018–2019)

New equity
Affected bond loans

No
FOE05: NOK1,100m

Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
No
No
No
NOK75m at par
Yes
Prepayment of USD191m amortisations
2.3% to 2.7%
No
No
Yes
No
No

Proposal includes sale of Bolette Dolphin and
transfer of remaining mid-water assets to Newco.
Secured lenders set to take over the majority of
assets, either through this structure, or through a
bankruptcy. Still awaiting voting results for
bondholders and equity owners.

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Background
Fred Olsen Energy ASA (today known as Dolphin Drilling ASA) issued a senior unsecured
bond (FOE05) in early 2014, with an amount outstanding of NOK1.1bn and a coupon of
3mN+300bp. This was the company’s sixth bond issue, since its inaugural issue of FOE00 in
2001. At the time of the oil price crisis of 2014–2016, the company also had a NOK1.4bn
bond outstanding (FOE04), but it was repaid in full on the maturity date of 12 May 2016. In
autumn 2016, the company had seven rigs (not including the newbuild Bollsta Dolphin, which
was cancelled by Hyundai Heavy Industries and later purchased by Northern Drilling), three of
which were cold-stacked, as well as two drill ships. It also owned the Harland & Wolff Group
Plc shipyard in the UK.
Barely getting proposal through
In December 2016 the company announced that bank lenders had approved temporary
62
covenant waivers until 30 June 2018 on its USD2bn credit facility . The changes were
conditional upon bondholders approving the following proposal, scheduled for a vote on 26
January 2017:

Temporary covenant waivers proposed
by the company…

 Temporary waiver of bank covenants including minimum value, leverage ratio and
interest cover ratio covenants until 30 June 2018.
 Changes to the USD2bn credit facility. A total of USD191m in scheduled amortisations
were to be prepaid, and the interest rate increased temporarily from 2.3% to 2.7% until 30
June 2018. The available amount of the company’s USD210m RCF would be reduced by
50%, with the remaining 50% suspended during the waiver period.
 Temporary waiver of bond covenants, including leverage ratio and interest cover ratio
covenants. Insertion of dividend restriction covenant.
 NOK75m of the bonds to be redeemed at par, representing approximately 6.8% of the
outstanding bonds debt.
The proposal was approved by the small margin of 66.70% of the votes, the smallest margin
possible given a minimum face value of NOK1m. Media reported that a single buyer had
63
aimed for negative control to reject the proposal, and just missed obtaining enough votes .
After the bond redemption the outstanding amount on the bonds was NOK1,025m.

…and proposal narrowly passed in
January 2017
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Challenges persist
The challenging times continued in 2017–2018, and the company kept dialogues with
64
financial creditors going . However, by 30 June 2018, the company had not managed to
65
achieve an extension of the waiver period . The company stated that a long-term financing
66
solution potentially would imply impairments of debt. In an announcement on 3 July 2018 , it
also announced that it would stop servicing interest and instalments, in order to conserve
liquidity. By autumn 2018, the company only had one rig on contract, the Blackford Dolphin,
working on a short-term contract until October 2018. The company was to decommission the
rigs Belford Dolphin and Bredford Dolphin, while its remaining four units were smart-stacked.
It seemed clear that it would have insufficient funds to repay the upcoming bond maturity in
February 2019.
A solution comes and goes
A solution seemed near in November 2018 where a majority of creditors had agreed to a
67
restructuring that included the sale of the Bolette Dolphin to a potential buyer . The indicated
68
price was USD340m, but one secured creditor obstructed the proposal . Other secured
lenders were to submit a petition for an injunction against this lender to Oslo district court.
However, due to the uncertainty surrounding the sale, as well as the decreasing oil prices in
69
Q4 2018, the buyer withdrew from the process . Thus, debt negotiations had to continue.
Following a proposal from Bonheur in November, the name of the company was changed to
70
Dolphin Drilling, passed by 52.75% of the votes, of which Bonheur represented 51.92% .
Secured creditors playing a tough game
The maturity date for FOE05, 28 February 2019, passed without news on the restructuring.
i
However, on 12 April 2019, Dolphin Drilling informed that a group of majority lenders in the
71
USD2bn credit facility had entered into an agreement including :

No extension of waiver period in June
2018

Name change to Dolphin Drilling in
November 2018

New restructuring proposal in April 2019

 Sale of Bolette Dolphin. Proceeds from the sale will be used to repay secured debt.
 The remaining mid-water rigs will be transferred to a newly incorporated holding
company (“Newco”), controlled by secured lenders. Remaining secured debt after the
sale of the Bolette Dolphin will be converted to shares in Newco, except for USD30m.
 Liquidity facility. Secured lenders will also provide USD45m in a credit facility for liquidity
purposes.
 Existing shareholders in Dolphin Drilling will receive shares totalling 1.5% of Newco and
keep the Harland Wolff shipyard.
With the proposal on the table, Dolphin Drilling noted that given the potential for a sale of its
1.5% Newco stake and challenges at the Harland Wolff shipyard, its board may propose a
liquidation of Dolphin Drilling upon completion of the restructuring. Moreover, the secured
creditors informed that they will take steps to implement the above-mentioned restructuring,
with or without consent of other stakeholders, hence threatening the company with
bankruptcy. The message was reiterated in a press release on 29 April 2019, noting that a
solvent completion of the restructuring still needs support from bondholders’ and
72
shareholders’ meetings .
At the time of publishing this report (23 May 2019) the restructuring process is not completed.

i

DNB, Danske Bank, SEB and Swedbank, as well as funds advised by Strategic Value Partners
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Figure 36: Dolphin Drilling ASA: quoted bond price, actual bond trades and equity
price (rhs)
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Golden Close Maritime Corp Ltd
(For a full overview of the company structure, see figure 113 in the appendix. The case is also
related to Metro Exploration Holding Corp and Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd.)
Figure 37: Summary, Golden Close Maritime Corp
Equity owners
Bondholders

Action

Restructuring (March 2017)

New equity
Affected bond loans

No, but new super senior secured bond of USD10m raised
GCMC01 PRO: USD400m
Partially converted to shares, partially converted to subordinated zero coupon bond.
Small portion remained unchanged. Company liquidated
Maturity of new subordinated bond extended to 2020
New subordinated bond to pay zero coupon
USD45.7m out of USD400m converted to equity. USD340m subordinated bond converted to equity
upon vessel sale
No, but not full recovery in liquidation
No
Yes
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
Commercial and technical manager reduced fee in exchange for senior secured bond. Also accepted
freeing up liquidity in exchange for USD6m prioritized claim
Vessel sold in October 2018.
Full recovery for super senior and senior claims (not including converted USD340m), at USD141.9m.
USD111m distributed as dividend to shareholders, mainly previous bondholders

Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Short-term contracts not enough to avoid default
Golden Close Maritime Corp Ltd (“Golden Close”) issued a USD400m senior secured bond in
2014 with a tenor of five years, and coupon payments of 9%. The bond was the only interestbearing debt in the company and financed its only vessel: the drillship Deepsea Metro I.
After completing a contract in Vietnam in January 2016, the vessel secured short-term
73
74
75
contracts in Malaysia , the Phillippines and “South-East Asia” . Nevertheless, challenging
market conditions led to poor liquidity, and the company informed in April 2016 that it was in
76
dialogue with bondholders . It also informed that it did not expect to make scheduled interest
and amortisation payments. A few months later, in June 2016, the company summoned to a
77
bondholders’ meeting , aiming to obtain waivers for several obligations under the loan
agreement, including interest and amortisation payments, and financial covenants. The
proposal was accepted.
The restructuring
When the Deepsea Metro I eventually became unemployed, Golden Close felt it was in the
company’s best interest to avoid cold-stacking, in order to maintain the value of the drillship.
However, this required liquidity, and on 27 February 2017, the following proposal was
78
presented to bondholders :

Waivers for several obligations and
covenants approved in June 2016

Restructuring proposal was presented to
bondholders in February 2017…

 Issuance of up to USD50m in new super senior secured bonds. First tranche at
USD10m.
 Settlement of unpaid interest of cUSD45m, by issuing new (PIK) bonds.
 An amount equal to the new PIK bonds to be converted to shares with a conversion
price of USD1/share, allocated proportionally between bondholders.
 A reduction in the vessel manager’s fee until end-2020, in exchange for USD40m in
new senior secured bonds being issued to the vessel manager.
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 USD5m reserve on the manager’s account freed, in exchange for USD6m in a new
operating cost bond issued to the manager, with the bond ranking ahead of the super
senior secured bond.
 Maturity of GCMC01 PRO extended to 2022. Also, the company given the option to settle
interest payments through PIK, and financial covenants deleted.
 USD340m of the bonds converted to a new subordinated zero coupon convertible

bond issue with maturity in 2022.
The proposed offer was accepted at the bondholders’ meeting and adopted accordingly. A
year later, a proposal to amend the subordinated convertible bonds to treat them pari passu
with the shares in the company was accepted. The rationale was that the bond would be
converted at maturity anyway, and the amendment would give bondholders the incentive to
convert prior to maturity, “which may provide further positive effects to the company’s balance
sheet and facilitate further liquidity in the shares”.

…and accepted…
…followed by approval for amendment
of subordinated convertible bonds a year
later

Figure 38: Golden Close Maritime Corp, summary of changes to debt mix following restructuring (USDm)
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Sale of Deepsea Metro I
79
On 23 October 2018, Golden Close sold its vessel for a price of USD262.5m , of which
80
USD141.9m was used to settle the super senior and senior bond loans , while the
81
subordinated bond was converted to shares . With no other operational assets, the issuer
i
decided to discontinue operations. On 10 December, a dividend of USD111m was
82
announced , and distributed eight days later.

Deepsea Metro I sold in October 2018…

…and decision made to discontinue
operations and liquidate the company

As was the case for the Deepsea Metro II, the Deepsea Metro I was sold to Turkish
83
84
Petroleum (TPAO) .

i

USD5.71/share, for 19,438,761 shares
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Figure 39: Golden Close Maritime Corp Ltd: quoted bond price and actual bond trades
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Golden Energy Offshore Services AS
Figure 40: Summary, Golden Energy Offshore Services AS
Covenant waivers
(September 2015)

Restructuring, round 1
(March 2016)

Restructuring, round 2
(December 2017)

Maturity extension

No
GEOS01:
NOK361m (initially NOK370m)
No

No
GEOS01:
NOK220m
No

Interest amendment

No

No
GEOS01:
NOK349m
May 2017 to December 2017
Amortisations terminated
3mN+725bp to fixed 5%

Conversion to equity

No

No

Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
NOK6.9m at par
Waiver of asset cover ratio
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

No
NOK128m at 28% of par
No
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
Standstill until April 2016

Remaining bonds converted to
equity (90% ownership post
conversion)
No
No
No
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

Action
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

New equity
Affected bond loans

No

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis).

Covenant waiver
In 2014 Golden Energy Offshore Services AS (“Golden Energy”) issued a senior secured
bond of NOK370m, paying a coupon of 3mN+725bp, with a tenor of 4.5 years. As vessel
values declined and few transactions took place, the company struggled to meet its covenant
to obtain semi-annual vessel valuations. Thus, in September 2015, bondholders approved
85
waiving the covenant requiring such valuations , while the company repurchased NOK6.9m
of its outstanding bonds.

Waiver for covenant requiring semiannual vessel valuations in September
2015

Liquidity shortage triggers restructuring
However, as the oil price crisis progressed, the company suffered a lack of liquidity following
delayed charter payments combined with its vessels operating on declining spot rates. On 25
February 2016, the company summoned to a bondholders’ meeting. After feedback, the
86
meeting was cancelled and a revised summons was distributed on 11 March, proposing the
following restructuring:
 Standstill until 25 April 2016, requiring the amendments to the bond agreement to be in
effect from this date.
 Termination of amortisation schedule, implying repayment of full outstanding amount on
the maturity date, extended from 28 May 2017 to 31 December 2017.
 Change on coupon, from 3mN+725bp to a fixed interest rate of 5%, with retroactive effect
from 30 November 2015.
 Offer to buy back up to 30% of outstanding bonds.
The proposed offer was later accepted at the bondholders’ meeting (94.54% of votes). The
buyback (reverse auction) was completed a few days later with a total nominal amount of
87
NOK128m bought back at an average price of 28.9% (NOK37m) .
By the end of 2017, Golden Energy had received some short-term contracts for its vessels.
However, the liquidity situation was still challenging, and the company announced in its Q3
2017 report that it would not be able to repay the bonds at the maturity date of 31 December
2017. It had already received a covenant waiver in February 2017. Golden Energy entered

Proposed restructuring in March 2016
approved at bondholders’ meeting

Further covenant waiver in February
2017…
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into a dialogue with the largest bondholders to find a possible solution and the company
88
summoned to a bondholders’ meeting on 5 December 2017 where it proposed to convert all
the bonds into shares. The proposal gave bondholders 90% ownership of the issuer and was
accepted by 95.42% of the votes. On 12 February 2018 the bonds were converted into 22m
89
new shares, of a total of 24.5m shares . Following the conversion the shares were listed on
the Oslo Stock Exchange.

…followed by conversion of all bonds
into shares in February 2018

Figure 41: Golden Energy Offshore Services AS: quoted bond price and actual bond
trades
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Green Dragon Gas Ltd/G3 Exploration Limited
Figure 42: Summary, G3 Exploration Limited
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Ongoing negotiations with issuer

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
GDG01 PRO: USD88m
Technical extension due to non-payment. The bonds’ maturity date was 20 November 2017
No
No
No
No
Previously waived, in May 2017
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Background
G3 Exploration Limited, previously named Green Dragon Gas Ltd, is one of the largest
companies involved in the production and sale of coal bed methane gas in China. The
company raised USD88m in 2014 through the sale of a 3-year senior secured bond (GDG01
PRO), paying a coupon of 10%. The bonds were issued at a discount of 2.5%. The same year
G3 Exploration also issued an USD50m convertible note paying a coupon of 7%, with the
same tenor as the bond.
Extension and increased coupon
90
In December 2016, G3 Exploration reported it had reached an agreement with the holder of
the convertible note, to extend its maturity date to 31 December 2020. The coupon was
increased from 7% to 10% and the conversion price was lowered. In the annual report for the
same year, the issuer reported that it was in discussions with bondholders in GDG01 PRO
91
regarding covenant waivers. A waiver was obtained through a bondholders meeting in May
2017, obtaining 100% of the votes.
Repayment miss and continued dialogue
At the final maturity date on 20 November 2017, Nordic Trustee informed bondholders that
92
the bonds had not been repaid . The issuer informed that it was in discussions with major
93
bondholders regarding a maturity extension. On 6 December 2017, Nordic Trustee noted
that dialogue with a majority of bondholders continued, and that it had been instructed not to
take any actions to recover the amounts due.
Since December 2017, the bonds have been in payment default, while negotiations are
94
ongoing. In its 2019 outlook, published in February 2019 , the issuer stated its intention to
95
repay its bonds through debt and equity issuance. In its annual report for 2018 (published
on 18 April 2019), the company writes that it aims to use proceeds from sales of Green
Dragon Gas assets to repay bondholders.

Extended maturity and increased
coupon for convertible note in December
2016…
…and covenant waiver in May 2017

Bonds not repaid at maturity in
November 2017…

…and negotiations are ongoing

At the time of publishing this report (23 May 2019), no repayment has occurred.
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Figure 43: Green Dragon Gas Ltd: quoted bond price and actual bond trades
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Havila Shipping ASA
Figure 44: Summary, Havila Shipping ASA
Action

Proposal 1 (January 2016)96:
Meeting cancelled

Proposal 2 (February 2016)97:
Meeting cancelled

NOK300m in new equity,
NOK118.2m in new equity and
NOK153m guaranteed from Havila NOK46.2m in convertible
Holding AS
shareholder loan from Sævik.
Repair issue of NOK30m towards
other shareholders

Equity owners

New equity

NOK200m in new equity,
NOK102m guaranteed from
Havila Holding

Bondholders

Affected bond loans

Financial covenant change

HAVI04: NOK161.7m (1st Lien)
HAVI06: NOK232.5m (1st Lien)
HAVI07: NOK232.5m (1st Lien)
HAVI08: NOK500m (unsecured)
Secured debt: Earliest 30 June 2020
Unsecured debt: 31 December 2020
cNOK150m in reduced annual amortisation in 2016–2018
Unsecured debt: Credit margin
Same as in proposal 1, but
reduced from 850bp to 550bp.
NOK4.5m of interest (0.9%) in
PIK interest for unsecured debt
HAVI08 to be paid in cash
2016–2018, potentially until 2020 annually
No
No
No
No
No
NOK275m of HAVI08 at 30% of
par
Yes
Yes

Maturity extension
Interest amendment

Same as for bonds
No

Same as in proposal 1
Same as in proposal 1

Conversion to equity

No

Same as in proposal 1

Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
Yes
Various renegotiations
No

Same as in proposal 1
Same as in proposal 1
Same as in proposal 1
No

Maturity extension

Interest amendment

Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Accepted solution
(November 2016)98

Secured debt: November 2020
Most fixed amortisations
cancelled, with some exceptions
HAVI06 and HAVI07 to be
merged into one tranche, with
interest rate 3mN+450bp
All unsecured debt repaid at 15%
of par or certain warrants that
may be exercised for shares over
five years, at NOK0.156/share*
All suspended but minimum cash
of NOK50m
Same as for bonds
5% PIK interest for non-core
vessel debt**
NOK135m of accrued interest
converted to shares.
Conditional subsequent
conversion of secured debt to
equity.
Same as for bonds
Same as for bonds
Same as in proposal 1
No

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis).
Note: * NOK15.6/share following reverse split; ** Did not affect bond loans as HAVI04 had security in Havila Clipper, defined as a core vessel

Restructuring proposals fail
At the start of 2016, Havila Shipping had three secured (HAVI04, HAVI06 and HAVI07) and
one unsecured (HAVI08) bond loan outstanding, amounting to a total of NOK1,127m. Like
many companies in the offshore industry, Havila Shipping faced problems with scheduled
debt payments. The company initiated several cost-cutting measures, and on 5 January 2016,
it summoned to a bondholders’ meeting to propose changes to its bond agreements.
However, the meeting was cancelled as the company realised it did not have the required
support from bondholders. A revised proposal the following month, aimed particularly at
improving the conditions for the unsecured bondholders, also failed to gain support. Thus, the
company decided to cancel the second meeting. This resulted in a prolonged negotiation
period during which the company informed that there would be no interest payments or
instalments. The process received much attention in the media, as bondholders were
unhappy with the main owner, Per Sævik, retaining a large stake in the company following the
proposed restructuring.

Difficulties with scheduled debt
payments prompt two proposals for
changes to bond agreements at the
beginning of 2016…

…both of which are withdrawn due to a
lack of support…
…and followed by a prolonged
negotiation period

Agreement at last, but discontent bondholders
By November 2016 the company had still not managed to come to an agreement with
bondholders and summoned to yet another bondholders’ meeting with the following proposal:
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 NOK118.2m raised in new equity and a NOK46.2m convertible, zero interest shareholder
loan issued, both provided by the main shareholder, Sævik, through his company, Havila
Holding.
 Rights issue of NOK30m aimed towards existing shareholders, excluding Sævik/Havila
Holding.
 Secured creditors’ accrued interest converted to shares, amounting to NOK135m.
 All unsecured debt repaid, at 15% of par value.
 Bank debt maturity extended to November 2020.
 The vessels divided into two categories, “core vessels” and “non-core vessels”. All noncore vessels marketed for sale going forward.
Even though the unsecured bondholders of HAVI08 rejected the proposal on 23 November
2016, a majority announced their support only a few days later. Bank lenders had jointly
issued a notice of intention to accelerate bankruptcy if the stakeholders failed to come to an
agreement within a short deadline. Bondholders were discontent, and stated in the media:
“This is a solution we would not accept under normal circumstances. But when you have a
99
gun pointed at your head, you’re forced to make such decisions” . The proposed resolution
was implemented and Havila Shipping avoided bankruptcy.

New proposal in November 2016 first
rejected, then accepted a few days later,
preventing bankruptcy

Following the new equity issuance the shareholders were divided as follows: Sævik 51%,
secured creditors 45.5% and existing shareholders 2.5%. The restructuring became one of
the more discussed cases during the downturn, with bondholders reacting to being portrayed
100
as the culprits in the event of a potential bankruptcy .
A second round
Havila Shipping announced in its Q3 2018 report that market conditions had been weaker
than anticipated in the restructuring agreement. All non-core vessels had been sold, but the
restructuring agreement included a performance test requiring core vessels to generate
EBITDA of at least 2% of the vessel’s debt. As of 28 February 2019, 12 of 27 vessels failed
101
the test . Discussions with bank lenders and bondholders have started, and in its 2018
annual report, the company states that proposals include restructuring of debt and issuance
i
of additional equity . At the time of publication of this report (23 May 2019), the discussions
are ongoing.

Ongoing discussions with bank lenders
and bondholders related to vessels
failing agreed performance test

Figure 45: Havila Shipping ASA: quoted bond prices, actual bond trades and equity
price (rhs)
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i

2018 annual report, page 24
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Harkand Finance Inc/Nor Offshore SPV, Ltd
Figure 46: Summary, Harkand Finance Inc
Equity owners
Bondholders

Action

Restructuring (May 2015)

Acceleration (May 2016)

New equity
Affected bond loans

Interest amendment

USD25m shareholder loan
HARK01: USD220m (initially
USD230m, prior to USD10m
instalment)
Deferral of three next instalments
until maturity.
7.5% to 7.8% (of which 0.6% PIK)

Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback

No
No
No

Financial covenant change

Amendment of asset cover ratio

Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

No
No
HARK01: USD220m
HARK01: USD128.6m
New bonds issued by Nor
Nor Offshore: USD249.6m
Offshore SPV: USD249.6m
Nor Offshore liquidity: USD15m
March 2019 to February 2020 due No
to issuance of new bonds
7.8% to 8.4% due to issuance of No
new bonds, with PIK optionality
No
No
No
No
No
Liquidity bonds: redeemed in full
Nor Offshore secured:
USD105m+interest at 40% of par
Asset cover ratio removed in new No
bond terms
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No
Transfer of vessels to Nor
Sale of vessel Atlantis.
Offshore SPV and issue of new New charter contract for vessel
bonds to existing bondholders.
Da Vinci
HARK01 bonds outstanding
reduced by USD120.9m

Maturity extension

Banks

Suppliers
Other

November 2017–March 2018

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis).

New equity and amendments to payment profile
Harkand Finance Inc raised USD230m through a senior secured bond in 2014. The bonds
were to pay a fixed coupon of 7.5% with a 5-year tenor. In light of the market turndown, the
102
company summoned to a bondholders’ meeting on 28 May 2015, proposing the following :
 New equity of USD25m contributed by the majority shareholder
shareholder loan.

103

in the form of a

 Deferral of the three next scheduled semi-annual instalments until the maturity date on
28 March 2019.
 The coupon payment changed from 7.5% to 7.8%, payable semi-annually. In addition
PIK interest would accrue on the bond, at 0.6% per annum.
 In the event of a deferred amortisation amount outstanding, the company could make
a voluntary redemption of the bonds at par to an amount up to the outstanding deferred
amount. Also, a cash sweep would be introduced where 50% of any excess cash would be
used to repay all or part of the deferred amortisation.
 Amendment of the asset coverage ratio covenant.
Payment default and acceleration of bond issue
The proposal was approved and adopted. However, after a year Harkand Finance failed to
make the scheduled interest payment due to insufficient liquidity, and on 4 May 2016, the
104
bonds were accelerated . Nordic Trustee then exercised its right to replace the board of
directors of the company and its subsidiaries. Ten days earlier, it had also terminated the two
bareboat charters for the Harkand Offshore vessels, Harkand Da Vinci and Harkand
105
106
Atlantis . The following restructuring was proposed :

Restructuring proposal approved in May
2015…
…but failed interest payment led to the
bonds being accelerated in May 2016
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 Redemption of outstanding bonds, in exchange for bonds in a new SPV. Approximately
USD121m of the USD230m bond would be redeemed, equalling the value of the vessels
and cash transferred to the SPV. The remaining bond would be left outstanding as a
windfall to the issuer.
 Issuance of recovery bonds by a newly established special purpose vehicle with an
amount equal to the principal and interest on the outstanding bonds. These new “recovery”
bonds would be automatically distributed to bondholders of the Harkand Finance bond.
The bonds would carry 8.4% interest with PIK optionality and mature 3.5 years after issue
date, with further extension options in the case of no sale of the vessels. The bonds would
not pay instalments, but include a cash sweep mechanism.
 Sale of the vessels to the special purpose vehicle at a price guided by valuations by three
independent brokers. The special purpose vehicle would then find a charter or purchaser
for the vessels, aiming to maximise recovery.
The proposed resolution obtained 100% of the votes. The establishment of the SPV was
completed shortly after, named Nor Offshore SPV, Ltd (“Nor Offshore”). A total of USD249.6m
of recovery bonds was issued (outstanding principal plus accrued interest and call
107
premium ). On 28 November 2016, additional liquidity bonds of USD15m were issued by
108
Nor Offshore to meet costs related to operating and managing the vessels .
Sale of a vessel and new charter contract
In November 2017, Nor Offshore asked for bondholders’ permission for a sale of the vessel
Atlantis to Boskalis Westminster Shipping BV for USD61m excluding VAT, and for a new
109
charter contract for the Da Vinci with BW Marine (Cyprus) Limited . Following these events,
110
the liquidity bond issue was redeemed in full on 28 December 2017 . A partial redemption of
the Nor Offshore bond issue took place on 1 March 2018, where USD105.2m plus accrued
interest was redeemed at 40% of par.

New restructuring resolution approved,
and Nor Offshore SPV, Ltd established
shortly after

Liquidity bond issue redeemed in full in
December 2017, Nor Offshore bond
issue partially redeemed in March 2018

Figure 47: Harkand Finance Inc: quoted bond price and actual bond trades
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Island Drilling Company ASA
Figure 48: Summary, Island Drilling Company ASA
Action

Restructuring (March 2017)

Equity owners

New equity

Bondholders

Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Cancellation of all outstanding shares. Transfer of rig to Newco, with new USD5m equity + USD25m
working capital facility
Senior secured bond: USD140m
No
No
Converted to shares in issuer (rig moved to Newco)
No
No
No
Yes, until October 2019
No
No
No
Yes
No
Transfer of rig to new subsidiary, of which initial issuer would own 24.2% post restructuring and 5.1% in
the case of conversion of convertible working capital facility.
Public company -> private limited company

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
Island Drilling Company ASA (formerly known as Marine Accurate Well ASA) in 2013 issued a
nd
senior secured (2 lien) callable bond of USD140m, with a tenor of five years. Following the
completion of a charter contract with Lundin, the search for a new charter party for the rig
Island Innovator had not been successful. Thus, the company found it necessary to halt all
interest payments and instalments to all of its financial providers and entered payment default
111
on 3 April 2016 . It took almost a year before the Island Drilling bondholders were
112
summoned to a meeting
(16 March 2017). In the meantime (December 2016), the issuer
had secured a new contract with Lundin. However, Island Drilling stated that it was still facing
a “highly challenging” financial position, which required full financial restructuring. The
proposed solution included:

“Highly challenging” financial position led
to proposed restructuring…

 Cancellation of all outstanding shares, reducing share capital to zero.
 Debt-to-equity swap through conversion of all outstanding bonds (approximately
USD161.4m, including principal, accrued and unpaid interest) into new ordinary shares of
the issuer.
 Transfer of the rig, including the issuer’s rights and obligations, to a new subsidiary
(“Newco”). The new subsidiary would raise USD5m through a private placement and
USD25m under a subordinated interest-free convertible working capital facility.
 Maturity extension of the senior bank facility until 31 October 2019.
 The issuer converting from a public company to a private limited company.
While bondholders would obtain ownership over the issuer, the issuer would only own 24.2%
of Newco, with the remaining shares of the company owned by the contributors in the private
113
placement
(bondholders’ initial claim was USD161.4m while the contributed new equity
was USD5m). However, in the case of conversion of the working capital facility, the
bondholders’ share (through the initial issuer) would be diluted to 5.1%. Nevertheless, the
meeting was held on 30 March 2017, and the proposed resolution was accepted by 83.5% of
114
the votes .

…which was accepted in March 2017
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Figure 49: Island Drilling Company ASA: quoted bond price
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Island Offshore Shipholding L.P.
Figure 50: Summary, Island Offshore Shipholding L.P.
Action

Restructuring, round 1 (March 2016)

Equity owners

New equity

Bondholders

Affected bond loans

NOK100m (+NOK80m in December 2015) in equity NOK369m
or subordinated shareholder loans
IOSH01: NOK700m
IOSH01: NOK470m + PIK
IOSH02: NOK230m + PIK
IOSH01: April 2016 to October 2018 (30 months) IOSH01: October 2018 to June 2021 (32 months)
IOSH02: April 2016 to April 2019 (36 months)
IOSH02: April 2019 to June 2021 (26 months)
Before: 3mN+525bp (cash)
Before: 3mN+241bp (cash)
After: 3mN+241bp (cash) + 284bp (PIK)
After: 1.25% (cash)+ 284bp (PIK)
No
No
No
No
NOK230m at 72.5% of par
No
Yes. Alignment with bank covenants
All covenants suspended until maturity
NOK189m instalments postponed over 18 months Extended to 31 December 2020, instalments
postponed
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes. Reduced debt service coverage ratio,
Waiver of all covenants, except minimum liquidity /
increased maximum gearing ratio
free cash covenant
Newbuilding delivery previously delayed
Seller's credits agreed to subordination
Bondholders agreed to subordination

Maturity extension
Interest amendment

Banks

Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change

Suppliers
Other

Other support

Restructuring, round 2 (November 2017)

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Background
Island Offshore Shipholding L.P. (“Island Offshore”) issued its first bond issue in April 2013.
IOSH01 initially amounted to NOK500m and had a tenor of three years. After one year, in
April 2014, the issuer tapped the market, increasing the bond size to NOK700m.
Agreement, with a little help from a friend
In its Q3 2015 report, Island Offshore noted that it had “initiated discussions with lead banks
to defer instalments and agree waivers of certain financial covenants”. On 18 February 2016,
115
media reported
that the company had commenced negotiations with bondholders. Two
116
months earlier, it had also been reported that Trond Mohn , a friend of one of the company
owners, had purchased 19% of the bond in what he called a “friendly investment”. An article
117
in Dagens Næringsliv
on 23 February 2016 stated that the company had come to a
restructuring agreement with its creditors. The company thereafter distributed a press
118
release , confirming the financial restructuring agreement with certain main lenders and an
ad hoc group of bondholders, owning in excess of 40% of the bond loan. The proposal, later
119
detailed in the summons to a bondholders’ meeting on 16 March 2016, included:

Bondholders’ meeting in March 2016…

 NOK100m in new equity or subordinated shareholder loans, following an equity
injection of NOK80m in December 2015.
 Temporary halt of dividend payments to shareholders.
 Amendment and extension of IOSH01. Maturity extended by 30 months, cash interest
reduced to average interest margin on secured first lien credit facilities, equivalent to 3month NIBOR+241bp at the time of restructuring, and the remainder of the margin (284bp)
introduced as payment-in-kind (PIK) interest. Financial covenants aligned to the same
levels as for secured debt.
 Partial buyback of NOK230m in IOSH01, at 72.5% of par value. These were to be
converted into a new and separate tranche of bonds under the bond issue (IOSH02), with
the same ranking for the two tranches, but the latter maturing six months later.
 Approximately NOK189m in instalments to secured creditors postponed over 18
months, as well as waivers on financial covenants.
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The financial restructuring was officially accepted by bondholders in the bondholders’
120
i
meeting
on 16 March 2016, with 96.34% of the votes . In the tender offer, the company
purchased the nominal amount of NOK230m, which was moved into a separate tranche,
named IOSH02.

…accepted proposed financial
restructuring including separate tranche
in bond issue named IOSH02

Round 2: Bank restructuring and subsequent changes to bond loan
In connection with the release of the company’s Q2 2016 report, in September 2016, the
issuer noted that “discussions with the group’s main secured creditors have been positive and
constructive to date – and given the state of the market it cannot be ruled out that discussions
with the secured creditors may be initiated earlier than what was anticipated in March 2016”.
121

In October 2016, Norwegian newspaper Sunnmørsposten reported
that the company
stacked several vessels and laid off 330 of 1,200 employees. On 15 November 2016, the
company announced that it would address the long-term financing structure of the group,
temporarily halting instalments to secured creditors. The company became the first offshore
shipping company in the Norwegian bond market to enter a second round of restructuring in
the 2015–2016 downturn, 7.5 months after it announced that the first round was completed.

Second round of restructuring in

On 11 May 2017, Nordic Trustee announced that the issuer was in breach with financial
covenants in the bond agreement, and thus in default. Shortly after (June 2017), the Oslo
Stock Exchange decided to delist IOSH01 after Island Offshore had violated Nordic ABM
rules. The company had then failed to make the annual financial report public within the
deadline. Also, the company had not responded to requests for information by the stock
exchange.

In breach of covenants in May 2017 and

New equity and bond amendments
In November 2017, the company informed the bondholders of IOSH01 and IOSH02 that it
proposed additional changes to the bond loan. This was due to “the continued deterioration of
the market conditions for owners and operators of offshore service vessels”. The financial
restructuring included:

November 2016

IOSH01 delisted by OSE in June 2017

Additional changes to bond loans
proposed in November 2017

 NOK369m in new equity, paid by the three main owners and minority shareholders.
 Amendment of bond issues. Extension of maturities to 30 June 2021. Cash interest
changed from floating to fixed (1.25 %), while existing PIK continued. The interest payment
frequency reduced from quarterly to semi-annually. Bondholders agreeing to subordination,
giving up the right to declare an event of default without prior written consent from secured
creditors.
 Amendment of secured debt. Including maturity extension to 31 December 2020, deferral
of due but unpaid instalments of principal outstanding on 30 June 2017, and amendments
amortisation profile.
The restructuring proposal was later approved by 94.59% and 100% of the votes for IOSH01
ii
and IOSH02, respectively .

i

The issuer stated that it had reached an agreement with bondholders representing more than 2/3 of the bond two weeks prior, with the
release of the Q2-16 report
ii
https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010673866_NB_20171214.PDF
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Latina Offshore Holding Limited
(For an overview of the default in subsidiary Latina Offshore Limited, see page 49)
Figure 51: Summary, Latina Offshore Holding Limited
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Restructuring (August 2016)

Maturity extension (April 2018)

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension

No
Senior secured bond: USD50m
July-16 to Jan-18

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

10% to 8.875% (for one year)
No
No
No
Removal of value adjusted equity ratio
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

No
Senior secured bond: USD50m
January 2018 to January 2020 and introduction of
USD0.5m quarterly principal payments
No
No
No
No
No
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Background
Latina Offshore Holding Limited raised USD75m in July 2014 through the issuance of a senior
122
secured bond, with a 2-year tenor . The company owned, through its subsidiaries, two jackup rigs and one modular rig, all of which had contracts with Petróleos Mexicanos (Pemex).
The bond was issued with a step coupon, paying 10% the first year, and 11% thereafter.
123
However, in August 2015 , bondholders accepted (87.93% of the votes) to keep the coupon
rate at 10%. This was conditional on the parent company (Constructors y Perforadora Latina
S.A. de C.V.) contributing bonds of USD25m to Latina Offshore Holding in the form of
additional paid-in equity, and thereafter discharging these bonds. Hence, the outstanding
amount was reduced to USD50m.
Pemex actions trigger financial review
During the market downturn, in March 2016, Latina Offshore Holding announced that its sole
124
customer, Pemex, had initiated negotiations to reduce dayrates for the rigs . The two jackup drilling rigs saw a reduction in contractual rates from USD158,000 to USD125,000 for one
year, in exchange for a 1-year extension of contracts. However, due to a payment suspension
from Pemex, the company struggled to fund working capital, and initiated a review of its
financing opportunities. Upon bond maturity, on 31 July 2016, the company was not able to
repay the principal, nor the most recent interest payment. Bondholders approved a
125
postponement of the bond maturity date , until 30 September 2016, and the issuer paid
outstanding interest.
However, on the revised maturity date, Nordic Trustee announced that the issuer would not
redeem the bond issue as planned, and that negotiations with a bondholder group were
126
ongoing. On 7 December 2016, bondholders received a notice of a written resolution , with
the following restructuring proposal:

Bond maturity date postponed until 30
September 2016…

…followed by further restructuring
proposal in December 2016

 Maturity extension until 31 January 2018.
 Interest rate on the bond changed from 10% to 8.875% until and including 30 April
2017, after which interest would accrue at 10% until maturity.
 Excess cash sweep, with 100% of excess cash (defined in written resolution) in last three
months to be transferred to a debt service account.
 Monthly financial updates to be provided to Stamdata.
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 Removal of value-adjusted equity ratio.
 Maturity price set to 102% of par, including a call option with the opportunity to redeem
bonds at 102% of par.
The proposal was accepted by 100% of the votes.
Additional extension
On 25 January 2018, a few days prior to the revised maturity date (31 January), the company
informed that it was in discussions with major bondholders regarding a further extension of
the maturity date. Bondholders approved a 1-month extension of the maturity, until the end of
February, and subsequently, until mid-March. Then, on 3 April 2018, the company announced
127
a new restructuring proposal including:

Revised maturity date of 31 January
2018 extended two more times before
new restructuring proposal in April 2018

 Extension of maturity to 31 January 2020.
 Quarterly instalment payments of USD0.5m introduced at 102% of par value.
The proposed resolution was accepted by the bondholders. However, the company failed to
pay the instalment and interest on 31 July 2018. A waiver of payments was proposed and
accepted by bondholders. Instalments for July and October 2018 were postponed until
maturity, while the January 2019 instalment as well as accrued interest were to be paid on 30
128
April 2019 . However, on 29 April 2019, the issuer once again requested a waiver and
postponement of payment. The issuer said that it was finalising amendments to the bond
agreement, in dialogue with majority bondholders, and at the time of publication (23 May
129
2019), has obtained a 1-month postponement of the payments due 30 April 2019 .
Figure 52: Latina Offshore Holding Limited: quoted bond price
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Latina Offshore Limited
(For an overview of the default in parent Latina Offshore Holding Limited, see page 47)
Figure 53: Summary, Latina Offshore Limited
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Amendments (July 2016)

Maturity extension (June-July 2018)

New equity
Affected bond loans

No
Senior secured bond: USD311m

Transfers from parent
Senior secured bond: USD306m

Maturity extension
Interest amendment

Deferral of instalments
No

Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
No
No
Yes
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

July 2018 to October 2019
Missed instalment payment plus accrued interest
added as PIK bonds
No
No
No
No
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Latina Offshore Limited issued a USD175m senior secured bond in 2013, paying an interest
of 8.875% with a tenor of five years. A tap issue of USD175m was announced only three
st
months later, increasing the outstanding amount to USD350m. The bond had a 1 lien
security in the company’s two jack-up rigs, La Santa Maria and La Covadonga. Similarly to its
parent company, Latina Offshore Holding Limited, the issuer experienced problems with
130
Pemex cutting dayrates . In July 2016, the bondholders accepted a deferral of USD10m in
instalments (from June 2016 until September 2016), and a reduction of the minimum liquidity
covenant. Subsequently, in the fall of 2016, the parent company, Latina Offshore Holding
131
Limited, would transfer USD7.5m .
In February 2017 the issuer was once again the subject of a written resolution. This time,
132
bondholders voted to amend its equity ratio covenant .
133

Latina Offshore also did not pay scheduled instalments and interest in early January 2018 .
134
Bondholders agreed to add the USD15m instalment to the loan as PIK bonds . Interest was
partially paid (USD8.6m of total USD13.6m due) following a cash transfer from Latina
Offshore’s parent company.
135

As the maturity date of 3 July 2018 approached, Latina Offshore asked for permission
to
extend the bond maturity until 1 October. This was approved by the bondholders, but on the
new maturity date the company again asked for an extension, this time until 3 October 2019.
Payments of interest and instalments would be changed to quarterly payments until maturity,
with instalments being decided by a cash sweep mechanism. A lower limit of USD10m was
136
set for the issuer’s “minimum liquidity account”. The resolution
narrowly passed, with
67.42% of the votes.
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Figure 54: Latina Offshore Limited: quoted bond price
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Source: Bloomberg
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Metro Exploration Holding Corp.
(For a full overview of the company structure, see figure 113 in the appendix. The case is also
related to Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd and Golden Close Maritime Corp)
Figure 55: Summary, Metro Exploration Holding Corp
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Ownership transfer (May 2015)

New equity
Affected bond loans

No
USD186m
Bondholders received ownership in parent company, Metro Drilling Holding Corp.
For technical reasons
No
Bond issue continued on paper, in practice bonds were converted to equity
No
No
No
No bank debt
No bank debt
No bank debt
No bank debt
No bank debt
No
No

Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
Metro Exploration Holding Corp (“Metro”) issued a USD186m senior secured bond in 2014,
st
paying an annual fixed coupon of 8%. The bond loan had a 1 priority pledge in Metro’s 60%
i
shareholding in Deep Sea Metro Ltd (“Deep Sea Metro”). At the time, Deep Sea Metro owned
the two drillships Deepsea Metro I and Deepsea Metro II, through the respective subsidiaries
Golden Close Maritime Corp Ltd and Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd (click on the names to
read about the defaults in the subsidiaries). The bond issuer’s (Metro) only source of revenue
was dividends from the subsidiaries. For an overview of the company structure, see
(appendix)
In 2015, Deep Sea Metro experienced challenging market conditions, leading to a position
where it was unable to distribute any dividends to shareholders. On 13 May 2015, Metro
137
summoned to a bondholders meeting
to present a restructuring proposal, which was
confirmed to be pre-accepted by two thirds of the bondholders. The restructuring included:

Restructuring proposal in May 2015 preaccepted by two thirds of bondholders

 Transfer of the equity ownership of Metro’s parent company, Metro Drilling Holding
Corp., to the bondholders through a Norwegian special purpose vehicle under the control
of Nordic Trustee.
 Settlement of certain intra-group claims, including a USD5m payment to the issuer as
settlement for a USD11.7m claim against Metrobulk, and the release of USD27.5m in intragroup loans owed by the issuer.
 Waiver of obligation to fund the interest reserve account.
The proposed offer was accepted by 96.97% of the votes at the bondholders’ meeting and
adopted accordingly. A partial redemption of the bond was carried out following the settlement
of the Metrobulk loan, where USD4.9m was redeemed at 101.5% of par value.
The bond had a scheduled maturity in February 2016, but due to future expected payments
138
beyond this date, the bond was extended by one year for practical reasons . However, the
original maturity date was still the date for the principal repayment. The issuer furthermore
139
summoned to a bondholders’ meeting on 30 March 2016 to propose the following:

i

The remaining 40% was owned by Odfjell Offshore Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of Odfjell Drilling Ltd.
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 Deep Sea Metro to distribute available cash between its shareholders, Metro and
Odfjell Offshore. Metro’s share amounted to USD11.9m.
 The cash and any other amount standing used to redeem parts of the bond.
The original proposal also included a “Proposal B”, but this was later withdrawn. The
proposed offer was accepted at the bondholders’ meeting and adopted accordingly. On 31
March 2016, a total USD13.0m of the principal was paid to the bondholders in the form of an
instalment.
As of May 2016 the outstanding claims amounted to USD167.7m. Nordic Trustee wrote that it
was considered unlikely that Metro would receive any further distributions from Deep Sea
Metro: the Deepsea Metro II had been sold in March 2016 as a part of the acceleration of
debt by DVB Bank, leaving few proceeds to bondholders in Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd or
parents Deep Sea Metro and Metro. It was also expected that there would be little additional
value in Golden Close Maritime Corp. Ltd. Hence, when the company summoned to a
140
bondholders’ meeting in June 2016 the focus was on retaining a legal entity to receive any
potential (albeit unlikely) transfers of values, while minimising cost:
 Transfer of Metro Drilling Holding Corp’s shares to the Towerview Purpose Trust, a
trust set up with the sole purpose of holding Metro Drilling Holding Corp’s shares. The trust
would control the wind-down process, but the owners (bondholders) would not be entitled
to equity value in Metro’s entities and thus not retain any control or beneficial ownership.

USD13.0m of the principal paid to the
bondholders in March 2016

Focus in bondholders’ meeting in June
2016 on retaining a legal entity

 The bonds would not be discharged to ensure that bondholders would be able to
participate in any potential values received by the indirect ownership in Golden Close
Maritime Corp. Values received would be distributed by the company from time to time.
 The bonds were removed from the VPS records and the ISIN was deleted, to avoid
future costs to the paying agent.
The proposed offer was accepted at the bondholders’ meeting and adopted accordingly.
Figure 56: Metro Exploration Holding Corp: quoted bond price
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Norshore Atlantic BV/NSA Bondco Limited
Figure 57: Summary, Norshore Atlantic BV
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Bond exchange (August 2015)

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback

No
Senior secured bond: USD147m (following an instalment of USD3m in August 2015)
Implicitly through new bonds: December 2018 to August 2020
No
No
Implicitly through buyback below par
The bond issue replaced in full by new senior secured bonds by NSA Bondco Limited
Buyback of USD36.4m from new bond issue at 54.71% of par value
Yes
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
Release of all claims to Otto Marine Limited
No

Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
In February 2014, Bergen-headquartered drilling company Norshore Atlantic BV (“Norshore
Atlantic”) issued a senior secured bond with a face value of USD150m, and a coupon of 12%.
The loan had a first priority pledge in the issuer’s only vessel, the drillship Norshore Atlantic.
141
On 7 May 2015, the issuer reported that it had breached the retention account covenant in
the bond agreement, and that it would likely breach the minimum free liquidity covenant going
forward. It had already been in discussions with major bondholders about a restructuring. The
company called for a bondholders’ meeting proposing the following actions:

May 2015: retention account covenant
breached and minimum free liquidity
covenant likely to be breached

 The establishment of NSA Bondco Limited by Nordic Trustee for the purpose of
acquiring assets in connection with the management of bond loans. The vessel Norshore
Atlantic and the BOP equipment were to be sold to NSA Bondco Limited, making
bondholders the owners of the vessel. A leaseback of the vessel was to follow after
completion of the sale. Cash payments to NSA Bondco Limited would be approximately
USD20.35m on the closing date of the restructuring, of which cUSD19m would be used to
tender for the new senior secured bonds (see bullet point below).
 All outstanding bonds replaced by a new USD150m senior secured callable bond
issue by NSA Bondco Limited. Each bondholder was to receive new bonds proportional
to previous ownership.
142

On 4 August 2015, the proposed offer obtained 100% of the votes. Following the issuance
of the new bond, NSA Bondco Limited bought back USD36.4m of the bond at a weighted
average price of 54.71% of par, totalling USD19.9m.
In January 2016, the vessel contract with ConocoPhillips expired, and the drillship had no
143
further work. With bondholders’ consent, it was therefore laid up . With no new contracts,
charter payments from Norshore Atlantic to NSA Bondco stopped, and on 3 March 2016, NSA
144
Bondco informed bondholders that it had insufficient cash to pay interest . Unpaid interest
was to be settled by issuing additional bonds in the company (PIK). NSA Bondco started
discussions to sell the drillship, and agreed on terms for a sale to Ocean Champion Holding
145
Limited, one of the shareholders in Norshore Management AS. The terms included a sale
of the vessel and BOP (blowout preventer), for a total price of USD85m. As a part of the
agreement, NSA Bondco would receive standstill fees from the buyer in order to not exercise
its right to declare Norshore Management in default. The sale was approved by the
146
bondholders, with 100% of the votes, on 7 July 2016 .

March 2016: insufficient cash to pay
interest

Restructuring including sale of the
drillship agreed in July 2016…
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However, the standstill fees were not paid and despite re-negotiations involving a lower
147
purchasing price , the sale was not completed. The charter party with Norshore
Management was terminated and the charterer eventually went into bankruptcy.
NSA Bondco issued a super senior bond in September 2017 with a face value of USD6m and
a coupon rate of 15%. The sale was aimed at existing bondholders. Net proceeds were used
to finance the vessel after the termination of the charter party, and other corporate purposes.
An additional USD4m was raised through a tap issue on 6 July 2018, followed by a tap issue
of USD8m on 13 December 2018. On 20 December 2017, the company informed that it had
received indicative offers for the vessel, “in the low range of USD40m”. However, no sale has
taken place yet as of the publication of this report (23 May 2019).

…but deal subsequently falls through

NSA Bondco issues super superior bond
in September 2017 and additional funds
raised through tap issues in July and
December 2018

Figure 58: Norshore Atlantic: quoted bond price
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Norwegian Energy Company ASA (Noreco)
Figure 59: Summary, Norwegian Energy Company ASA
Action

Restructuring (October 2013)

Conversion (February 2015)

Maturity extension (2018/2019)

Equity owners

New equity

No

No

Bondholders

Affected bond loans

NOK430m through private
placement
NOR04: NOK1250m
NOR05: NOK700m
NOR06: NOK275m
NOR07: NOK325m
NOR08: NOK300m
NOR09: NOK300m

NOR06/07: NOK588m
NOR10: NOK1,372m
NOR11: NOK722m
NOR12: NOK369m

NOR10: NOK195m

Conversion to equity

NOR04 exchanged for NOR10
NOR05/08/09 merged into
NOR10 (~14%), NOR11 (~57%),
NOR12 (~29%)
NOR06/07 merged and amended
Before:
NOR04: 20 November 2014
NOR05: 30 December 2013
NOR06: 27 April 2016
NOR07: 27 April 2016
NOR08: 30 December 2013
NOR09: 25 February 2016
After:
NOR06/07: 9 Dec 2017 (4.0y)
NOR10: 9 Dec 2016 (3.0y)
NOR11: 9 Jun 2019 (5.5y)
NOR12: 9 Dec 2018 (5.0y)
Before:
NOR04: 12.9%
NOR05: 3mN+800bp
NOR06: 10.25%
NOR07: 3mN+600bp
NOR08: 12.9%
NOR09: 10.5%
After:
NOR06/07: 6.50%
NOR10: 6.00%
NOR11: 6.75%
NOR12: 4.0% PIK optional
No

Haircut
Buyback

No
No

Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Yes
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

Maturity extension

Interest amendment

Banks

Suppliers
Other

NOK1900m of NOR10/11/12
converted to equity. Remaining
amounts merged into NOK600m
bond (NOR10)
NOR10/11/12: Merged into
NOR10, maturity set to March
2018 (3 years)

March 2018 to November 2019

NOR06/07: From December 2017
to March 2018

6.5%, PIK optional for new
NOR10 bond, as well as
NOR06/07

6.5% to 10%

NOK1,900m of NOR10/11/12
converted to equity (92%
ownership)
Yes from buyback below par
Subsequently:
NOR10 partial redemption:
NOK243m at par
NOR10 buyback: NOK202m at
85% of par
No
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

No

No
No

No
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
Stated intention to call NOR10

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis).
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Improving its financial position
Norwegian Energy Company ASA (“Noreco”) experienced a number of financial challenges
prior to the oil price crisis. In 2011–2012, the company divested assets, leading to reduced
production and temporarily reduced cash flow, while waiting for the start-up of production on
the Huntington field. Noreco experienced partial covenant breaches and launched a
recapitalisation to improve its financial position in the second half of 2012. This involved a
waiver of selected covenants, a new NOK400m equity issue and a NOK300m senior
unsecured bond issue (NOR08). Another bond issue, NOR09, was issued in February 2013,
amounting to NOK300m.
Restructuring, with new equity and bond exchanges
Fast forward to mid-2013, the company summoned to a bondholders’ meeting for the
outstanding bond issues. Production shortfalls and delays had contributed to a strained
148
liquidity situation. The company asked for temporary covenant waivers
for its outstanding
bonds, as well as a short-term extension proposal for the bond NOR05. The amendments
149
were accepted by the bondholders . However, challenges remained, and on 21 October, the
company summoned to further bondholders’ meetings to propose the following
150
restructuring :

Recapitalisation to improve its financial
position in H2 2012

Temporary covenant waivers in mid2013 followed by further restructuring
proposal in October 2013

 New equity of NOK400m–450m, raised through a private placement, with a subsequent
issue of up to NOK100m. A total of NOK430m raised in the private placement, with another
NOK100m raised in the subsequent offering.
 Previous bond debt merged into four new bond issues:
st

1 NOR10: A NOK1.4bn 3-year bond, w/1 lien security in Huntington and Danish
producing assets, paying a 6.0% coupon. NOK500m instalments in years 1 and 2,
NOK400m instalment in year 3. Would comprise the full amount of the previous NOR04 as
well as 14% of the previous NOR05, NOR08 and NOR09.
st

2 NOR06/07: Merged and amended into a NOK600m 4-year bond, w/1 lien security in
nd
Oselvar licence, 2 lien security in Huntington and Danish producing assets. Paying a
6.5% coupon. NOK100m instalments in years 1 and 2, NOK150m in year 3 and NOK250m
in year 4.
nd

3 NOR11: A NOK736m 5.5-year bond, w/2 lien security in Huntington and Danish
producing assets, paying a 6.75% coupon. Would comprise 57% of the previous NOR05,
NOR08 and NOR09. NOK100m instalment in year 4 and NOK200m in year 5.
4 NOR12: A NOK367m 5-year senior convertible bond, paying 4% PIK optional interest.
Would comprise ~28.6% of the previous NOR05, NOR08 and NOR09. Convertible at any
time during the term of the loans.
 Deferral of interest payments until completion of restructuring.
 Alignment of financial covenants on all bond issues.
The proposed resolution was approved in the bondholders’ meetings following some
151
amendments announced on 4 November 2013 (included in the list above) .
Difficulties persist, triggering debt conversion
152
In autumn 2014, Noreco informed of deteriorating performance for its producing fields . As a
result it became difficult to meet the financial covenants in the bond agreements.
Consequently, the company initiated discussions with major stakeholders, and decided to
defer instalments due in December 2014. Noreco summoned to a bondholders’ meeting on
153
16 February 2015 to propose the following restructuring :
 Partial conversion of bonds NOR10, NOR11 and NOR12 to equity. Conversion of
NOK1,900m, leaving a total remainder of NOK600m outstanding on the three bonds, with
no recourse to Noreco Norway AS. After the conversion these bondholders would hold
92% of the share capital, with the proportion being 64.4%, 18.4% and 9.2% for the three
bond loans, respectively.

Decision to defer instalments in
December 2014…
…and debt conversion proposal in
February 2015
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 The remaining NOK600m on the three bonds merged to an amended NOR10, with
amended terms including a 3-year tenor and a fixed coupon of 6.5%. Interest would be
paid by additional PIK bonds in the case of no available cash reserves.
 NOR06 given similar new terms with a new interest rate of 6.5% and a tenor of three
years. Interest would be paid by additional PIK bonds in the case of no available cash
reserves. The bond to change debtor from Norwegian Energy Company ASA to subsidiary
Noreco Norway AS.
The proposal was accepted by all bondholders and adopted accordingly.
Partial redemption of bonds and a sale of Norwegian assets
Later in 2015, Noreco notified that it would exercise its call option on NOR10, with a partial
154
redemption of NOK243m at par . A buyback offer for the bondholders in the same bond was
155
also proposed later that year, with a total of NOK202m bought back at 85% of par value .
Around the same time, Noreco announced that its subsidiary, Noreco Norway AS, had
156
entered into an agreement to sell the company’s Norwegian petroleum activities . However,
157
the sale was not approved by bondholders in NOR06 . Instead, the company announced a
158
sale of the assets to Det norske oljeselskap, on 2 March 2016 . The sale implied a 94.7%
recovery of the initial principal amount in NOR06, according to the company. It was approved
159
160
by the bondholders two weeks later
and completed on 30 June 2016 . Hence, Noreco
Norway AS ceased its petroleum activities in Norway, and subsequently the bondholders
accepted dissolution of the subsidiary. The bonds were discharged in November 2017 with a
final repayment of NOK393m, approximately 83% of the remaining NOK471m at the time.
Court case won and lost
In 2016, Noreco pursued a large court case against several insurance companies. The
Maritime and Commercial High Court in Copenhagen ruled in favour of Noreco’s claims for
damages caused on the Siri platform. The company was awarded around USD270m, but the
insurance companies decided to appeal the verdict. The first appeal, to the Supreme Court in
161
Copenhagen, was tossed , but a second appeal was filed with Copenhagen’s Eastern High
162
Court . The new verdict was published on 4 May 2018. This time the court ruled in favour of
the insurance companies and Noreco was awarded only USD12.5m (cUSD20m including
163
interest) . Noreco thereafter tried to apply to the Danish Appeals Permission Board to
appeal the verdict to the Supreme Court of Denmark. However, the case was not permitted
and the verdict from the Eastern High Court was upheld.

Partial redemption of bonds later in 2015

Sale of Norwegian petroleum activities
completed in June 2016

Court case against insurance companies
lost after appeal in May 2018

Extensions of NOR10 maturity and Danish acquisition
In early 2018, Noreco summoned to a bondholders’ meeting to discuss the upcoming maturity
164
date of NOR10. The company proposed the following :
 Maturity extended from 6 March 2018 to 6 September 2018.
 The fixed coupon rate increased from 6.5% to 10%.
 A call option included in the bond issue, exercisable from 6 June 2018 until the new
maturity date at 101.5% of par value.
 Option to sell back. Nordic Trustee informed that the issuer intended to offer bondholders
to sell their bonds back at par.
The proposal was accepted by all bondholders and adopted accordingly. Later in August
165
2018, the bond maturity was further extended to 6 March 2019 with bondholders’ approval .
In October 2018, Noreco’s subsidiary Altinex AS announced it would acquire Shell’s upstream
166
assets in Denmark for a total consideration of USD1.91bn . The transaction would be
i
financed through an equity issue of cUSD392m , a convertible bond issue of up to USD160m,
and a lending facility of up to USD900m. The transaction was approved by the Danish Energy
167
Agency on 29 April 2019 .

Several extensions of NOR10 maturity

Acquisition of upstream assets in
Denmark approved in April 2019

i

The initial press release indicated a USD352m private placement and a USD40m subsequent offering (of which USD30m had been
underwritten), plus a USD160m convertible bond, thus totalling USD552m. A January 2019 presentation stated that a total of USD537m of
new equity and convertible debt had been subscribed by “high-quality fund managers”
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To cater for the transaction, bondholders were requested to once again extend the bond
168
maturity, to 6 November 2019 . It was also proposed that upon closing the acquisition and
issuing the new convertible bonds, NOR10 bonds would be called at 101.5% of par value.
The proposal was later approved by the bondholders.
At the time of publishing this report (23 May 2019) the transaction has yet to close.
Figure 60: Norwegian Energy Company ASA: quoted bond prices, actual bond trades
and equity price (rhs)
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Oceanteam ASA
Figure 61: Summary, Oceanteam ASA
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Amend & extend (April 2017)

Debt-to-equity conversion (April 2018)

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment

No
OTS02 PRO: USD57.5m
October 2017 to May 2022
3mL+1125bp to fixed 7% (of which 6% PIK
optional). Monthly funding of interest payments
paid to a debt service retention account.
No
No
No
Yes, suspension of gearing ratio covenant
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No

NOK20m from Invaco Management BV
OTS02 PRO: USD67m
No
Changed from 1% cash + 6% PIK optional to 7% PIK

Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

USD62m in April 2018 + USD5m in December 2018
No
No
No
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
Ongoing investigation

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
Oceanteam ASA issued a senior unsecured callable bond (OTS02 PRO) in October 2012,
with USD92.5m outstanding. It repaid USD35m of its bond debt in an instalment in April 2015,
thus reducing the outstanding principal claim to USD57.5m. However, on 20 October 2016,
the company announced that it had initiated a financial restructuring “facing serious financial
169
restraints by its current capital cost and structure” . Three days later, the company informed
that it had initiated a dialogue with the largest bondholders and that it would not be able to
170
make a scheduled interest payment due the following day . In November, bondholders were
171
summoned to a meeting , to vote on a proposal from Oceanteam, including a maturity
extension until October 2022 and reducing the interest rate to 1% PIK optional. However, the
summons was withdrawn prior to the meeting, “by mutual agreement with bondholders”.

Proposal including maturity extension in
November 2016, but withdrawn prior to
bondholders’ meeting

In January 2017, Oceanteam informed that it had “reached an understanding with its
172
bondholders on the main terms of the bond loan” . The agreement would not imply any new
equity offering, but defer significant cash compensation to the CEO and main shareholder,
Haico Halbesma. After another three months (12 April 2017), bondholders were summoned to
173
a new meeting, to vote on a proposal including the following key terms:
 Maturity extension from 24 October 2017 to 2 May 2022.
 Amendment of the interest rate, from 3mL+1,125bp per annum, to 7% fixed, of which 6%
was to be PIK optional. Monthly funding of the cash interest payments paid in arrears to a
debt service retention account.
 Conversion of missed (past) interest payments to additional bonds, to be repaid at
maturity.
 Introducing a quarterly cash sweep mechanism.
 Suspension of gearing ratio covenant.
The meeting was held on 2 May 2017, and the proposed resolution was accepted by 100% of
the votes. Oceanteam ASA started 2018 by announcing that it had reached an agreement
with Royal IHC to sell all of the outstanding shares in its consultancy company KCI, but would
continue to have access to its services. The proceeds of the sale were meant to improve the
company’s liquidity and to reduce its outstanding debt.

New restructuring proposal accepted in
May 2017

Sale of KCI shares agreed in 2018
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Ongoing investigation
In September 2017, Bergen disctrict court received a petition for a public investigation of
Oceanteam, filed by minority shareholders. In February 2018, the court decided that it would
investigate five years of transactions between Oceanteam and owners Hessel and Haico
i
Halbesma. The dispute was related to high management fees and the court would investigate
174
whether there had been other undisclosed transactions or agreements .
The same underlying factors were allegedly the cause of the conflict between Oceanteam and
its auditor, KPMG. On 14 November 2017, Oceanteam announced that it had suspended
KPMG’s services, citing elevated audit costs charged for work not performed. Oceanteam
expressed its concern about being able to appoint a new auditor within the deadline of 15
April 2018, due to what it described as “unbalanced, incorrect and biased reporting” about the
company. Meanwhile, the Financial Supervisory Authority of Norway requested additional
information about accounting methods used in Oceanteam’s 2017 accounts. The company
had turned from a loss in 2016 to a profit in 2017, while changing certain accounting methods
175
at the time of the industry downturn . In July 2018, the company finally released an audited
financial report for 2017, with RSM the new auditor. Instead of a profit of USD11.7m, the
report now showed a loss of USD12.0m. The change was due to the different accounting
principles used.
Debt to equity conversion
Meanwhile, CEO Haico Halbesma had resigned from the company, while Hessel Halbesma
176
had resigned as chairman of the board, both in March 2018 . In April, Oceanteam informed
that it had reached a settlement with the Halbesma family, securing their support for a
177
“comprehensive refinancing plan” . OTSO02 PRO had a total of USD67m outstanding on 23
April 2018 when Oceanteam published a notice of a written resolution. The proposal was for
the bondholders to take over most of the shares in the company to save it from a potential
178
bankruptcy, and included the following key terms :

Investigation into five years of
transactions with owners Haico and
Hessel Halbesma ongoing

KPMG suspended as auditor in
November 2017

RSM appointed new auditor

Haico and Hessel Halbesma resign in
March 2018…

…and Oceanteam secures their support
for comprehensive refinancing plan

 Debt-to-equity conversion of majority of bond debt. USD62m of the bonds converted
into new shares with a subscription price of USD0.10/share. USD5m left outstanding with a
7% PIK coupon and the cash sweep mechanism removed.
 Injection of new equity and/or shareholder loans. Invaco Management B.V. would
either subscribe NOK20m in new share capital at NOK0.5/share, or provide a NOK20m
non-interest bearing subordinated loan agreed to be converted into new shares at
NOK0.50/share. It would also receive 111.6m of the shares issued to the bondholders in
the debt conversion. Additionally, the company would be granted a 6-month unsecured 7%
PIK loan of USD1.5m, from Stichting Value Partners Family Office.
 Halbesma claims settlement. All claims of Haico and Hessel Halbesma, their companies
and/or affiliates would be settled against 10m new shares at a price of NOK0.5/share.
The written resolution was accepted and adopted accordingly, with approximately 670m new
shares being issued, taking the company’s total outstanding share count to 700m. In
179
December 2018, the remaining USD5m bonds were converted to equity . This led to the
180
issuance of an additional 88.5m shares .
In May 2019, the board of Oceanteam proposed to the annual general meeting to stop the
investigation of the company, due to its requirements in terms of time and cost. The company
181
had by then incurred costs in excess of NOK9m related to the investigation .

Board proposes end to investigation of
the company to AGM in May 2019

i

In 2015, Hessel Halbesma, director of the board charged consultancy fees for 5952 hours, the equal amount of three full-time jobs,
according to Dagens Næringsliv
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Figure 62: Oceanteam ASA: quoted bond price, actual bond trades and equity price
(rhs)
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Olympic Ship AS
Figure 63: Summary, Olympic Ship AS
Equity owners
Bondholders

Action

Restructuring

New equity
Affected bond loans

NOK400m raised by Olympic Subsea ASA
OLSH02: NOK300m
OLSH03: NOK500m (NOK395m following buyback)
Yes, from conversion to new bonds
OLSH02: September 2017 to July 2022
OLSH03: June 2019 to July 2022
Yes, from conversion to new bonds
OLSH02: 6mN+600bp to ZC / 3% PIK
OLSH03: 3mN+500bp to ZC / 3% PIK
No
Yes, from debt-to-debt swap below par.
OLSH02: 48.2% haircut. NOK300m  to NOK25.9m ZC + NOK129.5m senior unsecured
OLSH03: 48.2% haircut. NOK395m  to NOK34.1m ZC + NOK170.5m senior unsecured
No, but cancellation of NOK105m held by the issuer
No financial covenants in new ZC, a “no dividend” covenant in new senior unsecured bond
Amortisation relief on all bank debt
No
No
No
Yes
Yard postponed debt maturity, with no interest accrual in period
No

Maturity extension

Interest amendment

Conversion to equity
Haircut

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
At the start of 2016, Olympic Ship AS had two senior unsecured bonds outstanding. OLSH02
was issued in 2012 with a face value of NOK300m, paid a coupon of 6mN+600bp and was
scheduled to mature in 2017. Another NOK500m was issued through OLSH03 in 2014, which
paid a coupon of 3mN+500bp and was scheduled to mature in 2019. At the time, the
i
company’s fleet consisted of 23 vessels, of which 18 were in operation .
In its Q1 2016 report the company stated that it had initiated discussions with creditors
regarding an adjustment of repayment profiles. On 5 July it noted that it had entered into a
standstill agreement, and that secured lenders had agreed to postpone all instalments and
182
maturities under this . Later on, in September 2016, the company informed it had also
183
initiated discussions with bondholders . The standstill was postponed weekly throughout the
autumn of 2016, and in December 2016 the company announced that it would sell the vessel
184
Olympic Athene, contributing with a positive liquidity effect of NOK70m . Shortly after, on 9
December 2016, the company announced a restructuring, with proposed key terms
185
including :

Standstill agreement in July 2016

Olympic Athene sale announced in
December 2016, followed by…

 Transfer of assets to new company. A newly incorporated parent company, Olympic
Subsea AS, would be capitalised by NOK400m in new equity, of which NOK290m would
be paid in cash. 11 subsea vessels would be transferred to the company, eight vessels
would remain in Olympic Ship AS, while four vessels (including the Olympic Athene) would
be sold.
 Amortisation relief on secured debt. Secured debt on the subsea fleet would be
transferred to Olympic Subsea group, while the debt related to the non-transferred vessels
would remain in Olympic Ship. Amortisation on secured debt would be reduced
“significantly” through 2020, with all maturities postponed until September 2021. The
positive liquidity effect would be NOK3.8bn. Covenants would be amended.

i

Annual report 2015
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 Yard creditors would extend claims until 30 September 2021, with no interest accrual
during the period.
 All bonds to be swapped for bonds in Olympic Subsea ASA:
 A subordinated, mandatory convertible zero coupon bond, of NOK60m, and with a
5.5-year tenor. The bond would be convertible into 13% ownership in Olympic Subsea.
NOK25.9m would be converted from OLSH02 at par, and NOK34.1m would be
converted from OLSH03 at par. Bondholders were to have conversion rights at any time
during the term, with the conversion price equal to the subscription price in the equity
investment, of NOK10 per share. The bond would contain no financial covenants.
 A senior unsecured bond of NOK300m, with 3% PIK interest and a tenor of 5.5 years.
NOK274.1m would be converted from OLSH02 at 47.25% of par value, and
NOK360.9m would be converted from OLSH03 at 47.25% of par value. The agreement
included a no dividends covenant. The bond would contain call options of 65%, 75%
and 85% of par after two, three and four years, respectively.
186

The proposal was later approved and adopted accordingly . It was contingent on the plan of
Olympic Subsea listing its shares on a stock exchange within a deadline of two years.
187
However, on 23 November 2018 the company summoned to a bondholders meeting with a
proposal to extend the deadline by an additional two years. The oil service sector had not
improved as much as anticipated and the company considered it not beneficial to raise new
equity in connection to the listing at the time. Bondholders approved the proposal on 7
December 2018.

…restructuring proposal contingent on
Olympic Subsea listing on a stock
exchange within two years…

…which was later extended by another
two years

Figure 64: Olympic Ship AS: quoted bond prices and actual bond trades
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Oro Negro Drilling Pte Ltd/Oro Negro Impetus
Ltd
Figure 65: Summary, Oro Negro Drilling Pte Ltd
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Bond merger (April 2016)

Lawsuit and bankruptcy (2017-2019)

New equity
Affected bond loans

No
Oro Negro Drilling: USD677m
Oro Negro Impetus: USD175m
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
Merger of bond issues, with annual amortisation
of USD35m

No
Oro Negro Drilling: USD916m

Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Ongoing lawsuit and bankruptcy proceedings

New liquidity bonds issued

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Record-sized bond gets in trouble
In January 2014, Oro Negro Drilling Pte Ltd (“Oro Negro”) raised USD725m through the
issuance of a senior secured bond (“2019 bond”), the largest ever issued in the Nordic highyield market. The bond issue was secured against the four jack-up rigs Primus, Laurus,
Fortius and Decus. It was scheduled to mature in 2019, and paid a coupon of 7.5%. In
addition, the sister company Oro Negro Impetus Ltd. (“Impetus”) issued a USD175m senior
188
secured bond in December 2014, secured against the company’s fifth rig, named Impetus .
The bond paid a coupon of 11% and was scheduled to mature in 2015 (“2015 bond”).
In April 2015, Oro Negro informed that it had hired advisers in order to “explore strategic
189
alternatives”, in light of the challenging industry conditions . In May, Impetus received
bondholder approval for certain covenant waivers and amendments. While the rig was
expected to start work for Pemex, a contract had yet to be signed. In a letter to bondholders,
Impetus stated that Pemex “does not intend to provide a new contract if the bondholders are
not supportive of the efforts of the Issuer to create a sustainable capital structure”. Impetus
190
defaulted on an interest payment on its 2015 bond in September 2015 , followed by a failure
191
to repay the outstanding amount on the maturity date of 4 December 2015 . At the time, Oro
Negro was also in theory in default of its 2019 bond, after breaching its bond agreement with
respect to a dayrate renegotiation with Pemex. Nordic Trustee had not declared the bonds to
192
be in default at the time .
193

By November 2015, Oro Negro published a proposal for a voluntary restructuring
of both
the 2015 and 2019 bonds, although it had not come to an agreement with the ad hoc groups
194
of bondholders. In the next months, revised proposals were published , while the company
i
also signed a contract with Pemex for the Impetus , as well as amendments and extensions
ii
for the Primus, Laurus, Fortius and (somewhat thereafter) Decus rig contracts . Oro Negro
195
skipped a coupon payment and instalment on the 2019 bond
in January 2016, before the
bondholders were summoned to meetings in April 2016 for a vote on the following proposal:

Impetus defaults on interest payment in
September and fails to repay
outstanding amount on maturity in
December 2015

Proposal for voluntary restructuring of
both bonds in November 2015…
…followed by revised proposals in the
following months…

 Merger of the two bonds into a single bond. The 2015 and 2019 bonds would be
merged into a combined bond issue, secured by all five rigs. The size would be
USD921.4m, equal to the combined principal amount, plus accrued interest (following
i
ii

5 years at a dayrate of USD130,000
1-year extensions
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restructuring, the outstanding amount ended at USD939m). It would mature on the original
maturity date for the 2019 bond (24 January 2019).
 Annual amortisation of USD35m, equal to USD7m per rig.
 Amendments and removals of certain financial covenants.

…and acceptance of proposed

The proposed resolution was accepted by the bondholders in both the 2015 and 2019 issues.

resolution in April 2016

Hard times continue
Shortly after concluding the restructuring, Oro Negro informed of additional challenges: In
July, the issuer missed instalment and interest payments, and in September it further
196
amended rig contracts with Pemex . However, negotiations on rig contracts continued in
2017, resulting in a proposal set forth on 11 August 2017. The proposal implied partial
contract suspensions and rate cuts from Pemex, and lower revenues and liquidity for Oro
197
Negro , and Pemex threatened with contract terminations if the proposal was rejected.
An ad hoc group of bondholders representing 52.4% of the bonds announced that they
198
supported the Pemex proposal of dayrates given the threat of contract termination . Oro
Negro thereafter announced a restructuring proposal, including an exchange of bonds to new
199
debt, new equity, cash and the Primus rig . However, the ad hoc group rejected the
proposal stating that there was “no justification for holders of the bonds to undertake a
material debt for equity conversion given the company’s current financial and operational
200
condition” .

Ad hoc group of bondholders rejects

The ad hoc group of bondholders came up with its own restructuring proposal to include a
cash flow sweep in the bond agreement, whereby 100% of excess cash following interest
201
service would be used to redeem bond debt at face value . This particular proposal came to
a vote where it obtained support from 100% of the bondholders. The company responded by
expressing its disapproval of the proposal, and a reminder that the vote was not binding on
the company. Shortly after, on 21 September 2017, the issuer informed that Perforadora Oro
Negro, an affiliate of Oro Negro and charterer under the bond agreement, had voluntarily filed
for insolvency proceedings (“concurso mercantil”).

...and sets out an alternative proposal…

Bondholders of the ad hoc group responded by instructing the bond trustee to declare the
bonds to be in default, to replace directors of the board, as well as blocking certain accounts
202
of the issuer . Furthermore, the bond trustee proceeded to transfer the shares of the
company to a newly formed company under the control of the bond trustee, and sought to be
paid a claim of USD23m. Oro Negro’s view was that by taking control of the company the
bond trustee and bondholders were violating Mexican law. The company also informed the
market that the court in charge forbade it to pay outstanding obligations matured before the
“concurso mercantil” application or to dispose of any of its assets. Moreover, the company
informed that the court had instructed Nordic Trustee to refrain from taking any action to gain
control over the company’s assets.

restructuring proposal in August 2017 …

…but the company expresses its
disapproval of the proposal

Following insolvency proceeding by
Perforadora Oro Negro in September
2017, bonds declared to be in default …
…and shares in the company
transferred to newly formed company
under control of the bond trustee…
…which is viewed as violating Mexican
law by Oro Negro

203

On 6 November the parent company also filed for “concurso mercantil” . Oro Negro also
filed a lawsuit of USD916m against Nordic Trustee and the newly appointed directors for
breaking Mexican law and for “taking actions aimed at destroying the business of the Oro
204
Negro Group”. In April 2015, Oro Negro Drilling filed for Chapter 15 in the US .
On 5 December 2017 bondholders were summoned for a written resolution with the proposal
of issuing liquidity bonds up to USD75m, with 25m being the initial tranche. The resolution
was accepted. A year later, on 15 January 2019, bondholders were once again summoned.
They were informed that the funds on hand had been used to pay certain expenses,
professional advisor fees, external consultants and other expenses related to legal efforts. At
least USD25m was needed in additional funding to maximise recovery for bondholders, and
the bondholders were invited to participate in a new super priority liquidity bond issue. The
new resolution passed.
The Oro Negro bonds remain a remarkable case for the Nordic high-yield market, with regard
to size as well as level of drama. In October 2018, attorneys representing the creditors were
65
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escorted by federal police officers in an attempt to seize the rigs, following a ruling of a
criminal court judge in Mexico City. Landing attempts were physically blocked by workers on
the rigs, placing obstacles on the helicopter landing deck. One helicopter managed to land on
205
the Decus rig .
At the date of publishing this report (23 May 2019), the case remains unresolved.

Case remains unresolved

Figure 66: Oro Negro Drilling Pte Ltd: quoted bond prices
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OSA Goliath Pte Ltd/Goliath Offshore Holdings
Pte Ltd
Figure 67: Summary, OSA Goliath Pte Ltd/Goliath Offshore Holdings Pte Ltd
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Liquidation

New equity
Affected bond loans

Only for litigation SPV
OSA Goliath 13/18 12% USD
Subsequently OSA Goliath 14/16 15% USD super senior bond
Yes, technical
New bond issues carry PIK optionality
No, but option to participate in equity financing for litigation SPV
No
No, but exchanged for new bonds in recovery SPV
No
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
Bond issue in large part exchanged for bonds in new vessel-owning recovery SPV

Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Event of default
OSA Goliath Pte Ltd issued a senior secured USD160m bond in October 2013, with a 5-year
tenor and a fixed coupon of 12%. It was secured in the vessel OSA Goliath, on charter to its
parent, Oceanografia, S.A. de C.V.
An event of default for the OSA Goliath bond was declared after five months, on 4 March
206
2014 , following instructions from bondholders holding more than 50% of the bonds. There
were growing concerns about the company’s financial stability when it became clear that
Oceanografia had failed to pay charter hire for the vessel. Oceanografia became the subject
207
of a fraud case in 2014, as it was found that the company had obtained short-term loans
from a Citigroup subsidiary based on falsified invoices. The assets of Oceanografia were
208
seized by the Mexican government the same year , and the company defaulted on its own
bonds.

After involvement in a fraud case in

Nordic Trustee exercised its right to replace the board of OSA Goliath with independent
directors to protect bondholders’ interests. In addition, Nordic Trustee appointed a receiver for
the shares in Singapore, effectively removing Oceanografia’s control over the company.
Furthermore, the bareboat charter with Oceanografia was terminated and Nordic Trustee took
209
control of the vessel and certain bank accounts . There were rumours in media and the
investor community that Nordic Trustee had unlawfully removed the vessel from Mexican
waters, but Nordic Trustee emphasised that clearance for the vessel to leave Mexico had
been obtained. An attempt by Oceanografia to seize the vessel was rejected by a Mexican
210
bankruptcy court in December 2014 .

…and Nordic Trustee steps in

2014…

…Oceanografia’s assets are seized by
the Mexican government…

211

On 7 March 2014, a summons for a bondholders’ meeting
was distributed proposing the
following. The proposal was approved in the bondholders’ meeting by 100% of the votes:
 An indemnity agreement. The bondholders holding more than 50% of the bonds who
instructed the event of default had provided an indemnity. Remaining bondholders were
given the opportunity to enter the indemnity agreement. The agreement would give the
bondholders the option to provide instructions to Nordic Trustee in connection to
preserving their rights. Funds provided by bondholders to the Trustee under the agreement
would have a super priority ranking and pay an annual interest rate of 15%.
 Potential capital raise. Further capital was likely to be required to meet liquidity
obligations and to maximise bondholders’ recoveries. This would be done either by
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issuance of liquidity bonds or by a limited-recourse loan to Nordic Trustee with participation
offered to bondholders on a pro-rata basis.
Issuance of new bonds
In May 2014, a new super priority liquidity bond issue of USD8.5m was issued with a coupon
of 15% and a 2-year tenor. It was aimed at existing bondholders. Later the company decided
to raise additional liquidity bonds on two occasions, with total liquidity bonds including PIK
interest amounting to USD23.1m.

Issuance of new bonds in 2014 and
2015

In March 2015, the title of the vessel was transferred to Goliath Offshore Holdings Pte Ltd, a
Singaporean special purpose vehicle incorporated and controlled by Nordic Trustee. The
company issued “recovery bonds” by Goliath Offshore, mirroring the terms of the previous
bond issues in OSA Goliath. Tenors were set to two years, with an option to extend if the
vessel was not yet sold. They were allocated to OSA Goliath bondholders and would in effect
replace the existing bonds. However, on the original OSA Goliath bonds, an amount of
USD118m was redeemed on paper, leaving USD42m outstanding. The new senior secured
Goliath Offshore bonds were issued in the amount of USD220m. Already a month later a
further USD20m was issued on the Goliath Offshore liquidity bond issue, in order to pay for
212
dry-docking costs of the vessel, required due to a routine special survey .
Citigroup litigation
Further funding was needed in February 2016 as Nordic Trustee and bondholders wanted to
participate in pursuing potential claims against third parties to maximise recovery to
bondholders. This was in connection to the case where several creditors, vendors and
bondholders of Oceanografia filed an initial complaint against Citigroup, where they claimed
that Citigroup participated in the fraud causing the collapse of Oceanografia and the losses of
213
the plaintiffs . Also, a complaint was made against KPMG for being negligent in failing to
identify the fraud and preventing the collapse of Oceanografia. This was later tossed by
214
Delaware Chancery Court . The funding for the litigation happened through equity issues in
the newly incorporated special purpose vehicle. OSA Goliath bondholders and the senior
secured Goliath Offshore bondholders were given the opportunity to subscribe for shares in
the equity issue. Then, in February 2017, even more funding was needed as the vessel was
not yet sold and there was an expected annual cost of cUSD3.5m to keep it in lay-up,
including other operating costs. Another USD2m was raised through a tap issue, in the
Goliath Offshore super senior bond issue.

Further funding needed related to
complaints brought against Citigroup
and KPMG in 2016

A new charter contract
On 26 June 2017 Goliath Offshore secured a new charter contract for the vessel with Magrem
Investments Ltd. Under the contract, active utilisation of the vessel is expected to start on 1
June 2019, with the charter period lasting 60–240 days.
Figure 68: OSA Goliath Pte Ltd: quoted bond price
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OSX 3 Leasing B.V.
Figure 69: Summary, OSX3 Leasing B.V.
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Restructuring (March 2014)

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
Senior secured bond: USD500m
No
9.25% to 13%
No
No
No
No
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
Parent company in bankruptcy protection.
Reduced charter rate offered to OGX in return for
among others a USD25m on demand letter of
credit

Ongoing

An event of default was declared in March 2015
and the bonds were accelerated. FPSO has
extended its charter with Dommo Energia
(formerly known as OGX) for a longer period.
Bondholders have accepted to exchange original
bond for new notes, with broadly the same terms.
The company is working to distribute incomes to
bondholders.

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring 2013/2014 details
OSX 3 Leasing B.V, a subsidiary of Eike Batista’s OSX Brasil, issued a senior secured
callable bond of USD500m in 2012 with a tenor of three years and a coupon of 9.25%. The
bond was used to finance the FPSO OSX 3, a unit chartered to OGX, another part of Batista’s
business group.
The issuer entered distress prior to the oil price crisis, as vessel charterer OGX was facing
bankruptcy. In a letter to bondholders, published on 22 October 2013, Nordic Trustee noted
215
that the issuer was considering a temporary standstill . The judicial reorganisation of OGX
triggered an event of default in the OSX 3 loan agreement on 31 October 2013, although the
bonds were not accelerated. However, the issuer informed that it would not make the
216
scheduled December 2013 interest payment
and that it had begun restructuring
negotiations with major stakeholders. The issuer’s ultimate parent, OSX Brasil S/A, had
sought a “processo de recuperação judicial” (Brazilian equivalent of US Chapter 11). On 14
217
March 2014, the following restructuring proposal was presented , following discussions with
a bondholders’ committee:

Difficulties due to vessel charterer OGX
facing bankruptcy in 2013

 Increased coupon, from 9.25% to 13% and the missed interest payment would be paid in
full after OGX paid the first invoice after amending the bonds. In case the company were
unable to pay future interest payments, it would be added to the issue as PIK bonds.
 Introduction of a mandatory prepayment event, in the case of a sale of the vessels
OSX 1 or OSX 2. Excess cash following repayment of secured debt on these vessels
would be applied towards prepayment of the bond principal.
 A consent fee of 2.5% in the form of additional bonds paid to all bondholders,
conditional on approving the restructuring.
 Reduced charter rate offered to OGX, from USD440,000/day to USD250,000/day, in
exchange for among others an on demand letter of credit for USD25m from OGX in favour
of OSX 3, callable in the event of OGX failing to pay the charter rate. No waivers or
amendments could be made regarding the charter contract without the permission of the
bond trustee.
The proposed restructuring was approved at the bondholders’ meeting by 99.41% of the
218
votes .
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Declaration of default and Dutch bankruptcy
219
In autumn 2014, OGX struggled to meet the monthly charter payments to OSX3 . In March
2015, the two company groups announced that they had agreed to suspend several amounts
due to be paid by OGX, even though no prior consent had been given by the bond trustee as
required by the amended bond agreement. As a result the bond trustee declared the bonds to
be in default and due for immediate repayment, and stated that the exclusive voting rights of
220
OSX 3 Holding shares would be transferred to the bond trustee . In addition, the bond
trustee filed petitions for bankruptcy under Dutch courts for OSX3 Holding and other
immediate OSX companies based in the Netherlands. In July 2015, the courts ordered that
221
OSX 3 Holding and OSX 3 Holdco should enter bankruptcy in the Netherlands .

Bonds in default …

…and bankruptcy in the Netherlands in
2015

New bond loan
222
As liquidity was deteriorating, bondholders were summoned to meeting in October 2016, in
order to raise additional financing to meet short-term liquidity requirements and to maximise
recovery on the bonds. The additional funds were to be raised by the issuance of a new bond
loan by the newly incorporated OSX 3 Cayman Limited, directed at existing bondholders. The
new bond loan had an amount of USD6m outstanding, a tenor of two years and paid a
coupon of 35%.
In February 2017 it was decided with bondholders’ consent that the ordinary shares of OSX 3
held by OSX 3 Holding (in bankruptcy), but pledged in favour of the bondholders, would be
acquired by OSX 3 Cayman Limited. Thus, the shares and the FPSO would remain under
control of Nordic Trustee. Meanwhile, negotiations were taking place between OGX, OSX 3,
Nordic Trustee and two other creditors groups of OGX regarding a settlement of the OGX
claims. OGX had used the FPSO without any payment since October 2014 and it owed
approximately USD213.5m of unpaid charter rates to OSX 3. Under the agreement
223
(subsequently subject to minor adjustments ), OSX 3 would receive 32.5% of the postrestructuring shares of OGX as well as an option to acquire OGX’ rights and interest in the
224
Brazilian Tubarão Martelo oil field . By the end of the year, the shares were delivered.
Contract extension
In late 2017, Nordic Trustee received bondholder approval to retain advisers for a sale or
redeployment of the FPSO. A year later, in November 2018, the bondholders accepted an
225
extension of the charter contract with Dommo (formerly known as OGX), for up to 20 years .
At the same time, cUSD5m was received from the liquidation of OSX Leasing Group BV. The
35% coupon bonds, issued for temporary liquidity, were redeemed in full and another
USD50m held on behalf of the bondholders was distributed to the holders of the original
226
bonds, as well as holders of claims related to two missed coupon payments .
On 13 March 2019, bondholders approved a proposal to exchange the remaining original
bonds for new notes with the same outstanding amount and broadly the same conditions as
the existing bonds. This was done “in order to reflect the consultative relationship between it
[OSX 3] and the bondholders and to simplify the administration by OSX 3 of the debts owed
to the bondholders”. In the summons, it was also noted that Dommo would pay quarterly
charter rates going forward, of varying size, but with a fixed component equal to USD11.64m.

Bondholders approve extended charter
contract for the FPSO with Dommo in
November 2018

Proposal to exchange remaining original
bonds for new notes approved in March
2019
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Figure 70: OSX 3 Leasing B.V: quoted bond price
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Polarcus Limited
Figure 71: Summary, Polarcus Limited
Action

Restructuring, round 1 (January 2016)

Equity owners

New equity

No

Bondholders

Affected bond loans

Maturity extension

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity

Haircut

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Restructuring, round 2 (February 2018)

Private placement: NOK300m
Repair issue: NOK40m
Secured CB: USD101.9m
CB tranche A: USD71.3m
PLCS02: USD95m (unsecured)
CB tranche B1+B2: USD30.5m
PLCS03: NOK350m (unsecured)
Unsecured tranches A+B:USD94.7m / NOK348.6m
CB: April 2016 to March 2022/December 2022
CB tranche A: March 2022 to July 2022
PCLS02: June 2018 to December 2022
Other bonds: December 2022 to January 2025
PCLS03: July 2019 to December 2022
Reduction of CB tranche A amortisation
New unsecured tranches: changed to ZC, then
Unsecured bond and remaining convertible bonds
gradual increase of coupon
(except for tranche A) interest set to 5% PIK
0.5% of Unsecured Tranche B
(Converted amounts valued at 70% of nominal
0.5% of CB Tranche B2
value, post haircuts)
CB tranche B1+B2: USD5m at 70%
Unsecured USD tranche A+B:USD13.1m at 70%
Unsecured NOK tranche A+B: NOK41.4m at 70%
Implicitly through writedown to prevailing call price CB tranche B1+B2: USD30.5m to USD8.6m
when 50% of bond is called/repaid
Unsecured USD tranche A+B: USD94.7m to
USD26.3m
Unsecured NOK tranche A+B: NOK348.6m to
NOK95m
No
No
Yes
No
Changed to June 2022, with a temporary
Extension of amortisation freeze
amortisation freeze
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Bonds separated into different tranches
Merger of tranches

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis). Note: In formal documents, the CBB2 tranche is referred to as “CB Tranche C” in the February
2018 restructuring.

Restructuring in 2016
Like many of its peers, Polarcus had a considerable amount of debt entering 2015. This
included three outstanding bond issues: a USD125m secured convertible bond (CB) with
USD102m left outstanding, a USD95m senior unsecured bond (PLCS02) and a NOK350m
senior unsecured bond (PLCS03). Furthermore, it had USD280m in bank debt under a
i
USD410m fleet bank facility , as well as USD174m of vessel and equipment leases. In March
2015, the company reached an agreement with bondholders of the secured convertible bond
to extend maturity by two years until April 2018. Its interest rate was increased and
instalments included. The guarantors of the company’s fleet bank facility accepted
227
amendments to covenants, an instalment freeze and provision of new working capital .
During the summer, the company announced a partial divestment of its multi-client library, in
228
order to improve its liquidity position, raising USD27.5m plus a future revenue share .
However, the challenging times continued and the company announced on 7 December 2015
229
that it was in discussions with stakeholders about a financial restructuring . With USD100m
scheduled debt service in 2016, it regarded its capital structure as unsustainable in the
ii
market at the time. It also stated that it would stop interest payments during the negotiations .
The company summoned bondholders to a meeting on 6 January 2016, to propose changes
to its existing bond obligations. The key terms of the restructuring were as follows:

Discussions with stakeholders about a
financial restructuring and halt to interest
payments announced in December 2015

i

With DNB and DVB Bank SE, Nordic Branch, as well as Garanti-instituttet for Eksportkreditt (GIEK) and Eksportfinans ASA.The facility was
initially drawn in five tranches, to finance five vessels: Polarcus Asima (USD80m), Polarcus Alima (USD55m), Polarcus Amani (USD114m),
Polarcus Adira (USD114m) and Polarcus Samur (USD47m)
ii
By the time of the announcement it had already defaulted on a scheduled interest payment for the bond PLCS02
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 The secured convertible bond (CB) would be separated into different tranches, CB
Tranche A (CBA), CB Tranche B1 (CBB1) and CB Tranche B2 (CBB2).
 70% of the convertible bond would be placed in CBA, which had first priority. Its maturity
would be extended until March 2022, with no repayments until January 2018. No
changes would be made to its interest payments.
 The remaining 30% would be placed in CBB1 and CBB2, with second priority and a
maturity in December 2022. Of the 30%, bondholders could choose to allocate their
bonds between CBB1 and CBB2 (more details below).
 Unsecured bondholders in PLCS02 and PLCS03 would be given the opportunity to
allocate their bonds into Unsecured Tranche A (UTA) and Unsecured Tranche B
(UTB), and would have the option to split the bonds between the tranches as they wished
(more details below).
 Mix and match. Bondholders in convertible and unsecured bonds would be offered the
choice between CBB1/CBB2 and UTA/UTB, respectively. Bonds allocated to CBB1 and
UTA would keep their nominal amounts, but accept lower call prices. Bonds allocated to
CBB2 and UTB would convert c0.5% of the respective tranches into new shares in the
company, but get higher call prices than the alternative. Upon 50% of outstanding volumes
called, remaining principal amounts in CBB1/CBB2 and UTA/UTB would be written down to
prevailing call prices.
 If all bondholders were to choose conversion alternatives, it would imply a transfer of
c90% ownership in the company, post restructuring.
 Coupon amendments. Convertible bond B tranches and unsecured bonds would pay zero
coupon until June 2018, with a step-up thereafter. Coupon would be PIK optional.
 Amendments of financial covenants on the bonds.
 Maturity extensions for the bank facilities, until 30 June 2022, with a 2-year halt of
instalments. The USD25m working capital facility would be extended to 1 July 2018.
 Leases under sale and leaseback agreements amended from financial leases to
operational leases.
The proposed resolution was voted through and adopted accordingly. Through the ‘mix and
match’ option, bondholders ended up owning 87% of the outstanding voting shares, post
230
restructuring .
New equity and minor amendments
231
Polarcus conducted a successful private placement of new equity in February 2017 , raising
NOK330m. A few days later the company summoned to a bondholders’ meeting where the
following was proposed:

Proposed resolution approved in
January 2016

Private placement of new equity in
February 2017

 A change of the minimum equity ratio covenant in the bond agreements.
 Bank debt amendments, including an extension of the amortisation halt, as well as
changes to the minimum equity ratio and debt service ratio covenants.
The proposal was approved by the bondholders in the meeting on 1 March 2017.
Another round of restructuring
At the beginning of 2018, the company still had a substantial amount of debt, and was
struggling to meet its liquidity needs. On 25 January 2018, it therefore announced plans for
further financial restructuring and a private placement of new shares. Bondholders were
232
summoned to a meeting on 26 January 2018 to propose a new restructuring plan:

New restructuring round including
another private placement of shares
proposed in January 2018

 NOK340m in new equity, issued through a NOK300m private placement and an
underwritten repair issue of NOK40m.
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 Amendments to CB Tranche A (secured bonds) including a reduction in amortisation of
iii
USD4.6m in the event of the vessel Vyacheslav Tikhonov remaining on charter . In the
event of the vessel not being on charter the bondholders would not receive amortisation,
but interest at a reduced rate. Also, bond maturity would be extended by three months to
July 2022.
 For the remaining bonds (including remainder of convertible and unsecured bonds),
the outstanding principal amount would be reduced to the applicable 2018 call prices. Call
prices would be increased to 100% of par value after the reduction of the nominal amount.
Maturity would be extended from December 2022 to January 2025 and the interest rate set
to 5% PIK. Certain covenants would be removed.
 Holders of unsecured bonds also offered the choice between:
 Alternative 1: To continue to hold the unsecured bonds, with the amended terms above.
 Alternative 2: To convert bonds to equity at 70% of nominal value after the reduction of
principal value. The conversion price would correspond to the subscription price in the
private placement.
 Unsecured tranches merged after the conversion so that there would be only one
unsecured tranche under the CB loan, one under the USD unsecured loan and one under
the NOK unsecured loan.
 Amendments to bank debt, including an extension of the amortisation freeze, as well as
the removal of certain covenants. Working capital facility would be increased to USD40m.
233

The proposed resolution was voted through and adopted accordingly . A total of 231m
234
shares were issued
at a subscription price of USD0.10/share, plus an additional 31m
235
shares at the same subscription price for the repair offering . For the bond conversion, a
236
total of 99m shares were issued with a conversion price of USD0.10/share .
Figure 72: Polarcus Ltd: quoted bond prices, actual bond trades and equity (rhs)
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iii

The vessel, originally named “Polarcus Selma” was eventually redelivered in the end of April 2019
(https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/472809)
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Prosafe SE
Figure 73: Summary, Prosafe SE
Action

Restructuring (July 2016)

Equity owners

New equity

Bondholders

Affected bond loans

Private placement: USD130m–150m
Subsequent offering: up to USD15m
PRS08: NOK500m
PSR09: NOK500m
PRS10: NOK700m
PRS11: NOK700m
Convertible zero coupon bonds given 5-year tenor. Other bonds converted to equity or redeemed in
cash
Bonds converted to zero coupon option stripped of coupon. Other bonds converted to equity or
redeemed in cash
Yes
70% haircut on conversion to equity, 65% haircut on cash redemption
Buyback of NOK960m at face value, at price 35% (NOK336m)
Initial bond issues cease to exist
Reduced amortisations
No
No
No
Yes
Deferred delivery of vessel agreed with Cosco
No

Maturity extension
Interest amendment

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
At the start of Q2 2016, Prosafe SE had four senior unsecured bonds outstanding, PRS08,
PRS09, PRS10 and PRS11, with a total face value of NOK2.4bn. The company had recently
237
(December 2015) raised NOK590m in new equity, and made adjustments to bank facilities
238
(January 2016) and bond covenants
(February 2016). However, in its Q1 report, Prosafe
noted that it would need further amendments and that it had begun discussing a restructuring
239
with key stakeholders. On 7 July 2016, the issuer announced a restructuring proposal ,
including:

Despite a number of recent measures…

…Prosafe sees need for further
restructuring and announces proposal in
July 2016

 New equity. A private placement offering the NOK equivalent of USD130m–150m (+
subsequent rights issue of up to USD15m) with an issue price of NOK0.25/share. About a
third of the new equity would be used to fund the debt-to-cash option described below.
 Bondholders given the choice of converting senior unsecured bonds into new shares
at 30% of par at NOK0.25/share. A cash-out offer of USD40m–60m was also announced.
 Convertible bonds. Bondholders not able to hold ordinary shares due to restrictions would
be offered subordinated zero coupon convertible bonds, with a maturity of five years and a
conversion price of NOK0.25/share.
 Amortisation on all bank facilities reduced in Q1 2017–Q4 2020, with a positive liquidity
effect amounting to USD478m. Also, several covenants would be waived.
 Cosco would agree to defer delivery of the vessel Safe Eurus until Q4 2019. In
addition, Cosco would agree to limit any further liability in the event of Prosafe not taking
delivery of the vessel, in order to reduce financial risk. Finally, the maturity date of the
USD29m seller’s credit would be deferred until Q4 2019.
240

241

The restructuring was accepted by shareholders, bondholders and lenders. The cash-out
option was exercised for NOK242m worth of bonds, priced at 35% of par. This amounted to
NOK84.7m. This was below the minimum amount of NOK336m, and the remainder was used
for pro-rata redemptions across the remaining bonds. The convertible bond amounted to
NOK82.8m, with conversion rights to 331.2m new shares.
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Approximately 4.4bn shares were issued in accordance with the planned private placement,
with an additional 504m shares issued in the subsequent offering. 1.4bn shares were issued
in order to convert all the senior unsecured bonds. As shown by the figures below, previous
shares represented c4% of ownership following the restructuring, including the full dilutive
effect from conversion of the zero coupon bond.
Figure 74: Conversion of NOK2.4bn worth of bonds (face
value, NOKm)

Figure 75: Share ownership following restructuring (%)
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Figure 76: Prosafe SE: quoted bond prices, actual bond trades and equity (rhs)
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REM Offshore ASA
(For an overview of the ownership changes in the restructurings and mergers of REM
Offshore, Solstad Offshore, Farstad Shipping and Deep Sea Supply, see appendix)
Figure 77: Summary, REM Offshore ASA
Action

Proposal 1: Rejected in July 2016, accepted in September 2016 after merger agreement

Equity owners

New equity

Bondholders

Affected bond loans

NOK150m from Åge Remøy
Potential repair issue
REM04 PRO: NOK290m
REM05: NOK500m
REM04 PRO: March 2018 to December 2024 (81 months)
REM05: September 2019 to December 2024 (63 months)
REM04 PRO: 3mN+575bp to 5% PIK
REM05: 3mN+525bp to 5% PIK
NOK513.5m (65% of the bonds)
No
NOK60m repurchase of the new bond issue
No
42-month extension
Amortisation reduction for 3.5 years, with liquidity effect of NOK1.3bn
No
No
No
Cancellation of newbuild from Vard Brattvåg
Accepted by Aker Capital following agreement to merge REM Offshore ASA with Solstad Offshore ASA

Maturity extension
Interest amendment

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
At the start of 2015, REM Offshore ASA (“REM”) had four senior unsecured bonds
outstanding, with amounts outstanding of NOK977m, having bought back NOK348m by YE
2014. REM02 Pro and REM03 Pro matured and were redeemed at par in January and March
2015, respectively. Consequently, the company entered 2016 with unsecured bond debt of
NOK790m, split between REM04 Pro (NOK290m) and REM05 (NOK500m).
242

On 19 December 2014, the company issued a statement
saying it had come to an
agreement with Vard Group AS regarding its new OCV vessel under construction at the Vard
Brattvåg shipyard. Delivery was postponed from Q1 2016 to Q1 2017. On the back of
243
worsening market conditions, the company announced in December 2015 that the delivery
was further postponed, to Q1 2018. Over the next few months, company actions included
244
selling a vessel (Rem Forza) as well as promoting the CFO to CEO and hiring a new CFO.
245
On 27 June 2016, REM Offshore announced
that it would propose a substantial financial
restructuring, including:

Restructuring proposal in June 2016
expected to raise liquidity by cNOK3.6bn
over 3.5 years and reduce NIBD…

 NOK150m in new equity, through a private placement directed at controlling owner Åge
Remøy, of which NOK60m would be used for bond repurchases of 8-year PIK notes (see
next bullet point). The company would also consider a NOK20m subsequent offering to
other shareholders.
 Debt-to-equity conversion amounting to NOK513.5m (NOK188.5m in REM04 Pro,
NOK325m in REM05). Including the new equity, bondholders would own 40% of the equity
in the company as a result of the debt conversion. The remaining bonds, amounting to
NOK276.5m, would be converted into new 8-year, 5% PIK notes. The notes would hold a
first lien pledge over all shares in subsidiary Rem Maritime and a second lien pledge in the
vessel Rem Star.
 A reduction of amortisation of all bank facilities for 3.5 years, from H2 2016 to YE
2019, giving a liquidity effect of NOK1.3bn. All loans to be extended by 42 months.
 Cancellation of the Vard newbuild, giving the yard an equity stake of 4% in return.
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The company noted that the restructuring would improve its liquidity by cNOK3.6bn over a
3.5-year period, as well as reduce net interest bearing debt by cNOK900m.
Aker Capital appears and a merger is initiated
However, the following week saw substantial secondary trading volumes in the two
246
outstanding bond issues, and the company announced
on 18 July that Aker Capital AS
held more than a third of the bonds in REM04 PRO and had not supported the proposal. At
i
observed prices, the cost of obtaining such control was approximately NOK45m . Ten days
247
later, REM Offshore announced that it would merge with Solstad Offshore ASA .

…but fails to gain support of major
bondholder Aker Capital
Merger with Solstad Offshore ASA
announced in July 2016…

248

On 23 August 2016, a new summons to a bondholders’ meeting was issued , and this was
249
further amended on 6 September . The main details of the restructuring remained as
described above, and bondholders were awarded a consent fee of 1.7% for accepting the
changes. Thus, the restructuring would be carried out as planned, with new equity injected by
current owners, before the merger with Solstad Offshore would take place. 96.76% of the
votes in REM04 Pro and 94.01% of the votes in REM05 accepted the proposed restructuring
on 6 September 2016.

…and proposed restructuring accepted
after amendments in September 2016

After the merger, the company announced an offer to bondholders of the 8-year bond issue to
repurchase bonds. The result was a NOK92.3m buyback at 65% of par value.
As REM went on to become a part of the SolstadFarstad group, its previous main owner, Åge
Remøy, stated in a DN interview in December 2017 that he was angry with what had
250
happened, which he described as “backstabbing” .
Figure 78: REM Offshore ASA: quoted bond prices, actual
bond trades and equity price (rhs)
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i

Previous main owner discontent

REM04 PRO

REM05

Source: Oslo Stock Exchange, DNB Markets Credit Research

NOK148m and NOK107.5m were traded in REM04 PRO and REM05 at average prices of 39% and 33%, respectively
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Sea Trucks Group Limited
Figure 80: Summary, Sea Trucks Group Limited
Equity owners
Bondholders

Action

Restructuring, round 1 (December 2015)

Restructuring, round 2 (February 2018)

New equity
Affected bond loans

No
Senior secured bond: USD571m

Maturity extension

Quarterly instalments changed from
USD14.375m to 75% of any excess liquidity
above USD50m for five quarters, thereafter
quarterly instalments of 2.5% of outstanding
bonds at time of amendments.
No

No
Senior secured bond: USD456m
Liquidity bonds: USD28.1m
In practice yes, due to exchange for new bonds:
Senior secured bond: March 2018 to February 2024
Liquidity bond: June 2018 to December 2019

Interest amendment

Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Yes, due to new bonds.
Senior secured bond: 9% to 14%
Liquidity bond: 19% to 15%
No
Senior secured bond: Bondholders received 100% of
shares in the new company (Telford Offshore)
No
No
Issuer cancellation of USD103m in own holdings No
Temporary interest cover ratio waiver, changes No
to EBITDA calculation, reduction of asset cover
ratio and increase in minimum liquidity
requirement
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No
No
No
Post completion of restructuring, liquidators
continued actions to repossess Jascon 30 vessel, as
well as up to 36 specialist oil and gas industry
support vessels. Settlement reached in November
2018, signed 12 February 2019

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Amendments to covenants
Entering the oil price crisis, Sea Trucks Group Limited (“Sea Trucks Group”) had one senior
i
secured bond outstanding. The bond was issued in March 2013 with a fixed coupon of 9%
and a tenor of five years. It initially had a face value of USD575m, but the issuer subsequently
bought back and cancelled USD4m. Additional bonds were bought back (but not cancelled) in
251
April 2015, and the issuer informed that it owned USD66m of its own bonds . By December
2015, Sea Trucks Group informed that it owned USD103m of its own bonds. Due to the
challenging markets, the issuer was in breach with its interest coverage ratio covenant, and
252
proposed amendments to the bond terms, including :
 Financial covenants amendments, including temporary suspension of interest cover
ratio, changes to EBITDA calculation for covenant purposes, reduction of asset cover ratio,
and an increase in minimum liquidity requirement (as compensation).
 Quarterly instalments changed to an amount equal to 2.5% of outstanding bonds in
December 2015. For the five subsequent quarters, instalments set to 75% of any excess
liquidity above USD50m, before reinstating instalments of 2.5% of outstanding bonds
thereafter.
The issuer offered a flat fee of 1% to bondholders, as well as cancellation of USD103m in
253
own holdings of bonds. The amendment proposal was accepted by 97.3% of the votes .

i

Amendments in financial covenants and
quarterly instalments

Secured against five DP3 offshore installation vessels and 26 other offshore vessels
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Standstill and governance issues
In December 2016, the company informed that it would not be able to meet its upcoming
interest payments and had reached a standstill agreement with a committee representing the
254
255
majority of bondholders , which was formally accepted on 18 January 2017 following an
agreement to appoint independent directors to the board, a move that according to Nordic
Trustee led to “a material improvement in the governance and operational management of the
issuer and the group”.
However, in April 2017, Nordic Trustee informed the bondholders that attorneys appointed by
the former directors (Jacobus Roomans and Maria Mahat), representing the trust owning the
256
Sea Trucks Group equity, had sought to remove the new directors , reinstating the former
directors as well as two representatives from West African Ventures Limited (WAV), another
company controlled by Mr Roomans. While this initiative was cancelled, Nordic Trustee also
stated that Mr Roomans had try to block Sea Trucks Group’s access to its own bank accounts
and WAV had used unlawful military force to prevent Sea Trucks Group from reclaiming one
of its vessels (Jascon 30, part of the bond security package) from WAV possession. WAV
also used force to prevent another Sea Trucks Group vessel, the Jascon 55, from sailing from
Nigeria to Ghana. As a consequence of several breaches of borrowing terms, Nordic Trustee
gained acceptance to accelerate the bonds and appoint provisional liquidators.

Standstill agreement in January 2017…

…as well as appointment of independent
directors to the board

April 2017 initiative to reinstate former
directors and two representatives from
WAV is cancelled…
…but followed by other actions

Acceleration of bonds and appointment
of provisional liquidators

Additional bonds issued
257
On 15 June 2017, a notice of a written bondholders’ resolution
was distributed where a
USD25m bond issue (from the Sea Trucks Group subsidiary Sea Trucks International
Limited) was proposed, for working capital purposes. These “liquidity bonds” would carry a
9% cash coupon, plus a 5% PIK interest rate, to be raised by an additional 5 percentage
points after six months. The tenor of the bonds would be one year, while half of the bond was
258
to be repaid after six months. The bonds were to be repaid at 105% of par . The proposal
259
was adopted on 20 June 2017 and the bonds were issued a few days later . Due to a
challenging financial situation, the issuer later missed the December 2017 instalment and
260
interest payment, but was granted a temporary standstill with regard to this .
A second restructuring
By February 2018, Sea Trucks Group was working on protecting and recovering assets and
amounts owed by WAV, which at that time controlled the vessel Jascon 30. It was also
defending itself from legal actions taken by the latter.
261

Another written bondholders’ resolution
the following elements:

was issued with a restructuring proposal including

 The establishment of a special purpose vehicle incorporated in the Cayman Islands by
the bond trustee (Telford Offshore Holdings) with various direct and indirect subsidiaries
held for the purpose of acquiring the DP3 fleet (excluding Jascon 30) from Sea Trucks
Group.
 Transfer of outstanding bonds to Telford Offshore Limited a subsidiary of Telford
Offshore Holdings. In exchange, existing bondholders would receive new senior secured
bonds in Telford Offshore Limited, amounting to USD175m (Tranche B Bonds) and an
entitlement to receive 100% of the shares in Telford Offshore Holdings.
 Issuance of new super senior secured bonds by Telford Offshore Limited, amounting
to USD38m (Tranche A1 bonds).
 Repayment of a third of the liquidity bonds by Telford Offshore Limited with the
proceeds from the new Tranche A1 bonds.
 Cancellation of the remaining two thirds of liquidity bonds, in exchange for new senior
secured bonds (Tranche A2 bonds) by Telford Offshore Limited.
 Tranche A bonds and Tranche B bonds constituted in a single bond agreement, with the
Tranche A bonds being issued at a 6% discount. Tranche A bonds ranked senior to the
Tranche B bonds.
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The proposed resolution was accepted by 100% of the votes in both bond issues.
262

On 13 November 2018, Sea Trucks Group and WAV agreed a settlement of their disputes.
The settlement included the release of the Jascon 30 from arrest and delivery by WAV to
Telford Offshore, together with six other vessels. It also included a cash payment of USD6m
from WAV to Sea Trucks Group, while the latter would release collateral to WAV. Under the
agreement, all legal disputes would be settled. However, due to a delay in the cash transfer
(USD6m), and in turn a lack of liquidity, Telford Offshore Limited issued another USD10m
bond in January 2019. The settlement agreement was officially signed on 12 February 2019,
263
according to local media .

Settlement agreement in dispute with
WAV signed in February 2019

Figure 81: Sea Trucks Group Limited: quoted bond price
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Seabird Exploration Plc
Figure 82: Summary, Seabird Exploration Plc
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers

Other

Action

Restructuring, round 1 (February 2015)

Restructuring, round 2 (May 2017)

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension

NOK88.5m
SBX03: USD80.9m
Yes, due to new bond:
December 2015 (SBX03) to March 2018 (SBX04)
No
USD64.7m converted to equity
No
USD16.2m rolled over to new bond issue
Yes
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
Convertible loan converted to equity and bonds.
Charter hire claim converted to equity, bonds and
separate unsecured facility.
Bunkering claim converted to bond and separate
secured facility
No

NOK100m from private placement
SBX04: USD29.4m
March 2018 to June 2020

Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Changed to payment in kind
81.5% of the bond converted to shares
No
No
Yes
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
No significant bank debt
81.5% of charter hire claim converted to equity
81.5% of bunkering claim converted to equity.
Facility extended in line with bonds

No

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Rolling over
Seabird Exploration Plc had one senior secured bond outstanding in 2014 (SBX03,
USD81.9m outstanding at the time of default) and announced in the Q1 2014 report that it
was reviewing refinancing alternatives. The company had defaulted on an interest payment
on its convertible loan from Perestroika AS. Moreover, when the convertible loan expired on
264
30 September 2014, the company failed to make the repayment . A default on the loan
would imply a default also in SBX03. Additionally, the company breached financial covenants
in the bond agreement. In October 2014, the company asked the Oslo Stock Exchange to
265
suspend its bond and shares while undergoing discussions with stakeholders . After a
266
period of negotiations, the company announced a proposed restructuring
on 29 January
267
2015, and on 11 February 2015, it summoned to a bondholders’ meeting . The restructuring
268
plan included the following :

The company asked the OSE to
suspend its bond and shares in October
2014…
…and announced a restructuring
proposal in early 2015

269

 New equity of 88.5m raised at a subscription price of NOK0.10/share . Amounts
outstanding totalling USD2.3m in the bond service account to be used to subscribe for the
new equity, and would be allocated proportionally between bondholders.
 A new 3-year secured bond (SBX04) issued by the subsidiary Seabird Exploration
Finance Limited, divided into two tranches: 1) Tranche A amounting to USD5m, with a
12% coupon, and subscribed for by TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company ASA; and 2)
Tranche B amounting to USD24.3m with a coupon of 6%, and consisting of existing loans,
bond debt and supplier debt rolled over to the new bond.
 SBX03 cancelled. USD16.2m rolled over to Tranche B of SBX04, and the remaining
USD64.7m converted to equity at a subscription price of NOK0.30/share.
 The Perestroika loan having USD3m rolled over to Tranche B of SBX04, and the
remaining USD11.9m converted to equity at NOK0.30/share.
 Supplier credit to several vessel owners and financial advisers converted to equity
or to bonds in SBX04 Tranche B.
The proposal was accepted at the bondholder meeting with 100% of the votes

270

.
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Equitisation
In 2016, conditions in the seismic market were still difficult. Seabird Exploration experienced
low vessel utilisation and market uncertainty, and had upcoming debt maturities. Therefore,
271
the company summoned to a new bondholders’ meeting
in May 2017 with the following
proposal:
 Transfer of tranche A bonds against multi-client libraries. All outstanding bonds in
tranche A (SBEF01) would be transferred from TGS AP Investments AS to Seabird
Exploration, in exchange for multi-client libraries. TGS would pay 25% of net income from
the multi-client libraries to the bond trustee.
 Equitisation of c81.5% of the debt and accrued interest of Tranche B (SBEF02),
converted into new shares in the parent company at a subscription price of NOK5/share at
an exchange rate of USDNOK8.37.
 Maturity extension from March 2018 to June 2020.
 Bond interest changed to payment in kind.
 Suspension of financial covenants.
 Equitisation of 81.5% of bunkering claim, as well as extension of remaining claim, to
June 2020.
 Equitisation of 81.5% of unpaid and remaining charter hire. Reduction of charter hire
and an extension of the charter period.
272

The proposed resolution was accepted by 100% of the bondholders’ votes , and resulted in
a reduced debt and lease burden of USD37.5m. In total, 54.4m shares were issued in the
restructuring, representing 94.7% of the total number of shares in the company, post
273
restructuring .
New equity
Following the second round of debt restructuring, Seabird Exploration has raised equity
274
several times. On 15 September 2017, the company announced
it had received
subscriptions for 1bn new shares through a private placement, priced at NOK0.1/share
(NOK100m). This was in order to strengthen its financial position. An additional 50m shares
were issued in a subsequent offering. Eight months later, on 24 May 2018, the company sold
275
another 937.5m shares, priced at NOK0.16/share (NOK150m) , with additional issuance of
276
156.25m shares in a subsequent offering . The purpose was to finance working capital and
“potential new investments in vessels and equipment”. Shortly thereafter, in July 2018, the
company announced its intention to acquire the vessel Geowave Voyager from CGG S.A., for
277
USD17m . In order to secure financing for the transaction, it sold 632m shares at
NOK0.19/share (NOK120m), bringing the total number of shares outstanding to 2.833bn.
Another 1.17m shares were issued in a subsequent offering.

Reduced debt and lease burden
following approved restructuring
proposal in May 2017

New equity raised on several occasions
since 2017, including to finance vessel
acquisitions

On 11 April 2019, Seabird Exploration announced its intention to acquire the Boa Galatea and
278
Boa Thalassa (for a summary of the Boa Offshore / OCV / SBL restructuring, see page 13).
This required yet another private placement, amounting to NOK250m (208m shares (following
previous 10:1 reverse split) at NOK1.2/share.
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Figure 83: Seabird Exploration Plc: quoted bond prices, actual bond trades and equity
price (rhs)
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Seadrill Ltd
Figure 84: Summary, Seadrill Ltd
Action

Restructuring (2016-2018)

Equity owners

New equity

Bondholders

Affected bond loans

New equity: USD200m
New senior secured notes: USD880m, bondholders had subscription rights for USD119.4m
SDRL07: NOK1,800m
SDRL08: SEK1,500m
SDRL 13/20 6.125% (US bond): USD500m
SDRL 12/17 5.625% (US bond): USD1,000m
NADL01: NOK1,500m
NADL 14/19 6.25%: USD600m
Total outstanding unsecured debt at time of restructuring: cUSD2.3bn equivalents
No
No
All unsecured bonds (USD2.3bn) converted to equity
No
No
No
USD5.7bn extended by five years
No
No
No
Yes
Converted USD1bn of newbuild obligations to equity
North Atlantic Drilling incorporated into Seadrill, its common stock was cancelled

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Background
The restructuring of Seadrill Ltd was probably the one case that received most attention in the
Nordic high-yield market during the oil price crisis default wave. In early 2016, the company
announced that it had hired financial advisors. At the time it had two senior unsecured bonds
outstanding in the Norwegian market: SDRL07 of NOK1.8bn was expected to mature in
March 2018 and paid a coupon of 3mN+375bp. SDRL08 of SEK1,500m had a maturity date
in March 2019 and paid a coupon of 3mS+325bp. Additionally, it had two outstanding bonds
in the US market, totalling USD1.5bn. These bonds all ranked as unsecured.
Seadrill was also the majority owner of North Atlantic Drilling Ltd with 70.36% of the
outstanding shares. North Atlantic Drilling (NADL) had a NOK1,500m unsecured bond
(NADL01) with a coupon of 3mN+440bp and a maturity date in October 2018. Seadrill’s loan
agreements had cross default clauses related to majority-owned subsidiaries. In a NADL01
amendment from early 2015, Seadrill issued an irrevocable and unconditional corporate
guarantee, making Seadrill liable for the obligations under the bond agreement. As a result,
North Atlantic Drilling was included in the Seadrill restructuring.

Early 2015: Seadrill liable for obligations

On 29 April 2016, Seadrill agreed with its banks to extend maturities on its three nearest
maturing bank facilities, in addition to amending the leverage covenant and equity ratio
279
covenants. It also carried out some minor privately negotiated debt-for-equity exchanges
280
, while the market was waiting for the announcement of a larger restructuring. In the Q3
2016 quarterly report, Seadrill informed that it had “initiated engagement with bondholders
and potential providers of new capital on the other key elements of the plan”. In January
2017, the company stipulated that a solution would include postponement of bank maturities
to 2021–2023, as well as a reduction of amortisations and amendments of covenants,
extension of unsecured claims to 2025–2028, and at least USD1bn in new capital raised
281
through a secured notes issue . Bondholders, meanwhile, proposed a smaller notes issue
(USD700m), combined with a “significant equitisation” of the unsecured Seadrill and NADL
bonds as well as an exchange of unsecured debt into a new convertible secured bond. The
negotiations continued throughout 2017.

Extended maturities on three nearest

under North Atlantic Drilling bond
agreement

maturing bank facilities agreed in April
2016
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A concrete proposal
282
In H1 2017, several maturity extensions of secured bank facilities were achieved , but the
group informed that the likelihood of a restructuring plan involving a Chapter 11 proceeding
was increasing. On 12 September 2017, the company announced a restructuring plan for the
283
whole group with prearranged Chapter 11 cases . The plan included:

Restructuring plan including prearranged
Chapter 11 cases proposed in
September 2017

 New capital of USD1.06bn comprised of USD860m in new senior secured notes and
USD200m of new equity.
 Maturities of secured bank debt extended by five years with no amortisation payments
until 2020 and amended financial covenants.
 Conversion of all bonds in the group to equity, where bondholders would own c15% of
the post-restructuring equity in Seadrill, and have participation rights in the new issues of
secured notes and equity. Equity owners in Seadrill would retain c2% of their ownership.
Opposition and continued negotiations
Seadrill had approvals from around 40% of the bondholders at the time, but it became clear
284
that several other bondholders intended to contest the plan . They considered getting only a
small share of the company to be unfair. However, on 26 February 2018, Seadrill informed
that a settlement agreement had been reached with approximately 70% of the
285
286
bondholders . The revised plan was voted through in April 2018
and it increased the
distributions to unsecured creditors in both the new secured note issue and in the equity
issue. The changes to the restructuring plan included:

Following some opposition from
bondholders, a revised plan was voted
through in April 2018

 New equity issue, amounting to USD200m.
 New senior secured notes of USD880m, with a coupon of 12% and maturity in 2025.
Bondholders in the group offered subscription rights for up to USD119.4m in the offering.
 Conversion to equity: All unsecured bonds (cUSD2.3bn) and more than USD1bn in
newbuild obligations converted to equity.
 Extension of maturities on USD5.7bn of bank debt, first maturity in 2022.
 Issuance of 100m new common shares in ‘new Seadrill’ with the following distribution,
287
post restructuring :
 14.25% to holders of unsecured claims
 23.75% to participants in the new USD200m equity investment
 54.625% to participants in the new USD880m new senior note
 1.9% to existing shareholders, with an effective exchange ratio of approximately
0.0037345 per existing share from ‘old Seadrill’ to ‘new Seadrill’.
 5.475% as a structuring fee to new money investors.
The revised plan implied that the main shareholder, John Fredriksen, would own c30% of the
288
company post restructuring, compared to 36% in the original restructuring plan . The group
finally announced its emergence from Chapter 11 on 2 July 2018. North Atlantic Drilling was
delisted and merged into Seadrill Ltd.

Emergence from Chapter 11 in July
2018
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Figure 85: Seadrill Ltd: quoted bond prices, actual bond trades and equity price (rhs)
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Siem Offshore Inc
Figure 86: Summary, Siem Offshore Inc
Action

Restructuring, round 1

Equity owners

New equity

Bondholders

Affected bond loans

NOK190m rights issue,
guaranteed by largest
shareholder
SIOFF01: NOK600m
SIOFF02: NOK700m

Maturity extension

Interest amendment

Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Banks

Suppliers
Other

Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Both bond loans extended by
2.75 years
SIOFF01: January 2018 to
October 2020
SIOFF02: March 2019 to
December 2021
Yes, margin reduced by 75bp
until original maturity date,
thereafter blended bond margin
less 75bp
No
No
No
Change of value adjusted equity
ratio covenant
No
No
No
No
No
No
Extension of RCF from Siem
Industries Inc

Round 2, first proposal
(November 2017)

Round 2, second proposal
(March 2018)

No

No

SIOFF01: NOK600m
SIOFF02: NOK700m
Proposed exchanged into NOK1,040m new convertible bond
New convertible bond loan with 5.5-years’ tenor

Set to 2.0% p.a.

Set to 2.75% p.a.

Conversion right at NOK3/share
20% haircut
20% haircut
No
No
Yes. Minimum free cash covenant in new bond
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Call option at par

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Call option at 120% of par.
Accepted by SIOFF02, but not
SIOFF01. NOK250m principal of
SIOFF01 later exchanged into
convertible bond

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
Siem Offshore Inc had two senior unsecured bonds outstanding in 2015, amounting to a total
of NOK1.3bn. At the time, the company had begun preparing for an oversupplied market,
289
selling vessels, raising equity
and renegotiating terms for bank facilities. The banks
approved a 3-year maturity extension, deferral of instalments and the easing of debt
290
covenants on bank debt. On 28 March 2017, Siem Offshore presented a proposal
for a
restructuring, including:
 The issuance of new equity with gross proceeds of NOK190m through a rights issue,
priced at NOK1.9/share. Issue guaranteed by largest shareholder.
 Bond maturities to be extended by 2.75 years.
 Bond coupons reduced by 0.75% p.a. until the respective original maturity dates,
thereafter set to average margin of bond loans less 75bp. Conditional PIK optionality
introduced.
 A new USD tranche established, to which bondholders would be given an opportunity to
convert their bonds. The USD tranche would pay the same coupon margin as the NOK
tranche, but with 3-month LIBOR as the reference rate.
 Extension of the existing USD60m credit facility agreement with Siem Industries Inc.
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 Amendment of value-adjusted equity ratio covenant and introduction of call option
to issuer.
In addition, the company announced that it would offer to buy back bonds with a face value of
NOK400m, conditional on approval of the proposed restructuring. The proposed resolution
was approved by the bondholders in both SIOFF01 and SIOFF02, and bondholders offered to
291
sell bonds with a face value of NOK297m . The bonds were acquired for a total of
i
cNOK208m .

Proposed restructuring in March 2017

However, while Siem Offshore announced several new contracts for its vessels during 2017,
the weak market persisted, and in late November 2017, bondholders were summoned to
292
293
another meeting . The new restructuring proposal included amendments to secured bank
facilities, as well as merging the unsecured bonds into one issue, with 5.5 years maturity, as
well as conversion rights into equity. However, the proposal was not accepted, with the
bondholders rejecting it on 4 December 2017.

Further restructuring proposal in

approved and followed by bond buyback

November 2017 rejected…

In March 2018 Siem Offshore summoned to a new bondholders’ meeting, proposing once
again to merge the unsecured bond loans SIOFF01 and SIOFF02 into a 5.5-year convertible
bond at 80% of par value of the existing bonds, with interest of 2.75% p.a. and a conversion
price of NOK3/share. This was 75bp higher interest than the previous proposal.
The proposal was voted down by bondholders in SIOFF01, which remained unchanged, but
was accepted by bondholders in SIOFF02. The latter was then exchanged to convertible
bonds. Bondholders in SIOFF01 were later given the option to exchange their holding for
294
bonds in SIOFF02 at 80% of par value . The offer was accepted for total value of NOK250m
leading to the addition of NOK200m to SIOFF02. Through the conversion of SIOFF01 and
SIOFF02, Siem Offshore has in total been able to reduce its debt by a total of NOK190m.
295

In July 2018, Siem Offshore informed investors
that it had agreed with its banks on a
revised finance plan, including deferral of bullet payments to December 2022, as well as
easing of certain covenants over a 4.5-year period.

…and amended proposal in March 2018
rejected by SEOFF01 bondholders, but
accepted by SIOFF02 bondholders

Revised finance plan announced in July
2018

Figure 87: Siem Offshore Inc: quoted bond price, actual bond trades and equity price
(rhs)
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i

NOK98m par value in SIOFF01 at price 72% and NOK199m par value in SIOFF02 at price 69%.
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Solstad Offshore ASA
(For an overview of the ownership changes in the restructurings and mergers of REM
Offshore, Solstad Offshore, Farstad Shipping and Deep Sea Supply, see appendix)
Figure 88: Summary, Solstad Offshore ASA
Action

Restructuring, round 1 (July 2017)

Restructuring, round 2 (Ongoing 2018-2019)

Equity owners

New equity

No details disclosed

Bondholders

Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment

NOK250m in new equity from Aker Capital
+NOK75m in new equity from others, of which:

cNOK35m in new equity from Solstad family

cNOK40m in new equity offering to other
shareholders
+NOK250m in subordinated, convertible loan from
Aker Capital
SOFF04: NOK1,000m
June 2019 to September 2021 (27 months)
Before: 3mN+350bp (cash)
After: 3mN+100bp (cash) + 300bp (PIK), first three
years only. Thereafter, 3mN+350bp (cash)
No
No
No
Value-adjusted equity ratio replaced by minimum
liquidity (NOK400m) covenant
All debt extended to June 2021
Instalments reduced by cNOK3.11bn over first
five years
Instalments reduced by 75% over first three years
No
No
Yes
No

Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Banks

Suppliers
Other

Maturity extension
Interest amendment

Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No details disclosed
No details disclosed
No details disclosed

No details disclosed
No details disclosed
No details disclosed
No details disclosed
No details disclosed
No details disclosed

No details disclosed
No details disclosed
No details disclosed
No details disclosed
No details disclosed

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
At the start of 2016, Solstad Offshore ASA (“Solstad”) had two outstanding bond loans: 1)
SOFF03, amounting to NOK700m; and 2) SOFF04, amounting to NOK1bn. The latter was
issued in June 2014, with proceeds used partly to refinance SOFF02 Pro, redeemed at par in
December 2014. SOFF03 was redeemed at par in February 2016, after trading at a low price
of 95.88% four months previously. At the time of this redemption, SOFF04 was already
trading in the mid-60s, indicating that investors were expecting a restructuring in our view.
In its annual report for 2015, Solstad announced that it had entered into negotiations with
secured creditors to reduce instalments and extend the maturity, in order to match its
instalment schedule to its cash flow. Not unexpectedly, a larger restructuring plan was
296
announced on 7 June 2016 , including:

Aim to match instalment schedule to
cash flow, and proposed restructuring
plan announced in June 2016

 NOK250m in new equity, through a private placement aimed at Aker ASA. Aker would
subscribe to 20m new shares at a price of NOK12.5/share, giving it an ownership stake of
31% after the restructuring. A subsequent equity offering of up to NOK75m would follow,
aimed at existing shareholders other than the Solstad family.
 NOK250m in subordinated convertible debt provided by Aker ASA. The loan would
carry 1.0% PIK interest and be scheduled to mature in H2 2021, after the secured bank
debt and the SOFF04 bond loan. The loan would be convertible to Solstad shares at
NOK12.5/share at any time prior to maturity.
 Amend and extend SOFF04. The plan involved extending the SOFF04 maturity, from
June 2019 to September 2021. Moreover, the coupon was to be changed from
3mN+350bp to 3mN+100bp in cash interest and 300bp in PIK interest for the first three
90
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years, and back to 3mN+350bp cash interest in the last two years. Finally, the company
could choose to pay four semi-annual amortisations of NOK50m each over the last two
years of the bonds tenor. If choosing not to do this, bondholders would be compensated by
cash payments of NOK10m, NOK7.5m, NOK5m and NOK2.5m during the four periods,
respectively.
 Extension of secured debt. Senior secured debt would be consolidated into three new
fleet loans, with a 5-year tenor. During the first three years, the instalments on the secured
debt would be reduced by 75%, compared to the initial schedule. The company would also
have the option to reduce instalments in the fourth year by 50%.
297

The bondholders’ meeting
for SOFF04 was held on 6 July 2016, and the proposed
298
amendments were accepted by 100% of the votes .
Mergers
Shortly after, Solstad announced its planned acquisition of REM Offshore ASA in accordance
with its ambition to participate in consolidation within the fragmented industry. The merger
was completed in December 2016. Later on, in February 2017, it announced a merger with
Farstad Shipping and Deep Sea Supply. This was completed on 21 June 2017.
Difficulties persist
Following the merger of the companies, the Solstad Farstad group was organised in four main
business units: 1) Solship Invest 1 (former REM Offshore); 2) Farstad Shipping; 3) Solship
Invest 3 (former Deep Sea Supply); and 4) former Solstad Offshore. In early 2018, the
company was in negotiations with secured lenders to Solship Invest 3. It feared that a default
here would trigger the cross-default clause in the unsecured bond loan, which could trigger
further cross-default clauses in secured debt. Bondholders accepted amendments to the
cross-default clause, to only cover defaults in the bond issuer. After a prolonged standstill
period and several extensions of this, the company came to an agreement with secured
299
lenders on debt restructuring in Solship Invest 3 on 20 July 2018. The agreement included
deferral of instalments, interest and bareboat payments amounting to USD48m, until
December 2019. It also included amendments of financial covenants and a new loan of
USD27m.
New round of bond restructuring
300
On 22 October 2018, Solstad announced it was expecting a challenging liquidity position in
the forthcoming North Sea winter season, and that hence negotiations with several financial
301
creditors had been undertaken. On 5 December 2018 , the company summoned
302
bondholders to a meeting
requesting a standstill period for up to one year. It also
announced that a secured debt standstill was being negotiated in parallel. On 19 December
303
2018, the bondholders accepted the standstill , with 95.93% of the votes. The day after, the
company announced a 6-month standstill agreement between certain Solstad subsidiaries
304
and their secured creditors .

Acquisition of REM Offshore ASA in
2016, followed by merger with Farstad
Shipping and Deep Sea Supply in 2017

Agreement on debt restructuring in
Solship Invest 3 in July 2018

Standstill agreements in December 2018

The negotiations between Solstad Offshore and its creditors continue. In a press release on
12 April, the company stated that “the vast majority of the creditors of both SI3 [Solship Invest
3 as] and the creditors of the other parts of the Solstad Offshore group remains [sic]
305
supportive of the restructuring efforts of the group” . At the time of this publication (23 May
2019), no further details have been announced.
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Figure 89: Solstad Offshore ASA: quoted bond prices, actual bond trades and equity
price (rhs)
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Songa Offshore SE
Figure 90: Summary, Songa Offshore SE
Action

Restructuring, round 1 (November 2013)

Restructuring, round 2 (March 2016)

Equity owners

New equity

USD250m

Bondholders

Affected bond loans

SONG04: NOK1,400m
SONG05: NOK750m

Maturity extension

SONG04: November 2016 to May 2018 (18
months)
SONG05: June 2015 to December 2018 (42
months)
SONG04: 6mN+1000bp to fixed 8.4%
SONG05: 6mN+775bp to fixed 7.5%

USD25m + extension and lower coupon on
shareholder loan from Perestroika AS
SONG04: NOK1,400m
SONG05: NOK750m
SONG06: USD150m
SONG04: May 2018 to November 2020 (30
months)
SONG05: December 2018 to June 2021 (30
months)
SONG04: 8.4% to ZC (until Oct-16) to 2.55% (until
May-18) to 6.90% (until maturity)
SONG05: 7.5% to ZC (until Oct-16) to 2.45% (until
May-18) until 6.00% (until maturity)
SONG06 converted to equity at par, but at a price
implying a 15% haircut, relative to the pricing of the
USD25m equity issued to shareholders
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

Interest amendment

Banks

Suppliers

Other

Conversion to equity

No

Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
No
Yes
Extended by one year until Q4 2016
Quarterly instalments reduced by 50%
No
No
Yes
Changed terms of charter agreement for Cat-D
newbuilds with Equinor. Partial repayment of loan
to Equinor
New USD150m subordinated convertible bond

USD100m new subordinated convertible bond

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Raising more capital, amending and extending
Songa Offshore SE (“Songa”) was a midwater drilling contractor. At the start of 2013, prior to
the oil price crisis, the company had two outstanding senior unsecured bond issues, SONG04
(NOK1.4bn) and SONG05 (NOK750m). The bonds were issued in 2011 and 2012,
respectively, and were scheduled to mature after five and three years, respectively.
Songa experienced financial challenges in 2013. Lower than expected revenues led to a
request to waive the leverage ratio covenants requirement for the bond agreements, which
306
was approved by the bondholders with 100% of the votes in June 2013 . Thereafter, in
307
November 2013, the company put forward an extensive “recapitalisation plan”, including :

Waiver of leverage covenants

 Raising a minimum of USD400m in new capital including a minimum of USD250m in an
equity issue through a private placement, a USD25m repair issue as well as a new
USD150m subordinated convertible bond with a 6-year tenor and 4–6% coupon.

…followed by “recapitalisation plan”

requirement in 2013…

 Amendments to the bond agreements. The maturities of SONG04 and SONG05
extended by 1.5 years and 3.5 years, respectively. Coupons changed from floating to a
fixed rate (8.4% and 7.5% for SONG04 and SONG05, respectively), and covenant waived
and amended
 Changes in bank debt including extending the maturity by one year and reducing the
quarterly amortisation by 50%.
 Changing the terms of the charter agreements with Statoil (now Equinor) for the CatD newbuilds the issuer had on order, with the new terms implying an average rate increase
of 5%, partly offset by repayments to Equinor on declaration of option periods. The issuer
would also repay 50% of a USD222m loan from Equinor, following the private placement.
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The proposal was accepted by bondholders in a meeting

308

309

on 11 December 2013

.

Funding secured
In 2014, Songa Offshore secured financing for its Cat-D newbuilds, finalising a USD1.0bn
310
loan facility
for rigs Songa Equinox and Songa Endurance in March, and receiving firm
commitments from banks and an export credit agency for a USD1.1bn credit facility for the
311
newbuilds Songa Encourage and Songa Enabler in June (signed in October 2014). Songa
Offshore took delivery of the first two rigs in 2015, while the yard (DSME) delivered notices of
312
arbitration related to cost overruns . The yard group would eventually seek damages of
313
USD373m related to this, a dispute Songa Offshore would later win .
Deteriorating market warrants a second financial restructuring
However, the market for drilling rigs deteriorated in the following years. In 2016, the company
314
announced the need for further financial restructuring , including amendments to SONG04
and SONG05:

Financing for newbuilds secured in 2014

Deteriorating market conditions prompt
new restructuring proposal in 2016

 New equity and bond issues. A new USD100m–125m subordinated convertible bond
issue was announced with a subsequent equity offering of USD25m. The company also
announced it would convert the 2013 convertible bond (SONG06) to equity.
 Extension of two thirds of USD50m shareholder loan from Perestroika AS, from June
2018 to December 2020, including a similar interest scheme as for the unsecured bonds
(see below).
 Partial extension of unsecured bonds. One third of SONG04 and SONG05 would
mature as planned in 2018 (first maturity dates), while the remaining outstanding amounts
would mature in November 2020 and June 2021, respectively.
 Coupon amendments on unsecured bonds. SONG04 and SONG05 coupons set to zero
until September 2016, after which coupons would increase to 2.55% (SONG04) and 2.45%
(SONG05) until the first maturity dates. Therafter, coupons of SONG04 and SONG05
would increase to 6.9% and 6.0%, respectively, until final maturity.
 Interest compensation in shares. Accrued and unpaid interest on unsecured bonds
would be paid in shares.
315

Bondholders were summoned to a meeting
on 22 March 2016. At the meeting,
bondholders approved amendments for all three involved bond issues, SONG04, SONG05
316
and SONG06 . On 7 April, Songa Offshore announced that the convertible bond offering
317
was completed, amounting to USD125m . In December 2016, the issuer sought bondholder
318
approval to postpone the first maturity of SONG04, by 12 months. It would also postpone
the first instalment of the shareholder loan. Bondholders accepted the proposal.
On 15 August 2017, it was announced that Transocean had offered to acquire all outstanding
319
shares of Songa Offshore , and the acquisition was completed in January 2018. The
takeover represented a change of control event. SONG04 and SONG05 were called 103.5%
and 101% of par, respectively.

Acquisition of all outstanding shares of
Songa Offshore by Transocean
completed in January 2018
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Figure 91: Songa Offshore SE: quoted bond prices and actual bond trades
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Source: Oslo Stock Exchange (actual trades), DNB Markets (quoted prices)
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Viking Supply Ships A/S
Figure 92: Summary, Viking Supply Ships A/S
Equity owners
Bondholders

Action

Restructuring (August 2016)

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity

USD25.2m from Viking Supply Ships AB (parent)
VSS01 PRO: NOK385m, of which NOK194m outstanding
No
No
50% of outstanding bonds converted to shares in Viking Supply Ships AB (parent), valued at 55% of
par value (share conversion price = SEK1.5/share
Debt to equity: 55% of par
Cash payment: 35% of par
50% of outstanding bonds redeemed in cash valued at 35% of par value
No
Extension to March 2020
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

Haircut

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
At the start of 2016, Viking Supply Ships AS had one bond outstanding. The NOK385m senior
unsecured bond VSS01 PRO paid a coupon of 3-month NIBOR + 825bp and was scheduled
i
to mature in 2017. The company had decided to lay up some of its vessels in H2 2015 , and
liquidity was running short. By early 2016, the bond traded in the high 30s, indicating that
investors were expecting a restructuring and substantial financial losses on the outstanding
debt. On 8 April 2016, the company reached an agreement with its bondholders to undertake
a short standstill similar to one with secured lenders. Additionally, some of the interest due in
320
March was added as PIK to the bonds .
However, the liquidity situation did not improve, and in June 2016 one of the suppliers filed a
321
bankruptcy petition due to unpaid hire for the vessel Odin Viking . However, the petition was
322
withdrawn a few days later . Meanwhile, the negotiations between the company and the
bondholders were described by the former as “quite challenging”. The company was in
dialogue with a group of three core bondholders, but finding an agreement was not easy,
323
according to the press release from the company . The first bondholders’ meeting, planned
on 26 July, was cancelled. A new meeting was scheduled for 31 August, in which
324
bondholders would vote on the following restructuring proposal :

Short standstill agreed in April 2016

Bankruptcy petition filed by a supplier in
June 2016

Restructuring proposal in August 2016
following “quite challenging” negotiations
with bondholders

 Equity issue. Completion of an equity issue of a minimum USD25.2m from the parent
company.
 Cancellation of issuer’s bonds, representing NOK191m of the NOK385m outstanding.
 Partial debt conversion. 50% of the bonds would take a haircut of 45% from par, and be
converted into new class B shares in parent company Viking Supply Ships AB, at a
subscription price of SEK1.50/share.
 Partial redemption. The remaining 50% of the bonds redeemed in cash, valued at 35% of
par.
 Maturity extension on its USD215m bank facilities to 31 March 2020 and amendment of
financial covenants.
The proposal was accepted by 98.26% of the votes and thus implemented.

i

On 23 September 2015, the company announced the lay-up of PSVs Idun Viking, Frigg Viking and Nanna Viking. On 2 November 2015, the
company announced the lay-up of the AHTS Odin Viking, and on 14 March 2016, the company laid up PSVs Sol Viking and Freyja Viking
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Figure 93: Viking Supply Ships AS: quoted bond price and actual bond trades
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Source: Oslo Stock Exchange (actual trades), DNB Markets (quoted prices)
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Volstad Shipping AS
Figure 94: Summary, Volstad Shipping AS
Action
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

Restructuring (March 2016)
VOLS01 PRO: NOK275m
May 2018 to April 2019 (11 months)
Coupon set to zero
To be converted at maturity, under certain conditions
55% haircut on the 80% of the bond issue the company would buy back
NOK99m (NOK220m of NOK275m, at 45% of par)
Removal of all previously existing covenants
No
No
No
No
No
Postponement of newbuild
No

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Volstad Shipping AS (“Volstad Shipping”) issued a NOK275m bond (VOLS01 PRO) in May
2013. The bonds had a tenor of five years, second-lien security and paid a coupon of 3-month
NIBOR+600bp.
As a result of the deteriorating market conditions during the oil price crisis, the company
encountered financial problems. In February 2016, it was reported that DeepOcean AS
terminated the charter party for the vessel MV Volstad Surveyor, initially set to expire eight
325
months later . Volstad Shipping strongly disagreed with the decision and stated it would
claim compensation for relevant losses (it won the case in spring 2018, resulting in
326
DeepOcean being ordered to pay NOK60m in compensation to Volstad Shipping ).

Charter party for the MV Volstad

Not long after, Volstad Shipping defaulted on the coupon payment scheduled for 29 February
2016. It was announced that a dialogue with a majority of bondholders had begun, and that
they were expected to come to a conclusion shortly. Volstad Shipping also informed that it
was in dialogue with the Tersan shipyard in Turkey, at which its new vessel, the Volstad
Oceanic, was being built. Due to the adverse market environment, Volstad Shipping had
neither secured work nor takeout financing for the vessel at the time. On 2 March 2016, the
company summoned to a bondholders’ meeting, aiming to get acceptance for a restructuring,
including:

…and Volstad Shipping defaulted on the

Surveyor terminated eight months early
in February 2016…

February coupon payment not long after

 Partial repayment of the bond. 80% of the nominal value of the bond (NOK220m) would
be redeemed at a price of 45%, implying a cash payment of NOK99m.
 Conversion of the remaining 20% of the bonds to subordinated unsecured debt
instruments with a new maturity date in April 2019 and zero coupon. However, prior to the
reorganisation (see below), net proceeds from the OSVs and newbuild would be used to
repay debt and 49.9% of the surplus would be distributed to bondholders. After the
reorganisation, the bonds would have the right of payment equal to 49.9% of any dividend
i
from the new “Offshore” entity.
 Removal of all previously existing covenants.
 Separate “Offshore” entity. At the time, the issuer planned a reorganisation where the
current assets and liabilities of Volstad Shipping AS would be transferred to a separate
“Offshore” entity. There were two scenarios:

i

Note: “Offshore” in the meaning of being at sea, rather than in another country
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 If the reorganisation had not been completed prior to the new maturity date, the bonds
would be settled by conversion into shares in Volstad Shipping AS (49.9% economic
rights).
 If the reorganisation had been completed prior to the new maturity date, the bonds
would be converted into shares with similar economic rights in the separate entity.
 The issuer could also offer to redeem the bonds in cash at par value, in which case the
bondholders could choose between cash or conversion to shares
 The amendments also included a clause stating that if the Offshore entity or any other
subsidiary of the issuer was no longer the owner of the company’s OSVs or newbuild,
the remaining principal amount of the bonds would be cancelled without further
payments to bondholders.
The meeting was held on 16 March 2016. The issuer had informed in advance of the meeting
that it had secured support from bondholders representing in excess of 70% of the votes, and
327
the proposed resolution was accepted by 90.14% of the votes . On 15 December 2016,
TradeWinds reported that Volstad Oceanic had been purchased by Allseas. The newspaper
referred to a rumoured price of close to USD73.5m, representing a 23% drop from the
328
previously reported yard price of NOK800m .

Proposed restructuring approved in

In line with plans, the restructuring and creation of an Offshore unit was completed. However,
on 14 June 2017, Nordic Trustee notified bondholders that the entire Offshore entity had been
329
sold . In line with the amended bond agreement (clause 6.3), the now subordinated
330
bondholders were left with no further payments and the bonds were cancelled .
Consequently, the bondholders were left with a total NOK99m out of the original NOK275m
bond, representing a nominal recovery rate of 36%.

Sale of newly established Offshore unit

March 2016
Volstad Oceanic acquired by Allseas in
December 2016

announced in June 2017

Figure 95: Volstad Shipping AS: actual bond trades
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Volstad Subsea AS
Figure 96: Summary, Volstad Subsea AS
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Restructuring (July 2016)

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No, but NOK50m in new liquidity provided through liquidity loan from parent, Volstad Maritime AS
VOSUB01 PRO: NOK600m
July 2016 to July 2017 (12 months)
No
No. Option to change bonds for 100% of the shares in the company unless bonds repaid at maturity
No
NOK100m
Removal of minimum free liquidity and minimum asset coverage ratio covenants
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Volstad Subsea AS (“Volstad Subsea”), a subsidiary of Volstad Maritime, raised its first and,
so far, only bond issue in July 2013. The NOK650m 3-year FRNs paid a coupon of 3-month
st
NIBOR+650bp, and included semi-annual amortisations of NOK10m. The notes also had 1
st
priority pledge in three vessels (Bibby Topaz, Geco Tau and Geco Bluefin), 1 priority share
pledge in Volstad Seismic AS, Volstad Management AS, Volstad Offshore AS and Volstad
st
Subsea AS and 1 priority pledge in various accounts.
In April 2015, the company announced that delivery of its newbuild (Grand Canyon III) had
been postponed to Q1 2016. On 29 January 2016, it announced that the newbuild was
delayed further, from 1 February 2016 to 1 May 2016. Moreover, in February, the company
announced that the charter agreement for the newbuild had been altered: the activation of the
vessel was delayed by one year, and it was put in cold stack for one year, in return for a 2year extension of the charter.
Restructuring
331
On 14 March 2016, the company informed that it was working to refinance the bond , and
that bank funding would be the preferred option. However, it also noted that such funding was
challenging to obtain in the prevailing difficult market environment. On 25 May 2016, Volstad
Subsea announced that the company was in dialogue with bondholders regarding the
upcoming maturity of the bond issue. Following amortisations, the remaining amount
outstanding at that time was NOK600m. On 17 June 2016, the company summoned to a
332
bondholders’ meeting , in order to gain acceptance for a restructuring including:

Grand Canyon III delayed twice in 2015–
2016 and charter agreement altered in
February 2016

Dialogue with bondholders regarding
upcoming maturity of the bond issue
announced in May 2016

 New liquidity of NOK50m, provided through a new liquidity bank loan, secured with an
equal ranking to the bonds.
 Extension of bond maturity by 12 months, to 5 July 2017.
 Partial redemption: NOK100m of bond issue, at par. Also cash sweep to redeem bond.
 Bondholders provided with an option to purchase the shares in the company, for
NOK1/share, exercisable if the bonds were not repaid in full on the new maturity date.
 Bondholders also provided with an option to acquire the vessel Bibby Topaz in
exchange for transferring bonds to the issuer, exercisable if the bonds were not repaid
in full on the new maturity date.
 Covenant waivers, applied to the minimum free liquidity covenant and the minimum asset
coverage ratio covenant.
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The meeting was held on 1 July 2016, and the proposed resolution was accepted by 100% of
the votes.
At the new maturity date, on 5 July 2017, Volstad Subsea failed to repay the bonds at
333
maturity . However, the company repaid the bonds in full on 26 July 2017, including default
334
interest for the additional 21 days .

Bonds repaid in full on 26 July 2017

Figure 97: Volstad Subsea AS: quoted bond price and actual bond trades
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Source: Oslo Stock Exchange (actual trades), DNB Markets (quoted prices)
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World Wide Supply AS
Figure 98: Summary, World Wide Supply AS
Equity owners
Bondholders

Banks

Suppliers
Other

Action

Liquidation (December 2015)

New equity
Affected bond loans
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Buyback
Financial covenant change
Maturity extension
Interest amendment
Conversion to equity
Haircut
Financial covenant change
Other support

No
WWS01 PRO: USD150m
Technical extension as part of liquidation
Nm. Company liquidated.
Nm. Company liquidated.
Nm. Company liquidated.
Nm. Company liquidated.
Nm. Company liquidated.
No bank debt.
No bank debt.
No bank debt.
No bank debt.
No bank debt.
No
Vessels transferred to new company (WWS Recovery AS) and subsequently sold

Source: Stamdata, Newsweb, company (underlying data), DNB Markets Credit Research (further analysis)

Restructuring details
At the start of 2015, World Wide Supply AS had one senior secured bond outstanding,
amounting to USD150m. This was the only debt in the company. The deteriorating market
335
conditions prompted WWS to eventually lay up two of its six vessels in May 2015 . The
remaining four were on long-term contracts with Petrobras, but two of the vessels were
i
336
subsequently “blocked” from CAA renewal by domestic vessels
and thus saw long-term
contracts with Petrobras terminated. Consequently, the company in September 2015 reported
337
breach of the bond agreement’s minimum liquidity covenant . It also defaulted on the
interest payment due 27 November 2015.

Two vessels laid up in May 2015 and
two long-term contracts with Petrobras
terminated in later in the year

After a period of negotiations, summons to a bondholders’ meeting were distributed on 17
December 2015, initiated by bondholders holding 65.7% of the outstanding claim. The
bondholders argued that the equity had no value, but in order to avoid the cost of
enforcement on the security, they offered to purchase the outstanding shares, valuing the
ii
equity in the range of USD1.00m–1.75m . By 22 December, the bondholders, through the
newly set up company WWS Recovery AS, had received acceptances of 100% of the shares
338
in World Wide Supply . To finance the acquisition, WWS Recovery issued USD5m of superpriority bonds, paying a coupon of 18%. The original bond claim followed the vessels into the
new company.

Newly-established WWS Recovery AS

However, the situation did not improve for World Wide Supply. By March 2016, the final two
vessels were also blocked from CAA renewal the following summer. No further interest
payments had been made. World Wide Supply summoned to a bondholders’ meeting on 15
December 2016 to declare default on its bonds and propose a sale of its vessels. The
proposal included:

Final two vessels blocked from CAA

 All six vessels owned by the company sold to New World Supply Ltd, a company set up
by certain bondholders. Upon completion of the sale, the mortgages on the vessels would
be released. All bondholders would receive the opportunity to participate in the share issue
of New World Supply Ltd. However, the shares would not be listed.

Sale of vessels proposed in December

purchases outstanding shares in
December 2015

renewal in March 2016

2016

 The super-priority bonds issued by WWS Recovery would be fully redeemed.
The proposal was accepted at the bondholders’ meeting a few days later. After completion of
the proposal WWS would have no commercial activity and would distribute remaining cash to
creditors, before winding down. Proceeds of the vessel sales were used to fully redeem the
i

Certification of Charter Authorisation. According to Brazilian law, domestic vessels have preferential right to employment and can thus block
renewal of CAA for international vessels
ii
Value of USD1m if up to 51% of shares accepted offer, USD1.5m if 51-90% of shares accepted offer, and USD1.75m if more than 90% of
the shares accepted to proposed offer
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super-priority bond. Remaining cash of USD24.0m was distributed proportionally to the
bondholders on 3 February 2017, of which USD23.1 counted as a reduction of the USD150m
principal. On 11 August 2017, a further USD3.9m was distributed. Since the sale of vessels to
New World Supply, S.D. Standard Drilling has purchased stakes in the company, amounting
339
to 34.4% ownership as of Q4 2018 . In October 2018, New World Supply sold the vessels
340
World Emerald and World Sapphire to Borealis Maritime .
Figure 99: World Wide Supply AS: quoted bond price and actual bond trades
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Ownership changes in restructurings of REM
Offshore, Solstad Offshore, Farstad Shipping
and Deep Sea Supply
Being perhaps the most substantial merger during the 2014–2016 oil price crash, the
following pages offer an overview of how ownership changed in the oil service companies
REM Offshore (“REM”), Solstad Offshore (“Solstad”), Farstad Shipping (“Farstad”) and Deep
Sea Supply (“DESSC”), through individual restructurings and the subsequent merger into
SolstadFarstad ASA, today again known as Solstad Offshore ASA.
Figure 100: Timeline, restructurings and mergers between Solstad, REM, Farstad and Deep Sea Supply

2016

2017

Solstad Offshore
Solstad proposes restructuring,
7 Jun

REM Offshore

Proposal rejected, 18 Jul
REM proposes restructuring,
27 Jun

Farstad Shipping

Announcement of merger
between Solstad/REM, Farstad
and Deep Sea Supply, 6 Feb

Solstad restructuring approved,
6 Jul
REM restructuring approved,
6 Sep

Announcement of merger
between Solstad/REM, Farstad
and Deep Sea Supply, 6 Feb

REM/Solstad merger announced,
28 Jul
Farstad/Siem deal fails,
5 Jan
Farstad announces agreement
with Siem, 4 Nov

Announcement of merger
between Solstad/REM, Farstad
and Deep Sea Supply, 6 Feb

Deep Sea Supply
Announcement of merger
between Solstad/REM, Farstad
and Deep Sea Supply, 6 Feb
Source: Company, Stamdata, DNB Markets

REM Offshore: Substantial dilution, but Remøy kept majority
Prior to the REM restructuring, Åge Remøy controlled 78.64% of the 21.32m shares
outstanding. The restructuring, prior to the merger with Solstad, involved the issuance of an
additional 323.8m shares, bringing the total number of shares to 344m. This was split
between bondholders (conversion of NOK513.5m in bonds to 137.7m shares), Vard
(conversion of a NOK191.7m claim to 13.8m shares) and Åge Remøy (injecting NOK150m in
new liquidity in exchange for 172.4m shares). Consequently, the outstanding shares prior to
the restructuring represented only 5.9% ownership after the restructuring.
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Figure 101: REM ownership prior to restructuring (%)

Figure 102: REM restructuring, new shares (m)
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The rights issue aimed at other existing shareholders was conducted in Solstad shares after
the merger, but at equal terms as planned prior to the announcement of the merger plans.
However, including this, the ownership share of existing shareholders (excluding Åge Remøy)
decreased from 21.4% to 7.4% during the restructuring.
Figure 103: REM ownership post restructuring (%)

Figure 104: REM ownership post restructuring, including
rights issue to existing shareholders ex. Åge Remøy (%)
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Source: Company, Stamdata (underlying data), DNB Markets (further calculations)
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Farstad Shipping: Massive dilution
Prior to the restructuring of Farstad Shipping, the company had 39m shares outstanding.
However, the restructuring would cause a massive dilution, adding an additional 4,824.5m
shares to the mix, thus leaving the ‘old’ shares representing only 0.8% of the ownership after
the restructuring. The most substantial dilution came from conversion of debt and future
interest to secured lenders (1.52bn new shares), conversion of unsecured bonds (1.13bn new
shares) as well as the private placement directed at Aker and Hemen Holding (571.4m new
shares each) and bondholders (428.6m new shares). The main owner prior to the
restructuring, Tyrholm & Farstad AS, contributed with NOK50m in the restructuring. However,
its ownership stake fell from 40.5% prior to the restructuring to 3.3% after the restructuring.
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Figure 105: Farstad ownership, prior to restructuring (%)

Figure 106: Farstad ownership, after restructuring (%)
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Source: Company, Bloomberg (underlying data), DNB Markets (further calculations)

Figure 107: Farstad restructuring, new shares (m)
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Solstad Offshore prior to merger: First round milder on former shareholders
In comparison to the restructurings of REM and Farstad, the initial restructuring of Solstad
implied a lower dilution for existing shareholders. The number of shares was slightly less than
doubled during the process, from 38.7m to 64.7m shares. This does not include the loan from
Aker, convertible to 20m additional shares. Hence, after the restructuring, the initial ownership
was diluted from 100% to 59.8%. Additionally, the Solstad family contributed with additional
equity and additional shares were issued to existing shareholders, keeping non-Aker
ownership at 69.1% after the restructuring (not counting in the conversion right of Aker’s loan,
which would bring Aker ownership to 47%).
In the subsequent merger, Aker converted its loan to shares, increasing its ownership stake in
the company. Additionally, Hemen Holdings injected equity, increasing its share, in addition to
converting shares owned in Farstad and DESSC. Conversion of shares in Farstad and
i
DESSC was based on the relative share prices at the time . Thus, the (post internal
restructuring) pre-merger owners of Solstad, REM, Farstad and DESSC ended up owning
22.2%, 8.2%, 46.7% and 10.5% of the new company, respectively, in addition to a 12.4%
ownership for Aker and Hemen Holdings through conversion of a NOK250m loan and
injection of NOK200m in new equity.

i

The exchange ratio of Farstad to Solstad shares was based on a Farstad share price of NOK0.35, substantially below the market pricing at
the time. In our view, one could argue that it was reasonable, given the massive dilution implied by the financial restructuring the company
announced.
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Figure 112 (next page) shows a waterfall chart, from pre-merger Solstad to the inclusion of
REM, conversion of the Aker loan, new Hemen Holdings equity, as well as the merger with
Farstad and DESSC. With the dilution of Farstad ownership in the financial restructuring, we
note that Tyrholm & Farstad retained a small share (1.5%) of the newly merged company.
However, the Farstad family later stated that it felt that promises to keep a strong connection
to its home town Ålesund had been broken, as the company reduced headcount at offices in
Ålesund and Fosnavåg (REM base), but less so in Solstad’s home base in Skudesneshavn.
Sverre Andreas Farstad left the board of the company in 2018 and requested to have his
family name removed from the company name SolstadFarstad.
Figure 108: Solstad ownership, prior to restructuring (%)

Figure 109: Solstad restructuring, new shares (m)
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Source: Company, Stamdata, DNB Markets. Converting Aker’s loan to shares would add
additional 20m shares

Figure 110: Solstad ownership, after restructuring (%)

Figure 111: Solstad ownership, after restructuring,
including Aker conversion of loan (%)
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Source: Company, Stamdata, DNB Markets
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Figure 112: Share ownership, from Solstad Offshore to SolstadFarstad (today known as Solstad Offshore ASA) (m shares)
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Appendices
Deep Sea Metro, parents and subsidiaries
Figure 113: Company structure

Metro Drilling Holding Corp.
(Liberia)

Odfjell Drilling Ltd.
(Bermuda, listed on OSE)

100%

100%

Metro Exploration Holding Corp.
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Odfjell Offshore Ltd.
(Bermuda)

USD186m bond issue
60%

40%

Deep Sea Metro Ltd.
(Bermuda)

Golden Close Maritime Corp. Ltd.
(Bermuda)

USD400m bond issue

100%

100%

Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd.
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Source: Metro Exploration investor presentation, January 2014
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Mentioned bond issues (1/2)
Figure 114: Bonds mentioned in report
Company

ISIN

Ticker

Issue date

Atlantic Offshore AS
Axis Offshore Pte Ltd
Bassdrill Alpha Ltd
Boa Offshore AS
Boa Offshore AS
Boa OCV AS
Boa SBL AS
Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd
Deep Drilling 1 Pte Ltd
DOF ASA
DOF ASA
DOF ASA
Dolphin Group ASA
Dolphin Group ASA
E Forland AS/Rem Saltire
Eidesvik Offshore ASA
Farstad Shipping ASA
Farstad Shipping ASA
Fred Olsen Energy ASA/Dolphin
Drilling
Golden Close Maritime Corp Ltd
Golden Energy Offshore Services
AS
Green Dragon Gas Ltd/G3
Exploration
Havila Shipping ASA
Havila Shipping ASA
Havila Shipping ASA
Havila Shipping ASA
Harkand Finance Inc/Nor Offshore
SPV
Island Drilling Company ASA
Island Offshore Shipholding LP
Island Offshore Shipholding LP
Latina Offshore Holding Limited
Latina Offshore Limited
Metro Exploration Holding Corp
Norshore Atlantic BV/NSA Bondco
Norwegian Energy Company ASA

NO0010697956
NO0010699317
NO0010684327
NO0010699077
NO0010741895
NO0010720790
NO0010675051
NO0010628860
NO0010633225
NO0010635865
NO0010657802
NO0010703192
NO0010662901
NO0010697220
NO0010686561
NO0010679475
NO0010635964
NO0010679871
NO0010704125

ATOFF03
AXIS01 PRO
BDA01 PRO
BOAO02 PRO
BOAO03 PRO
BOA02 PRO
BOAS01 PRO
DEED01 RET
DOF09
DOF10
DOF11
DOLP01
DOLP02
EFOR01 PRO
EIOF01
FAR03
FAR04
FOE05

16/12/2013
18/12/2013
05/07/2013
18/12/2013
17/07/2015
07/10/2014
19/04/2013
17/11/2011
21/12/2011
07/02/2012
12/09/2012
07/02/2014
14/11/2012
05/12/2013
04/09/2013
22/05/2013
15/02/2012
29/05/2013
28/02/2014

16/05/2018
18/05/2018
05/07/2018
18/12/2018
20/12/2018
07/10/2019
19/04/2018
28/12/2016
21/12/2015
07/02/2017
12/09/2019
07/02/2018
14/11/2016
05/12/2017
04/09/2018
22/05/2018
15/02/2017
29/05/2018
28/02/2019

NOK
USD
USD
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
USD
USD
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK

400+100 (tap)
60
90
500
150
1 200
400
150
125
700
700
700
400
500
525
300
400
1 000
1 100

Sr Unsecured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Unsecured
Subordinated
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Secured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured

NO0010722028
NO0010711732

GCMC01 PRO
GEOS01

24/10/2014
28/05/2014

24/10/2019
28/05/2017

USD
NOK

400
370

Sr Secured
Sr Secured

NO0010724370

GDG01 PRO

20/11/2014

20/11/2017

USD

88

Sr Secured

NO0010590441
NO0010605025
NO0010605033
NO0010657174
NO0010708209

HAVI04
HAVI06
HAVI07
HAVI08 PRO
HARK01

08/11/2010
30/03/2011
30/03/2011
30/08/2012
28/03/2014

08/11/2016
30/03/2017
30/03/2017
30/08/2016
28/03/2019

NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
USD

225
300
300
500
230

Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Secured

NOR06

03/04/2013
05/04/2013
31/03/2016
31/07/2014
03/07/2013
14/02/2014
21/02/2014
27/04/2011

03/04/2018
05/04/2016
05/04/2019
31/07/2016
03/07/2018
15/02/2016
21/12/2018
09/12/2017

USD
NOK
NOK
USD
USD
USD
USD
NOK

Sr Secured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured

Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010697030
Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010697048
Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010697055

NOR10
NOR11
NOR12

09/12/2013
09/12/2013
09/12/2013

09/12/2016
09/12/2020
09/12/2018

140
500+200 (tap)
230
75
175+175 (tap)
186
150
325+275
(merging bonds)
NOK
1 399
NOK
736
NOK
367

Oceanteam ASA
Olympic Ship AS
Olympic Ship AS
Oro Negro Drilling Pte Ltd
Oro Negro Impetus
OSA Goliath Pte Ltd/Goliath
Offshore
OSX 3 Leasing B.V

OTS02 PRO
OLSH02
OLSH03

24/10/2012
21/09/2012
18/06/2014
24/01/2014
04/12/2014
09/10/2013

24/10/2017
21/09/2017
18/06/2019
24/01/2019
04/12/2015
09/10/2018

USD
NOK
NOK
USD
USD
USD

92.5
300
500
725
175
160

Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Unsecured
convertible
Sr Secured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured

20/03/2012

20/03/2015

USD

500

Sr Secured

NO0010674187
NO0010673866
NO0010760507
NO0010715212
NO0010683832
NO0010703374
NO0010704182
NO0010606320

NO0010662018
NO0010659931
NO0010712839
NO0010700982
NO0010724818
NO0010691116
NO0010640824

IOSH01
IOSH02

Original Currency Amount issued
maturity date
(m)

Rank

Source: Stamdata, Bloomberg (underlying data)
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Mentioned bond issues (2/2)
Figure 115: Bonds mentioned in report
Company

ISIN

Ticker

Polarcus Limited

NO0010607435

Polarcus Limited
Polarcus Limited
Prosafe SE
Prosafe SE
Prosafe SE
Prosafe SE
REM Offshore ASA
REM Offshore ASA
Sea Trucks Group Limited
Seabird Exploration Plc
Seabird Exploration Plc
Seabird Exploration Plc
Seadrill Ltd
Seadrill Ltd
North Atlantic Drilling Ltd
Siem Offshore Inc
Siem Offshore Inc
Solstad Offshore ASA
Songa Offshore SE
Songa Offshore SE
Songa Offshore SE

NO0010680150
NO0010714389
NO0010635725
NO0010669633
NO0010691892
NO0010717473
NO0010672835
NO0010720238
NO0010673734
NO0010633118
NO0010732043
NO0010732076
NO0010673148
NO0010705791
NO0010692411
NO0010670441
NO0010708670
NO0010713548
NO0010628753
NO0010649403
NO0010697329

PLCS02
PLCS03
PRS08
PRS09
PRS10
PRS11
REM04 PRO
REM05

Viking Supply Ships AS
Volstad Shipping AS
Volstad Subsea AS

NO0010638158
NO0010680069
NO0010684574

World Wide Supply AS

NO0010694565

VSS01 PRO
VOLS01 PRO
VOSUB01
PRO
WWS01 PRO

SBX03
SBEF01
SBEF02
SDRL07
SDRL08
NADL01
SIOFF01
SIOFF02
SOFF04
SONG04
SONG05
SONG06

Issue date

Original Currency Amount issued
maturity date
(m)

Rank

27/04/2011

27/04/2016

USD

125

07/06/2013
08/07/2014
08/02/2012
17/01/2013
22/01/2013
09/09/2014
14/03/2013
25/09/2014
26/03/2013
19/12/2011
03/03/2015
03/03/2015
12/03/2013
18/03/2014
30/10/2013
30/01/2013
28/03/2014
24/06/2014
17/11/2011
11/06/2012
23/12/2013

07/06/2018
08/07/2019
08/02/2017
17/01/2020
22/10/2018
09/09/2019
14/03/2018
25/09/2019
26/03/2018
18/12/2015
03/03/2018
03/03/2018
12/03/2018
18/03/2019
30/10/2018
30/01/2018
28/03/2019
24/06/2019
17/11/2016
11/06/2015
23/12/2019

USD
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
USD
USD
USD
USD
NOK
SEK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
NOK
USD

95
350
500
500
700
700
290
500
575
90
5
24
1 800
1 500
1 500
600
700
1 000
1 400
750
150

21/03/2012
30/05/2013
05/07/2013

21/03/2017
30/05/2018
05/07/2016

NOK
NOK
NOK

385
275
600

Sr Secured
convertible
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Secured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Subordinated
convertible
Sr Unsecured
Sr Unsecured
Sr Secured

26/11/2013

26/05/2017

USD

150

Sr Secured

Source: Stamdata, Bloomberg (underlying data)
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Source documents
Atlantic Offshore AS
1
https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010697956_SB_20150922.pdf (22 Sep 2015)
2

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010697956_NB_20151006.pdf (6 Oct 2015)

3

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/391661 (16 Dec 2015)

4

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/395534 (19 Feb 2016)

5

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/396690 (4 Mar 2016)

6

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/399355 (15 Apr 2016)

7

http://www.dn.no/nyheter/naringsliv/2016/04/12/2144/Shipping/-skittent-og-hyt-spill (12 Apr 2016)

8

https://www.dn.no/konkurser/atlantic-offshore/atlantic-offshore-soker-konkurs/1-1-5623572 (15 Apr 2016)

9

https://sysla.no/maritim/ogreid-selskaper-saksokes-inntil-200-millioner-etter-konkurs (16 Jul 2018)

Axis Offshore Pte Ltd
10
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010699317_SB_20160715.PDF (15 Jul 2016)
11

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010699317_IB_20160720.PDF (20 Jul 2016)

12

https://www.dn.no/marked/energi/offshore/fullstendig-uhort/1-1-5693301 (21 Jul 2016)

13

https://www.dn.no/shipping/energi/finans/axis-offshore/far-ekstern-vurdering/1-1-5694218 (22 Jul 2016)

14

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010699317_IB_20160722.pdf (22 Jul 2016)

15

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010699317_NB_20160729.PDF (29 Jul 2016)

16

https://www.oslobors.no/ob_eng/Oslo-Boers/About-Oslo-Boers/News-from-Oslo-Boers/Oslo-Boers-criticizes-Axis-Offshore (8 Dec
2016)
17

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010699317_IB_20161110.pdf (10 Nov 2016)

18

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010699317_SB_20161115.PDF (15 Nov 2016)

BassDrill Alpha Ltd
19
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010684327_SB_20160329.pdf (29 Mar 2016)
20

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010684327_NB_20160412.PDF (12 Apr 2016)

21

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010684327_IB_20160525.pdf (25 May 2016)

22

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010684327_SB_20160621.PDF (21 Jun 2016)

23

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010684327_SB_20161019.PDF (19 Oct 2016)

24

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010684327_IB_20170519.PDF (19 May 2017)

25

https://opencorporates.com/companies/cy/HE291582

26

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010684327_IB_20180712.PDF (12 Jul 2018)

Boa Offshore AS, Boa OCV AS, Boa SBL AS
27
https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/414867 (29 Nov 2016)
28
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010699077_SB_20170622.PDF (22 Jun 2017)
29

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010741895_NB_20170707.pdf (7 Jul 2017)

30

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010675051_SB_20190415.PDF (15 Apr 2019)

Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd
31
https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010628860_MD_20150814.pdf (13 Aug 2015)
32

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010628860_IB_20151117.pdf (17 Nov 2015)

33

http://halsnoydokk.no/?p=456 (17 Aug 2016)
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34

https://www.offshoreenergytoday.com/tpaos-fatih-drillship-heads-offshore-to-drill-for-oil-and-gas/ (Nov 2018)

Deep Drilling 1 Pte Ltd
35
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010633225_SB_20151201.pdf (1 Dec 2015)
36

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010633225_NB_20151215.pdf (15 Dec 2015)

37

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010633225_SB_20161202.PDF (2 Dec 2016)

38

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010633225_NB_20161216.PDF (16 Dec 2016)

DOF ASA
39
https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010635865_SB_20160621.PDF (21 Jun 2016)
40

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010635865_NB_20160705.PDF (5 Jul 2016)

41

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/406836 (9 Aug 2016)

Dolphin Group ASA
42
https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/375857 (21 Apr 2015)
43

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010662901_SB_20150424.pdf (24 Apr 2015)

44

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010662901_NB_20150513.pdf (13 May 2015)

45

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010697220_SB_20151204.pdf (4 Dec 2015)

46

http://www.newsweb.no/newsweb/search.do?messageId=391412 (14 Dec 2015)

47

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010697220_IB_20170123.PDF

48

Finansavisen, 8 January 2019

E Forland AS (Rem Saltire AS)
49
https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010686561_IB_20140430.PDF (30 Apr 2014)
50

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/439424 (23 Nov 2017)

51

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010686561_SB_20180524_COPY.PDF (24 May 2018)

Eidesvik Offshore ASA
52
https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010679475_SB_20170301.PDF (1 Mar 2017)
53

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/422611 (15 Mar 2017)

54

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010679475_NB_20170316.PDF (16 Mar 2017)

55

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/441977 (5 Jan 2018)

56

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/442077 (8 Jan 2018)

Farstad Shipping ASA
57
https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/405360 (4 Jul 2016)
58

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/412815 (4 Nov 2016)

59

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/414516 (24 Nov 2016)

60

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/417365 (5 Jan 2017)

61

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/417955 (16 Jan 2017)

Fred Olsen Energy ASA / Dolphin Drilling ASA
62
https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/416032 (15 Dec 2016)
63

https://www.hegnar.no/Nyheter/Boers-finans/2017/02/Fred.-Olsen-Energy-reddet-med-et-noedskrik

64

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/454011 (19 Jun 2018)

65

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/454847 (30 Jun 2018)

66

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/455042 (3 Jul 2018)

67

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/462926 (6 Nov 2018)
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68

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/464201 (22 Nov 2018)

69

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/464537 (27 Nov 2018)

70

https://www.hegnar.no/Nyheter/Boers-finans/2018/12/Fred.-Olsen-faar-fjerne-navnet-sitt-fra-doera (20 Dec 2018)

71

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/474490 (12 Apr 2019)

72

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/475477 (29 Apr 2019)

Golden Close Maritime Corp Ltd
73
https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/398947 (Apr 2016)
74

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/418570 (Jan 2017)

75

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/423207 (Mar 2017)

76

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/42362_CI_20160429.pdf (29 Apr 2016)

77

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010722028_SB_20160623.PDF (Jun 2016)

78

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010722028_SB_20170227.PDF (27 Feb 2017)

79

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/461744 (23 Oct 2018)

80

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010789456_CI_20181107.pdf (7 Nov 2018)

81

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010789399_IB_20181116.pdf (16 Nov 2018)

82

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/465444 (10 Dec 2018)

83

http://www.energyglobalnews.com/ultra-deepwater-drillship-deepsea-metro-i-sold-to-turkey/ (26 Oct 2018)

84

https://www.iefimerida.gr/news/479177/deepsea-metro-1-fthanei-stin-toyrkia-neo-geotrypano (15 Feb 2019)

Golden Energy Offshore Services AS
85
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010711732_SB_20150831.pdf (31 Aug 2015)
86

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010711732_SB_20160311.pdf (11 Mar 2016)

87

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010711732_CI_20160421.pdf (21Apr 2016)

88

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010711732_SB_20171205.PDF (5 Dec 2017)

89

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010711732_IB_20180206.PDF (6 Feb 2018)

Green Dragon Gas Ltd / G3 Exploration Limited
90
http://otp.investis.com/clients/uk/green_dragon/rns/regulatory-story.aspx?cid=1089&newsid=829082 (15 Dec 2016)
91

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010724370_SB_20170511.PDF (11 May 2017)

92

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010724370_IB_20171120.PDF (20 Nov 2017)

93

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010724370_IB_20171206.PDF (6 Dec 2017)

94

http://www.g3-ex.com/~/media/Files/G/Green-Dragon-Gas/reports-presentations/presentation-february-2019.pdf (Feb 2019)

95

http://otp.investis.com/clients/uk/green_dragon/rns/regulatory-story.aspx?cid=1089&newsid=1253634 (18 Apr 2019)

Havila Shipping ASA
96
https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010657174_SB_20160105.pdf (5 Jan 2016)
97

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010590441_SB_20160212.pdf (12 Feb 2016)

98

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010590441_SB_20161129_COPY.PDF (29 Nov 2016)

99

https://e24.no/boers-og-finans/havila-shipping/havila-unngaar-konkurs/23858571 (28 Nov 2016)

100

https://www.dn.no/shipping/havila/tom-henning-slethei/-vi-reddet-havila/2-1-12191 (28 Nov 2016)

101

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/471063/ (1 Mar 2019)

Harkand Finance Inc / NOR Offshore SPV, Ltd
102
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010708209_SB_20150528.pdf (28 May 2015)
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103

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010708209_CI_20150528.pdf (28 May 2015)

104

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010708209_IB_20160504.PDF (4 May 2016)

105

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010708209_IB_20160426.pdf

106

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010708209_SB_20160509.PDF(9 May 2016)

107

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010708209_MD_20160802.PDF (2 Aug 2016)

108

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010769557_SB_20161107.PDF (7 Nov 2016)

109

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010769557_SB_20171127.pdf (27 Nov 2017)

110

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010778962_IB_20171220.PDF (20 Dec 2017)

Island Drilling Company ASA / Marine Accurate Well ASA
111
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010674187_IB_20160404.pdf (4 Apr 2016)
112

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010674187_SB_20170316.PDF (16 Mar 2017)

113

https://www.dn.no/shipping/trond-mohn/ulsteinvik/island-offshore/trond-mohns-andel-i-det-kriserammede-selskapet-blir-null-verdtmen-na-putter-han-nye-penger-inn/2-1-55052 (16 Mar 2017)
114

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010674187_NB_20170330.PDF (30 Mar 2017)

Island Offshore Shipholding L.P.
115
https://sysla.no/maritim/island-offshore-er-i-samtale-med-obligasjonseierne (18 Feb 2016)
116

https://www.nett.no/Nettno/Overskriftene/Trond-Mohn-inn-i-Island-Offshore (12 Feb 2016)

117

https://www.dn.no/shipping/gjeldslosning-for-island-offshore/1-1-5585910 (23 Feb 2016)

118

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/395828 (24 Feb 2016)

119

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010673866_SB_20160302.pdf (2 Mar 2016)

120

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010673866_NB_20160316.pdf (16 Mar 2016)

121

https://www.smp.no/naeringsliv/2016/10/21/Island-Offshore-legg-sju-nye-båtar-i-opplag-13675303.ece (21 Oct 2016)

Latina Offshore Holding Limited
122
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010715212_LA.pdf (original loan agreement)
123

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010715212_SB_20150805.pdf (5 Aug 2015)

124

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010715212_CI_20160302.pdf (2 Mar 2016)

125

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010715212_SB_20160808.PDF (8 Aug 2016)

126

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010715212_SB_20161207.PDF (7 Dec 2016)

127

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010715212_SB_20180403.PDF (3 Apr 2018)

128

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010715212_SB_20180926.PDF (26 Sep 2018)

129

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010715212_SB_20190429.PDF (29 Apr 2019)

Latina Offshore Limited
130
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010683832_CI_20160302.pdf (2 Mar 2016)
131

http://stamdata.com/documents/NO0010683832_SB_20161010.PDF (10 Oct 2016)

132

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010683832_SB_20170222.PDF (22 Feb 2017)

133

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010683832_IB_20180103.PDF (3 Jan 2018)

134

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010683832_SB_20180110.PDF (10 Jan 2018)

135

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010683832_SB_20180626.PDF (26 Jun 2018)

136

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010683832_SB_20181001.PDF (1 Oct 2018)
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Metro Exploration Holding Corp.
137
https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010703374_SB_20150513.pdf (13 May 2015)
138

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010703374_IB_20160208.pdf (8 Feb 2016)

139

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010703374_SB_20160311.pdf (11 Mar 2016)

140

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010703374_SB_20160523.pdf (23 May 2016)

Norshore Atlantic BV / NSA Bondco Limited
141
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010704182_SB_20150507.pdf (7 May 2015)
142

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010704182_SB_20150721.pdf (21 Jul 2015)

143

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010744246_SB_20160111.pdf (11 Jan 2016)

144

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010744246_IB_20160303.pdf (3 Mar 2016)

145

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010744246_IB_20160705.PDF (5 May 2016)

146

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010744246_NB_20160706.PDF (6 Jul 2016)

147

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010744246_IB_20170106.PDF (6 Jan 2017)

Norwegian Energy Company ASA (Noreco)
148
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010548449_SB_20130624.pdf (24 Jun 2013)
149

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010548449_NB_20130708.pdf (8 Jul 2013)

150

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/337769 (21 Oct 2013)

151

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010548449_IB_20131104.pdf (4 Nov 2013)

152

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010606320_SB_20141204.pdf (4 Dec 2014)

153

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010606320_SB_20150216.pdf (16 Feb 2015)

154

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010697030_IB_20150702.pdf (2 Jul 2015)

155

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/392341 (29 Dec 2015)

156

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/391947 (21 Dec 2015)

157

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/394113 (3 Feb 2016)

158

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/396444 (2 Mar 2016)

159

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/397401 (16 Mar 2016)

160

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/405239 (30 Jun 2016)

161

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/420526 (17 Feb 2017)

162

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/432396 (10 Aug 2017)

163

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/450540 (4 May 2018)

164

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010697030_SB_20180216.PDF (16 Feb 2018)

165

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010697030_SB_20180821.PDF (21 Aug 2018)

166

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/461446 (17 Oct 2018)

167

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/475391 (29 Apr 2019)

168

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010697030_SB_20181017.PDF (17 Oct 2018)

Oceanteam ASA
169
https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/411654 (20 Oct 2016)
170

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/411744 (23 Oct 2016)

171

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010662018_SB_20161128.PDF (28 Nov 2016)
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172

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/417713 (11 Jan 2017)

173

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010662018_SB_20170412.PDF (12 April 2017)

174

https://www.dn.no/bors/jus/oceanteam/bergen-tingrett/oceanteam-skal-granskes/2-1-271278 (9 Feb 2018)

175

https://www.finanstilsynet.no/contentassets/0e2d337f6e7a421e92724b812702fba7/request-for-information-oceanteam-asa.pdf

(2 Mar 2018)
176

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/446594 (15 Mar 2018)

177

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/448716 (13 Apr 2018)

178

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010662018_SB_20180423.PDF (23 Apr 2018)

179

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010662018_SB_20181024.PDF (24 Oct 2018)

180

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010662018_IB_20181217.PDF (17 Dec 2018)

181

https://www.hegnar.no/Nyheter/Boers-finans/2019/05/Oceanteam-vil-stanse-granskningen-av-selskapet (2 May 2019)

Olympic Ship AS
182
https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/405429 (5 Jul 2016)
183

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/409697 (19 Sep 2016)

184

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/415319 (6 Dec 2016)

185

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/415620 (9 Dec 2016)

186

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010712839_NB_20161223.pdf (23 Dec 2016)

187

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010785744_SB_20181123.PDF (23 Nov 2018)

Oro Negro Drilling Pte Ltd / Oro Negro Impetus Ltd
188
https://www.infield.com/rigs/manager/oro-negro-rigs
189

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010724818_CI_20150424.pdf (24 Apr 2015)

190

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010724818_BR_20151009.pdf (9 Oct 2015)

191

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010724818_IB_20151204.pdf (4 Dec 2015)

192

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010700982_IB_20151105.pdf (5 Nov 2015)

193

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010724818_IB_20151116.pdf (13 Nov 2015)

194

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010700982_CI_20160216.pdf (16 Feb 2016)

195

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010700982_IB_20160125.pdf (25 Jan 2016)

196

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010700982_IB_20160915.PDF (14 Sep 2016)

197

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010700982_CI_20170811.pdf (11 Aug 2017)

198

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010700982_IB_20170823.PDF (23 Aug 2017)

199

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010700982_CI_20170828.PDF (28 Aug 2017)

200

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010700982_IB_20170829.PDF (29 Aug 2017)

201

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010700982_SB_20170912.PDF (12 Sep 2017)

202

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010700982_NB_20170926.PDF (26 Sep 2017)

203

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010700982_CI_20171108.PDF (8 Nov 2017)

204

https://www.wsj.com/articles/mexicos-oro-negro-files-for-u-s-bankruptcy-court-protection-1524520211 (23 Apr 2018)

205

https://www.wsj.com/articles/battle-for-mexicos-oro-negro-heats-up-as-creditors-attempt-to-seize-oil-rigs-1540256674 (22 Oct 2018)

OSA Goliath Pte Ltd / Goliath Offshore Holdings Pte Ltd
206
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010691116_MD_20140304.pdf (4 Mar 2014)
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207

https://www.courthousenews.com/oil-firm-accused-fraud-points-finger-citibank/

208

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-citigroup-mexico-fraud/citigroup-reports-fraud-in-mexico-unit-lowers-2013-resultsidUSBREA1R10Q20140228 (28 Feb 2014)
209

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010691116_MD_20140311.pdf (10 Mar 2014)

210

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010691116_MD_20141217.pdf (17 Dec 2014)

211

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010691116_SB_20140307.pdf (7 Mar 2014)

212

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010740459_SB_20150615.pdf (15 Jun 2015)

213

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010691116_IB_20161026.PDF (26 Oct 2016)

214

https://news.bloombergtax.com/financial-accounting/kpmg-gets-suit-over-citigroup-loans-to-oil-services-firm-tossed (1 Mar 2019)

OSX 3 Leasing B.V.
215
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010640824_IB_20131022.pdf
216

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010640824_IB_20131220.pdf

217

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010640824_MD_20140314.pdf (14 Mar 2019)

218

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010640824_NB_20140401.pdf (1 Apr 2014)

219

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010640824_IB_20141126.pdf (26 Nov 2014)

220

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010640824_IB_20150317.pdf (17 Mar 2015)

221

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010640824_IB_20150430.pdf (30 Apr 2015)

222

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010640824_SB_20161006.PDF (6 Oct 2016)

223

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010640824_SB_20170615.PDF (15 Jun 2017)

224

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010640824_SB_20170201.PDF (1 Feb 2017)

225

https://www.offshoreenergytoday.com/dommo-energia-extends-charter-for-fpso-operating-on-tubarao-martelo-field/

226

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010640824_IB_20190219.PDF (19 Feb 2019)

Polarcus Limited
227
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010607435_SB_20150325.pdf (25 Mar 2015)
228

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/381186 (29 Jun 2015)

229

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/390925 (7 Dec 2015)

230

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/393960 (2 Feb 2016)

231

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/419720 (10 Feb 2017)

232

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010680150_SB_20180126.PDF (26 Jan 2018)

233

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010680150_NB_20180212.PDF (12 Feb 2018)

234

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/445663 (1 Mar 2018)

235

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/448465 (10 Apr 2018)

236

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/446342 (13 Mar 2018)

Prosafe SE
237
https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/392873 (12 Jan 2016)
238

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010635725_SB_20160212.pdf (12 Feb 2016)

239

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/405629 (7 Jul 2016)

240

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010635725_SB_20160728.PDF (27 Jul 2016)

241

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010635725_NB_20160812-495610(1).PDF (12 Aug 2016)
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REM Offshore ASA
242
https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/367953 (19 Dec 2014)
243

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/391969 (21 Dec 2015)

244

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/391970 (21 Dec 2015)

245

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/404975 (27 Jun 2016)

246

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/406090 (18 Jul 2016)

247

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/406443 (28 Jul 2016)

248

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010672835_SB_20160823.PDF (23 Aug 2016)

249

https://www.stamdata.com/documents/NO0010672835_IB_20160906.PDF (6 Sep 2016)

250

https://www.hegnar.no/Nyheter/Boers-finans/2017/12/Jeg-ble-dolket-i-ryggen-av-Kjell-Inge-Roekke (27 Dec 2017)

Sea Trucks Group Limited
251
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010673734_IB_20150422.pdf (22 Apr 2015)
252

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010673734_SB_20151209.pdf (9 Dec 2015)

253

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010673734_NB_20151223.pdf (23 Dec 2015)

254

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010673734_IB_20161223.PDF (23 Dec 2016)

255

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010673734_NB_20170118.PDF (18 Jan 2017)

256

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010673734_IB_20170811.PDF (10 Aug 2017)

257

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010673734_SB_20170615.PDF (15 Jun 2017)

258

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010798077_LA_20170623.PDF (“Liquidity bond” agreement)

259

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010673734_NB_20170620.PDF (20 Jun 2017)

260

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010798077_IB_20171222.PDF (22 Dec 2017)

261

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010673734_SB_20180206.PDF (6 Feb 2018)

262

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010814627_SB_20181129.PDF (29 Nov 2018)

263

https://businessday.ng/energy/oilandgas/article/wav-stg-resolve-years-of-rift-sign-settlement-agreement/

Seabird Exploration Plc
264
http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010633118_SB_20141204.pdf (4 Dec 2014)
265

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/361969 (1 Oct 2014)

266

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/370016 (29 Jan 2015)

267

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010633118_SB_20150211.pdf (11 Feb 2015)

268

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/obsvc/attachment.obsvc?messageId=370091&attachmentId=49517&obsvc.item=1 (30 Jan 2015)

269

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/370248 (3 Feb 2015)

270

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010633118_NB_20150218.pdf (18 Feb 2015)

271

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010732043_SB_20170526.PDF (26 May 2017)

272

http://stamdata.no/documents/NO0010732043_NB_20170606.PDF (6 Jun 2017)

273

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/432126 (4 Aug 2017)

274

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/434843 (15 Sep 2017)

275

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/452176 (24 May 2018)

276

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/457252 (15 Aug 2018)

277

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/455417 (11 Jul 2018)
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278

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/474347 (29 Apr 2019)

Seadrill Ltd
279
https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/402072 (18 May 2016)
280

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/403767 (9 Jun 2016)

281

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/418859 (31 Jan 2017)

282

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/424068 (4 Apr 2017)

283

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/434537 (13 Sep 2017)

284

https://www.dn.no/marked/seadrill/bloomberg-news/john-fredriksen/obligasjonseiere-i-seadrill-vil-kjempe-mot-redningsplanen/2-1170296 (21 Sep 2017)
285

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/445164 (26 Feb 2018)

286

https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/448310 (9 Apr 2018)
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